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Abstract 
Sui)ervisecl learning in general and regularized risk minimizat ion in part icular is aliont 
solving optimizat ion |)roblem whirh is jointly defined by a jjerf'ormanre measure and 
a set of labeled training exam])les. T h e outcome of learning, a model, is then used 
mainly for j jredicting the labels for unlabeled examples in the test ing environment.. 
In real-world scenarios, a typical learning process often involves solving a seciuence 
of similar ])roblems with different parameters before a final model is identified. For 
learning to be successful, the final model must be produced timely, antl the model 
should be rol)ust to (mild) irregularities in the test ing environment. T h e purpose of 
this thesis is to investigate ways to speed up the learning process and improve the 
robustness of the learned model. 
first develop a batch convex optimizat ion solver specialized to the regularized risk 
minimizat ion based on standard l)midle methods. T h e solver inherits two main jjroper-
ties of the standard bundle methods. Firstly, it is cai)able of solving b o t h differentiable 
and non-differentiable i)roblems, hence its imij lementation can be reused for different 
tasks with minimal modification. Secondly, the optimizat ion is easily amenable to par-
allel and distributed computat ion settings: this makes the solver highly scalable in the 
number of training examples. 
However, unlike the standard bundle methods, the solver does not have extra ])arani-
eters which need careful tuning. Furthermore, we prove that the solver has faster 
convergence rate. In addition to that , the solver is very efficient in comput ing api)rox-
imate regularization path and model selection. 
\^'e also present a convex risk formulation for incori)orating invariances and prior knowl-
edge into the learning problem. T h i s fornnilation generalizes many existing approaches 
for robust learning in the sett ing of insufficient or noisy training examples and covari-
ate shift. Lastly, we extend a non-convex risk fornnilation for binary classification to 
.structm-ed prediction. Em]>irical results show that the model obtained with this risk 
fornnilation is robust to outliers in the training examples. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Sui)eivise(l machine learning is a .statistical discipline devoted to the stnily of data 
structures and algorithms that allow machines to learn from examples. Unlike AI . its 
main goal is not to mimic human intelhgenc:e in general, but to extract usable knowledge 
in a concise and comi)rehensible form from examples i.e., a finite set ini)ut-out])ut i)airs. 
In this thesis, we focus on a learning framework in which the knowledge learned is a 
compatibi l i ty f imction / which takes an iui)ut x and an output y as arguments and gives 
a score of how compatible y is to x. T h e i)rediction for an unseen input is then defined 
as the outi)ut that maximizes the comjjatibi l i ty score. T h e framework we ado])t here 
cast the learning |)roi)lems into rather well-studied numerical oijtimizaticjn problems. 
In this thesis, we develoj) a general, scalable, and efficient opt imizat ion m e t h o d for the 
learning problems. T h e method is general as it is ca])able of solving iruiny different 
learning i)roblcms corresi)onding to either differentiable or non-differentiable o])timiza-
tion jjroblems. It is scalable because the algorithm is easily amenable to parallel and 
distributed comi)utation settings. Moreover, it is efficient in solving a secjuence of 
learning i)roblenis wi th slight changes in the object ive functions. 
\ '^e also present eihcient methods for iminoving the j)erformanc:e (jf the compat ib i l i ty 
function when training d a t a is insulhcient or of poor qual i ty {e.y., missing or uncertain 
features, noise, outliers, etc.) and when tliere is an unknown adversary in the test ing 
environment. 
In the remaining of this chajiter. we give some motivat ing examples of machine learning 
applications and an outline of the thesis. 
Introduction 
1.1 Examples of Supervised Machine Learning Applica-
tions 
111 this section, we give some brief but concrete examples of machine learning api)lica-
t ions to c lar i fy the nse of compat ibi l i ty function: 
D o c i n i i e i i t t l a s s i f i c a t i o i i 
T h e task here is to classify (locunients {i.e., a scfuunicc of words) into diiicrcnl 
categories according to their content. Th i s application is used in m a n y areas 
ranging from email s p a m filtering to automat ic categorizat ion of online news 
articles. For exanii)le. given a document x, the set of categories { ! , . . . , / ( • } , and 
a comi)atibi l i ty function in the form f{.T.y) = where w G M'' is a 
learned weight vector associated to / and <i){.r,.y) G W ' is a feature mapping. T h e 
predicted category for x is taken to be the integer y* such that f{x, y*) > f{x. y) 
for all y G { ! , . . . , A'}. 
D o c u m e n t r a n k i n g 
O n e of the keys to the success of i i iforination retrieval system is the abil ity to 
rank retrieved results according to tlieir relevance to the retrieval criterion set 
by the users. A n important application area i.s Internet search engines. In this 
case, the task is to assign a ranking, i.e., a tota l ordering to the set of webpages 
x ~ ,xi, \ returned by the retrieval subsystem after a user issued a (juery 
q. T h e compat ib i l i ty function can be of the form f{x,y) = ?y, w ^ ^(a-,, q), 
where w G is a l<>anied weight vector associated to / , y is a ])crmntation of the 
set { I , A-}, and (p{xi,q) G W' is a feature mapping. It can be shown that the 
ranking for the set of webi)ages is a y* such that w''" 4){xy* ,q),..., w'"' (f){xy-^.q) is 
in non-increasing order and y can be olitained by sorting the values w ^ (p{xi,q). 
S e q u e n c e l a b e l i n g 
T h e goal in this t y p e of i jrobiems is to assign labels to a sequence of objects . For 
example , in named entity recognition, the names of i)eoj)l(\ places, organizat ions, 
etc. that api)ear in a i)iece of text [i.e.. a sequence of words) are to be marked 
so that subse<inent processing such as document understanding {e.g.. answering 
(juestions of the t y p e '•who did w h a t where and w h e n " ) can l)e performed. Say 
we are only interested in tagg ing the name of ])erson as T and non-name as '()' 
for a i^assage x of k wcjrd.s ( x i , . . . , x/,.). T h e compatibi l i ty function can be in the 
form f[x.y) = (f){x,y) where w G W' is a learned weight vector associated 
to / . y G {0-1}^ is a possible labehng. and <p{x,y) G R'' is a feature mapping. 
Under some reasonable model ing assumptions .such as the label of i-th word only 
depends on {i - l ) - th and (i + 1 )-th words, the ])redicted labeling 
y" : = a r g m a x w"*" (^(.T, y ') . 
i/'GfO.l}'^ 
§1.2 Thesis Outline 
can be computed efficiently via dynamic programming. 
The feature mapjiing 0 is a de\'ice that human experts design to capture the features 
of a particular problem domain. For instance, in document classification, </> is simply 
a vector of frequency counts of all unique words found in a docimient. ' 
In this thesis, we focus on a learning framework, namely regularized risk minimization 
(RRM) that cast learning problems as numerical optimization. While in-depth discus-
sion on RRM is given in Section 2.1, we briefly state the optimization problem here for 
reference : Under the RRM framework, the compatibility function / is obtained via 
the following: 
f = argmin AQ(/) -F R { f ) where /?( / ) := V / ) , 
J^ is the space of compatibility function, Q is a regularizer which penalizes overly 
complex / , A > 0 is a regularization parameter which controls the magnitude of the 
penalization of / , {(a^i, are training input-output pairs, and l{x,y.f) is a loss 
function which measin^es the di.screpancy between tlie actual output y, and predicted 
output y* for input Xi. 
There are two main aims to achieve in this thesis: Firstly, we want to develop a 
method specialized to RRM problems which is general, easy to implement, scalable, 
and has faster conv(Tgcn< e rate than standard methods. The second aim is to design a 
general formulation of loss functions which allows incorporation of invariances and prior 
knowledge for improving the performance of compatibility in the testing environments. 
1.2 Thesis Outline 
Below is the summary of the chapters in this thesis: 
C h a p t e r 2. B a c k g r o u n d : In this chapter, we review the regularized risk mini-
mization framework for discriminative learning and briefly describe many state of the 
art machine learning algorithms for solving problems cast into the regularized risk 
minimization framework. We also review a family of bundle methods for minimizing 
non-differentiable convex functions. The bundle methods will serve as the basis of our 
method developed in Chapter 3. 
C h a p t e r 3. B u n d l e M e t h o d for R e g u l a r i z e d R i sk M i n i m i z a t i o n (BMRM): 
In this chapter we focus on convex regularized risk minimization. In this case, the 
'Througl ioi i t tliis t,lie.si.s we assume tlie problem depeiideiit is given if not specified explicitly. 
hilnxluction 
objective function is a sum of two convex futictions, namely, regularize!' and empirical 
risk. Instead of l)uilding an api)roximation for the whole objective as in standard 
bundle methods, our method approximates only the empirical risk. This decoupling 
allows us to obtain a faster convergence rate. Despite the modifications, our method 
still inherits many properties of the standard bundle methods which are crucial for 
an efHcient, modular, and scalable {i.e., under j)arallel and distributed com])utation 
model) implementation. We also present experiments to evaluate the performance of 
our methods under different training settings and against other methods. 
C h a p t e r 4. Ef f ic ient C o m p u t a t i o n o f R e g u l a r i z a t i o n P a t h : In a typical ma-
chine learning process, nniltiple regularization parameters arc tried for two purposes: 
Firstly, regvilarization parameter fully identify a learned model for a fixed training data 
and learning algorithm. Therefore, model selection is done by finding the regularization 
parameter for which the model achieves the best performance on a hold-out dataset. 
Secondly, the learned model, e.g., a vector of feature weights, corresponding to different 
regularization parameters can be used for studying the evolution of the feature weights 
subject to different regularization magnitudes. The method developed in Chajjter 
builds an approximation of the emi)irical risk which is independent of the regularizer 
and the regularization ])arameter. We present experiments to show that by reusing 
the approximation of empirical risk corrcsi)onding to a regularization parameter, the 
learning with a new regularization parameter can be sped up significantly. 
C h a p t e r 5. R o b u s t Learniirg wi th Invariances : In this chapter, we present a 
worst-case convex learning formulation for incorporating invariances and prior knowl-
edge about a problem domain into the learning algorithms in a priucii^led way. This 
fornuilation generalizes many existing heuristic and principled ai)proaches under a uni-
fied setting. We also develop a closely related formulation for dealing with an adversary 
in the testing environment. We present experiments to show that the resulting model 
is more robust compared to that obtained by standard learning fornndations. 
C h a p t e r 6. N o n - c o n v e x Loss for S t r u c t u r e d P r e d i c t i o n : In this chapter, we 
present a moilihcation of a non-convex empirical risk, originally developed for binary 
classification, to structured prediction problems. We show experimentally that the 
resulting formulation is robust to noisy data. 
C h a p t e r 7. C o n c l u s i o n : In this chapter, we summarize our contributions and 
provide a discussion on potential future work. 
A p p e n d i x A . Loss Func t i ons : This appendix provides a discussion on many con-
vex loss functions commonly used in machine learning applications. The presenta-
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tion/formulation of the loss functions is suited to the regularized risk minimization 
framework. 
A p p e n d i x B. Proofs : This appendix keeps long proofs developed in this thesis. 
Appendix C. Basic Definitions and Results in Convex Analysis: This ap-
pendix collects some basic definitions and results in convex analysis that we make use 
of throughout the thesis. 
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Chapter 2 
Background 
In this chapter, we review a i)rincipled learning framework, namely regularized risk 
minimization (RRM) [Vapnik, 1995] which justifies how and why the learning of a 
compatibility function / can he done via standard numerical optimization. Then we 
describe a number of state-of-the-art machine learning algorithms for solving problems 
cast as RRM. Finally, we review a class of non-differentiable optimization methods, 
namely, bundle methods [see e.g., Hiriart-Urruty and Lemarechal, 1993] which are 
suitable for solving various types of RRM. 
2 . 1 IVlach ine L e a r n i n g a s R i s k J M i n i m i z a t i o n 
In this sec:tion. we see how a machine learning problem can be cast in the form 
of (risk) minimization problem. Formally, we consider an input space X, an out-
put space and a si)ace T of comi)atibility functions. In the sui)ervised learning 
setting, we are given a set of tTaininy examples, i.e., a set of input-output pairs 
S := { ( x i . y i ) {xrn. tjm)} C A" X Furthermore, we assimie that the examples 
in S are independently and identically distributed (iid) according to an unknown dis-
tribution P on the space X x y. 
We define three functions that are key to the fornndation of risk minimization as follows: 
• Compatibility function 
f 
measures the compatibility of an input-output pair {x, y) ^ X x y , i.e., the higher 
the value f ( x , y) the more compatible the j)air (x, y) is. 
• Prediction function 
y* • . X x T - . y 
Background 
predicts an ou tpu t y e for a given input x ^ X under the guidance of a 
compatibi l i ty funct ion / G J-. For instance, y* can be defined as maximizat ion 
of compatibi l i ty funct ion over the ou tpu t space, for a fixed input , i.e., 
y*{x,f) := a r g m a x / ( x . y ) . 
yey 
Loss fiuiction 
I - . X x y x J' 
measures the level of disagreement between target and predicted outputs . For 
instance, in classification, / can be dcHned as the so-called U/1 loss: 
and in regression {i.e., = K), / can be defined as the squared absolute difference 
of target and predicted out j juts : 
Iix.yJ) = \y-y*{xJ)\\ 
In fact, t he loss funct ion also measures the quality of a compatibil i ty funct ion as the 
prediction is solely depending on the lat ter . In other words, the loss incurred by a 
"bet ter" compatibi l i ty funct ion j \ is, on average, lower than t ha t by a "worse" one /2. 
More formally, it means t ha t the risk of fi is lower t han the risk of f-z, where the risk 
of f is defined as the expected loss of f over the distr ibution P: 
mskif):= [ I{x.y.f)P{x.y)dxdy. (2.2) 
Jxxy 
It follows tha t learning the op t imum compatibil i ty funct ion ./> € is equivalent t o 
solving the following opt imizat ion problem: 
f j r ^-ATginm RLikif). (2.3) 
Since the dis t r ibut ion F is unknown by assumption, (2.2) cannot be evaluated and 
hence problem (2.3) is not solvable. Nevertlieless, in Sections 2.1.1, 2.1.2, and 2.1.3, we 
describe how the risk (2.2) can be es t imated and minimized with theoretical guarantc-es 
on the quali ty of est imation. 
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2.1.1 Empirical Risk Minimization (ERM) 
Since we are given an lid sample S, the risk (2.2) can be estimated by the empirical 
risk - an emi)irical average computed on S: 
1 
R i f ) = - f ) . 
trl ^— m !=1 
Suppose l{x,y.f) is boimded for all (x. y) G ,V x >" and all / G T (which is often 
the case e.g., the 0/1 loss (2.1)), then with the iid assumption on S. l{x.y. f ) can be 
regarded as iid random variables too, for any / . Therefore, one can show that , for any 
.f 
/?(/) ^ Risk{J) as m oo, (2.4) 
by the law of large immbers. The convergence (2.4) explains only why Risk{f) can lie 
estimated by /?( / ) when / is fixed; it does not answer the question on how /?( / ) can 
be used to obtain a compatibility function. If one finds a compatibility fimction on 
5 via 
/,„ =a rgmin7? ( / ) , (2.5) 
then it is possible that f,„ memorizes all the examples in S but is not able to provide 
sensible scores for examples not seen in S. For instance, y*{xi,j\„) y^ V(xi, y,) e S 
and, for some fixed yo G y*{x,fr„) = yo y{x.y) G X xy\S. This phenomenon is 
generally known as overfitting. 
A more formally defined statistical notion that includes overfitting as a special case is 
consistency [\'apnik, 1995], The consistency of ERM with respect to T is defined as: 
for all e > 0 
Pr {Risk{f,„) - Ri.skiM > e) 0 as m ^ oo. 
Vapnik and Chervonenkis [1971, 1991] showed that uniform convergence i.e., 
Pr sup \Rwk{f) - R ( f ) \ > e 
V/e^ 
0 as m oo (2.0) 
is a necessary and sufficient condition for ERAl to ac-hieve consistency. Intuitively, 
condition (2.6) implies that tlie fimction space T must not contain functions which 
just "memorize" training examples for all in > 0. Otherwise, the difference between 
the true and empirical risks may not get arbitrary small for all functions / G 
Indeed, this is clarified through the generahzation bound {i.e., upper bound on the 
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true risk) [Bousquet et al., 2004, Vapnik, 1995]: for any function / G JF, 
/ I, loa l^ia loo- 2 
lliskif) < R{f) + (2.7) 
with probability at Ica.st 1 6. where It is the Vai)nik-Chervoneiikis (VC) diuiensioii' 
which indicates the capacity of J^, m is the size of sample 5, and e is the exponential 
constant. From (2.7) we see that the function space T which jjrevents overfitting must 
have finite VC dimension h < 00 [von Luxburg and Scholkopf, 2009] so that the second 
term of (2.7) will apjH'oach 0 and /?(/) will approach Hisk{f) as sample size m grows. 
We note that the bound (2.7) is rather loose as it considers only the worst function f € 
!F and is independent of the distribution P. Tighter bounds can be obtained by using 
more advanced analysis techniques which require further assumptions or knowledge on 
the distribution P or data S (see e.g., [Mendelson, 200:?, Bousquet et al., 2004, von 
Luxburg and Scholkopf, 2009] and references therein). 
2.1.2 S t ruc tu ra l R i sk M i n i m i z a t i o n ( S R M ) 
In ERM, the function space T is required to be fixed a priori and the ratio of sam])le 
size over VC dimension of .F, m/h, be large so that the capacity term i.e., second term 
on the right hand side of (2.7), becomes small. Hence, small value of enii)irical risk 
guarantees a small value of the risk, that is, the minimizer of empirical risk (2.5) 
has good generalization ability. 
In practice, the ratio m/h may be small due to small sample given or large function 
space chosen. In this case, small empirical risk does not guarantee a small risk. To 
minimize the risk (indirectly), one would have to keep the capac:ity of T as small as 
I)ossible while minimizing the empirical risk. 
SRM [\'apnik, 1995] achieves this by augmenting the empirical risk with a penalty 
term pen(/'. n;) that is proportional to the capacity {e.g., VC dimension) of T and 
inversely proportional to the samjile size m. Then, it considers an infinite sequence of 
nested function spaces: .Fj C ^"2 C .F3 C .. . and learns the best € UigN-F, via the 
following minimization i)roblem: 
= argmin 7?(/) + pen(.F„,?«). (2.8) 
/6JF„. nSN 
'The \'C (iiniensioii of a function space T is defined as the largest number h such tliat there exists 
a .sample S of size h for which functions in T can reahze any possible labeling to it [Vapnik, 1995]. 
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2.1.3 Regularized Risk Minimization (RRM) 
A popular alternative to (2.8) is a regiilarization method that controls the complexity 
of a function f e T instead of the capacity of the function space T. The complexity of 
/• is measured by a non-negative lower semi-continuous function : -> R+ [Vai)nik, 
1995, Hiriart-Urruty and Lemarechal, 1993]. The resulting "constrained" formulation 
/ , ; - argnun/?(/) subject to {L{F) < T (2.9) 
with T > {) shares the same si)irit of SRM when carried out over a sequenc(! of boiuids 
T, on N{F) in an increasing order: 0 < T] < T2 < • • •• That is, (2.9) is performed over 
the sequence of spaces: T\ T2 T i <Z . . . , with T^ := { . / ' : n ( / ) < n } . Unlike 
(2.8), the best compatibility function is determined by its prediction performance 
on a set of examples not seen in training set S (see cross validation [Duda et al., 2001]). 
An "unconstrained" formulation of (2.9) that resembles Tikhonov's regularization 
method [Vapnik, 1995, Tikhonov and Arsenin, 1977] reads: 
=argminAl] ( / ) + 7?(/) (2.10) 
/eJ^ 
with A > 0. In (2.9), / ? ( / „ ) decreases as T is increased (and the feasible function space 
T expands), whereas in (2.10), decreases as A is decreased because the term 
AJ2(/) is outweighed by the term / ? ( / ) in the minimization. Therefore, A in (2.10) is 
inversely proportional to r in (2.9). We also note that it is common to write (2.10) in 
the form: 
f^ = argmmnif) + CH{f) 
with C = > 0. Moreover, = as positive scaling changes only the shape of 
objective function but not the location of its minimizer. 
2.1.4 Convex Regularized Risk 
We have seen how learning is reduced to numerical optimization of regularized risk. In 
general, the optimization task may not be easy to carry out because the regularized risk 
could be highly nonlinear, or, worse still, discontinuous. To avoid such computational 
difficulties, the regularized risk is usually restricted to the set of convex functions (see 
Definition C.0.6) which can be solved efficiently with global optimality guarantee [Boyd 
and Vandenberghe, 2004]. 
Throughout this thesis, we refer to the function U and the constant A introduced in 
Section 2.1.3 as regularizer and regularization constant, respectively. Furthermore, we 
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restrict the compatibility function space JT to the set of functions parameterized by a 
(/-dimensional weight vector w e with d a positive integer. The input and output 
spaces A'. remain arbitrary as long as a feature mapping : A' x R"^  is provided. 
In particular, the coniiiatibility function is defined as a weighted siun of features (c/. 
the examples in the beginning of this chapter): 
/(x, y) = (j){x, y) 
for some inijut-output pair {x. y) G A" x and some feature mapping (j). Since each 
/ e ^ is uniquely identified by a corresponding weight vector w € R'', we rewrite 
the regularizcr 12(/), the empirical risk R{f), and the loss function I{x.y,f) as 12(w), 
/?(w), and / (x .y .w) , respectively, whenever the context is clear. 
Note that restricting regularized risk to a convex function and parameterizing the 
function space with finite dimensional weight vector are not unreasonable assumi>tions 
in machine learning. In fact, many state-of-the-art learning algorithms are instances of 
this setting. Moreover, these algorithms have been successfully applied to a variety of 
problem domains. The examples include support vector machine (SVMs) [Boser et al., 
1992, Cortes and Vapnik, 1995, Scholkojjf and Smola, 2002] for binary classification, 
support vector regression (SVR) [Vapnik et al., 1997] for univariate regression, support 
vector description [Tax and Duin, 1999] or novelty detection [Scholkopf et al., 2001] 
for detecting outliers in a database, conditional random fields (CRFs) [Lafferty et al., 
2001] for sequence labeling, and max-margin Markov networks (M'^Ns) [Taskar et al., 
2004] for handwriting recognition, to name a few. 
C o n v e x R e g u l a r i z e r 
There are many convex functions suitable for use as regularizers. (^ne of the most 
commonly used regularizers is the squared L2 norm: 
i2(w) : = ||w|]2 = w ^ w . (2.11) 
This regulariz(!r has gained pojmlarity since the introduction of max-margin methods 
such as SVMs [Boser et al., 1992]. In these methods, the norm ||w||,2 is inversely 
proportional to the "margin" that is maximized to achieve generahzation. Furthermore, 
this regularizer turns many of those methods into well-studied quadratic jirogramming 
])roblems [Boyd and Vandenberghe, 2004], 
The regularizer (2.11) can be generalized by a quadratic form regularizer i.e., 
n ( w ) : = w ^ M w (2.12) 
where M G R'^'"' is a positive definite matrix i.e., u " ^ M u > 0. Vu G R '^\{0} . We 
see that (2.11) is a special case of (2.12) where M is equal to the identity matrix. 
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The quadratic form regularizer is particvilarly useful wiien the components of w are 
to be regularized at different magnitudes (instead of uniform magnitude in (2.11)). 
Sandler et al. [2009] showed that this type of regularizer is useful for incorporating 
prior information. 
The I i norm regularizer 
l](w) := ||w||i 
is also conmionly used in high dimensional problems due to its sparsity-indudng prop-
erty [Tibshirani, 199G]. That is, the weights for irrelevant features are automatically 
shrunk to zero and hence the weight vector w will contain few non-zero components. 
The resulting weight vector with few non-zero components eases the interpretation of 
the compatibility functions or the importance of the features. 
C o n v e x Risk 
The risk (2.2) is defined as an exi)ectcd loss of compatibility function / over examples 
(x, y) drawn from P. The loss I may l>e an exact measure of prediction performances 
such as misclassification error {i.e., 0 /1 loss), area under ROC curve, F-measure, etc. 
[Joachims, 2005] which are discontinuous over the compatibility function space JF. In 
general, the discontinuity of the loss function renders the risk minimization computa-
tionally intractable. 
To remedy this difficulty, most prominent machine learning methods such as the SVM 
and its variants [see e.g., Bennett and Mangasarian, 1992, .loachims, 2005, Tsochan-
taridis et al., 2005] use non-negative convex (and hence contiimous) surrogate loss 
functions which upper bound the original discontinuous loss fiuictions.^ The convexity 
of the loss function comes into the picture as it provides many attractive properties such 
as guarantee of global oi)timality and availability of efficient algorithms [Hiriart-Urruty 
and Lemarechal, 1993, Boyd and Vandenberghe, 2004] for the risk minimization. We 
briefly describe here two common types of surrogate loss functions used in classifK:a-
tion/structured prediction tasks [Taskar et al., 2004, Tsochantaridis et al., 2005, Bakir 
et al.. 2007]: logistic loss 
l{x,y,!) - log - / ( ^ . y ) ' 
^For classification, [Bartlett et al., 2006] has established the quantitative relationsliip between 0/1 
risk (i.e., risk as asses.sed with 0/1 loss) and surrogate risk (i.e., risk as asse.ssed with surrogate loss) 
and conditions under which uiininiization of sinrogate risk would lead to the same result as with 0 /1 
risk. 
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and max-niaiKin loss 
/(.r, y. f ) -- max r(y. y')[f(x^ y') - f{x, y)] + A{y. y'). (2.14) 
where r(,y. y ' ) > 0 is a inaigiii scaling term which specifies how large the margin should 
be enforced and A ( y , y ' ) > 0 is the cost of misclassifying y by y ' . See Api)endix A for 
a more comjjrehensive discussion on many widely used loss fimctions. 
In the case of binary classification where X = R'', >' = {1,-1}, and / { x , y ) := \ y w^ x , 
where w £ W', (2.14) is equivalent to the hinge loss in SVAIs [Cortes and X'apnik, 1995]: 
/(x.y.w) = max(0.1 - yw'^ x ) , (2.15) 
and (2.13) is equivalent to the logistic (regression) loss [Collins et al., 2000]: 
l { x . y. w) = log(l + exp(—y w"^ a:)). ( 2 . 1 6 ) 
Figure 2.1 illustrates the 0/1 loss and its two convex ujjper boimds: hinge and logistic 
loss functions. From the figure, we see that the convex upi)er bounds arc continuous 
in the values of /(x, y), that is, without gap or jmnps in the graphs. 
m 
in 
o 2 
- - 0 /1 
— hinge 
• • • logistic 
X ; 
1 
I 
- 3 - 2 - 1 0 
f(x,y) 
Figure 2.1; 0/1 loss and its convex upper bounds: hinge loss and logistic loss. 
Generally, all loss fmictions can be categorized as dilferentiable {e.g., logistic lo.ss) and 
non-differentiable {e.y.. max-margin loss) [Nocedal and Wright, 1999] when it comes 
to the selection of optimization methods for solving the risk minimization problem. 
This is because many optimization methods such as the Newton's method [Nocedal 
and Wright, 1999] exploit the smoothness {e.g., second order derivatives) of a loss 
function to achieve fast convergence rate. For the non-differentiable case, where only 
subgradients [Rockafellar, 1970] of a function are available, many clever strategies have 
been proposed; we discuss this further in the following section. 
R<>placing the discontinuous loss function by a convex surrogate and restricthig the 
regularizer to a convex function, we obtain a convex regularized risk minimization 
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framework which is fundamentally the formulation used in many successful machine 
learning methods. 
2.2 Existing Solvers for Convex Regularized Risk Mini-
mization 
In this section, wc focus on the case of hnite dimensional weight vector w albeit some 
of the solvers we discuss here are capable of handling the infinite dimensional case by 
using the "kernel trick" [Scholkopf and Smola, 2002], 
Let the regularized risk be denoted by ./(w) := Xn{w) + R{w) and let the minimizer 
be w* := argmin^ ••'(w). Most of the existing machine learning algorithms for solv-
ing R R M are iterative in nature, that is, they generate a sequence of iterates {i.e., 
intermediate weight vectors): W1.W2.. . . and terminate with a solution Wf which is 
e-accurate: 
min.y(wO - ./(w*) < f (2.17) 
ie[t] 
where [f] := {1 , . . . . f}, and e > 0 is pre-defined. 
2.2.1 Batch Solvers Versus Online Solvers 
It is common to categorize machine learning algorithms for solving R R M as either 
batch or online. Batch algorithms "see" all training examples in each iteration before 
generating a new iterate. In other words, batch algorithms treat the em])irical ri.sk as 
a function and do not exploit the fact that empirical risk is decomposable i.e., as a 
weighted sum of loss computed on each training examj^le. The downside of this tyi)e 
of algorithms is that they have at least linear runtime (to convergence) dependency on 
the training set size [Joachims, 2006]. Nevertheless, certain batch algorithms can ame-
liorate this limitation by parallel and distributed computation (assuming the number 
of computing nodes is linear in the number of examples). 
On the contrary, online algorithms exploit the decomposability of empirical risk and 
generate a new iterate aft(>r seeing a training examjjle.^ Shal<>v-Shwartz (!t al. [2007] 
and Bottou and Bousquet [2007] showed that the convergence of online algorithms is 
independent of the training set size."* In fact, Shalev-Schwartz and Srebro [2008] showed 
^Certain types of online algoritlim.s .such a.s tlie siiligradient, met,hods [\cdic, 2002, Shalev-Sliwartz 
et al., 2007] can be amended to operate in batch .setting simply by aggregating the subgradients of loss 
computed on each training example and using the aggregate subgradient to compute new iterate. 
"Note tliat an iteration refers to the time a new iterate is being generated. Therefore, batch 
algorithms see all m training examples in 1 iteration whereas online algorithms .see in training examples 
in m iteration, or. in other terminology. 1 epoch. 
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thai the runtime can he inversely pro]wrtional to the training set size subject to a fixed 
gcnerahzation error {i.e., a hxed true risk vahie (2.2)). hi practice, there are results 
showing that online algorithms converge faster than batch algorithms in many problem 
domains [see e.g., Shalev-Shwartz et al., 2007, Bordes et al., 2007, 2008]. Arguablj'. 
the hmitations of most online algorithms are that they rely heavily on the randonmess 
in the ordering of training examples [Bordes et al., 2007] and that they are not suitable 
at all for indecomposable empirical risk such as the multivariate performance measures 
proposed by .Joachims [2005]. 
All in all, there is no absolute measure for determining whether online algorithms are 
better than batch algorithms or vice versa. This is because the comparison outcome is 
dependent on many environment variables such as the training set size, type of access 
to training data, type of regularizer and empirical risk used, comjjutation time limit, 
computing resources and environment {e.g., desktoj; machine vs. large scale cluster), 
etc.. Therefore, a fair comparison must takes all these factors into consideration. 
2.2.2 Wha t Type of Regularized Risk Can Existing Solvers Handle? 
In.stoad of focusing on the type of iterate updates {i.e., batch vs. online), we turn our 
attention to the question on the generality of machine learning algorithms i.e., what 
types of regularized risks can a machine learning algorithm handle. 
Some machine learning algorithms are specifically designed for a restricted set of reg-
ularizcrs and empirical risks in order to exploit their structures and obtain faster con-
vergence rate. While other machine learning algorithms do not require the regularized 
risk to be in any specific form. In fact, generic algorithms consider regularized risk as 
a "black box" function which returns the primitive information such as the value and 
derivative of the function at (juery point. This generality usually comes with a price of 
slower convergence. 
It is then natural to ask whether we can find a middle ground between the two extremes 
i.e., an algorithm which achieves faster convergence than generic algorithms by some 
mild exi)loita1ion of the regularized risk but does not lose (much of) the ability to 
handle a wider set of regularized risks. Chapter 3 is devoted to the development of one 
such algorithm, namely, BMRM. 
Before we proceed to the description of the proposed algorithm, we review some widely 
used machine learning algorithms grouped by the type of regularizer and empirical risk 
they focus on. We first label some commonly used regularized risks as combinations of 
regularizers and empirical risks. (See Table 2.1.) In particular, we focus on max-margin 
(2.14) and logistic (2.13) types of risk and Li norm and squared L2 norm regularizers. 
For other types of risk and regularizcu', we group them under the "general" category 
and discuss their corresponding algorithms collectively. 
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/?(w) 
max-margin logistic g(uieral 
n ( w ) 
J l J 2 J3 
l|w||, J4 J5 J6 
general J7 J8 J9 
Table 2.1: The entries .Jl ... .19 are the labels for combinations of different regularizers n(w) 
and ompirical risks /?(w). "general" refers to any convex regularizcr or empirical risk, ^^ max-
margiii" and "logistic" refer to empirical risks with loss functions of type (2.14) and (2.13), 
respectively. 
SMO-M-^N [Taskar et al., 2004] solves the dual problem of J l (i.e., a quadratic program 
(QP)) with a modified sequential minimal optimization (SMO) [Piatt, 1999] which 
optimizes two dual variables at a time analytically. 
SVM'truct [Tsochantaridis et al., 2005], in particular, the "1-slack" forumlatiou SVMP®''' 
[.Joachims et al., 2009], solves J l by using a bundle method [Hiriart-Urnity and 
Lemarechal, 1993] (also see Section 2.3) which was shown to converge in 0(l/e) it-
erations [Teo et al., 2007, Smola et al., 2008, Joachims et al., 2009]. 
EG [Collins et al., 2008] solves J l [Bartlett et al., 2005] and J2 [Cloberson et al., 2007] 
via their duals using an exponentiated gradient method [Kivinen and ^^•arnnlth, 1994] 
with an assumption that the output y G y can be decomposed into a polynomial num-
ber of parts. It has been shown that the algorithm converges in 0 ( l / e ) and 0( log( l /e ) ) 
iterations in the ca.ses of J l and J2, respectively. 
Pegasos [Shalev-Shwartz et al., 2007] is a onhne subgradient method which solves J3 
with a convergence rate of 0 ( l / e ) . 
The stochastic gradient descent [Bordes et al., 2009] for SVAI, SGDSVM solves J3. A 
closely related method. SGD-QN, which maintains a diagonal approximation to the 
Hessian of objective function deals with L2 norm regularizer and twice differentiable 
loss function, hence it can be categorized as solving J2. 
L a R a n k [Bordes et al., 2007] is an online algorithm that solves the dual of J l using the 
SMO style optimization to adjust the values of two dual variables at one time. Unlike 
SMO, L a R a n k does not keep/compute gradients corresponding to all training examples 
in the selection of dual variable pair to optimize. Instead, it keeps a minimal amount 
of gradients and choose the dual variables pair by alternating between seen and unseen 
examples. 
OCAS [Franc and Sonnenburg, 2008] solves binary classification tasks of type J l using 
the "l-slack" with line search st(>p to stabihze the iterates. This mo(lifi(-at ion 
ensures that the regularized risk is non-increasing as iteration progresses. Although 
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there is no improvement t)n the convergence rate, faster runt ime has been shown em-
pirically. 
LIBLINEAR [Fan et al., 2008] solves binary classification tasks via the dual of J1 using 
a coordinate descent method [Ilsieh et al., 2008] t ha t optimizes one dual variable at 
a t ime. This method has been shown [Hsieli et al., 2008] to converge in 0 ( l o g ( l / e ) ) 
i terations. In fact , this method is closely related to Hildreth 's method for quadrat ic pro-
gramming [Hildreth, 1957, lusem and Pierro, 1090] and the Passive-Aggressive method 
[Crannrior et al., 200.']]. 
A number of t radi t ional mnrierical optimization methods [Nocedal and ^^•right, 1999] 
have been improved and specialized to solve .15 for high dimensional problems. For 
example, the interior point method of Koh et al. [2007], the quasi-Newton method of 
Andrew and C a o [2007]. and the coordinate gradient descent method of Tseng and 
\ ' un [2009], 
S tandard linear programming (LP) [see e.g., Vanderbei, 2008] can be used to solve .14. 
[Zhu et al., 2009] showed a modification of the adapt ive ridge regression of Grandvalet 
[1998] for this type of regularized risk. For high dimensional problem, LP may be 
inefficient: Duchi et al. [2008] proposed a projected subgradient method for this case 
wi th an efficient projection algorithm. 
S tandard unconstrained munerical opt innzat ion techniques for smooth objective func-
tion such as the quasi-Newton methods [Xocedal and Wright, 1999] can be used to 
solve .12. 
Subgradient methods [Shor, 1985] assume only the availability of one subgradient of a 
possibly non-dilferentiable regularized risk . / (w) at a given point in order to compvite 
a new i terate 
w, + i = w , - r j t gf 
where g^ G g ^ - ' ( w ) | w = w , , »nd //, is a s tep size which determines the convergence 
(rate) [Xedic, 2002]. Typically, the convergence ra te of subgradient methods is of 
0 ( l / e 2 ) [Bertsekas, 1995] but for cases such as the Pegasos of Shalev-Shwartz et al. 
[2007] specialized to .13, faster convergence is achievable. The constrained version of 
subgradient methods i.e., projected subgradient methods [Bertsekas, 1976] for regular-
ized risk conii)ute a new i terate as follows: 
w,+i = ns2(w, -1], a,) 
where is a s tep size, a , £ y ^ / ? ( w ) | w = w , , and Hq is a Euclidean projection defined 
as: 
n n ( u ) a r g m i n { | | w - u | ! : 12(w) < r } (2.18) 
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with T > 0. Duchi and Singer [2009] proposed a forward looking subgradient method 
which can be regarded as a modification that changes the vahie of r as iteration pro-
gresses. Recent works [see e.g., Liu et al.^  2009, Qiiattoni et al., 2009] have shown the 
usefuhiess of projected subgradient method for .19 with non-differentiable mixed-norm'^ 
rcgularizcr if tlie projection stcjj (2.18) can be computed efficiently. 
Similar to (projected) subgradient methods, cutting-plane methods [Kelly, 1960, 
Cheney and Goldstein, 1959] and bundle methods [see e.g., Hiriart-Urruty and 
Lemarechal, 1993] require only function value and a subgradient of the regularized risk 
at a given point. Therefore, cutting-plane and bundle methods can be used to solve J9 
and usually converge at a faster (empirical) rate. This is because these methods keep 
a "bundle" of previous subgradients and exploit as much information as possible from 
this bundle. We now discuss these methods in more detail. 
2.3 Bundle Methods 
We have seen in Section 2.1.4 that regularized risks can be either differentiable or non-
differentiable depending on the modeling choice {i.e., loss function) made by the users. 
Specialized algorithms often solve the differentiable or non-differentiable optimization 
problem faster. However, during the problem modeling phase, it is often that many 
different loss functions (including both differentiable and non-differentiable) are tried 
to determine the best loss function to use. In this case, a general algorithm which can 
handle both differentiable and non-differentiable optimization problems may be more 
desirable, as long as its time complexity is still accei)table. 
In this section, we review bundle methods which were introduced to solve (convex) opti-
mization j)roblems whic:h are not necessarily differentiable. Bundle methods are similar 
to subgradient methods as they assume only that, when given a point, the value and 
a subgradient of the function can be evaluated. However, unlike subgradient methods, 
bundle methods retain previous linearizations {i.e., first order Taylor approximations) 
and exploit this bundle of linearizations to achieve better convergence. Furthermore, 
bundle methods provide a natural termination criterion {i.e., upper bovmd on the gap 
,y(w/) - . / (w*) at iteration t) which does not exist in subgradient methods. 
2.3.1 Preliminaries 
Throughout this section, we assume the objective function {i.e., regularized risk) J : 
R"^  ^ R is convex and lower semi-continuous. We note that the convexity of ,/ implies 
^Examples of popular mixed-norm regiilarizer include the Li,2 norm, ||W||2 norm, 
maxj I W^ I, where W £ R'""'. W £ R*^  is the i-th row of W, and W^ is the entry of W at tlie 
intersection of !-th row and j-th column. 
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that it is locally Lipsdiitz continuous [Hiriart-Uiruty and Leniarechal. 1993, Theorem 
IV.3.1.2]. 
Formally, the subdiffeiential ^./(u) of ,/ at i)oint u is defined to be the set 
a7(u) := |g : ./(w) > ,/(u) + ( w - u . g ) Vw € 1 (2.19) 
If the set dJ{u) is not empty then ./ is said to be subdifferentiable at u and g G dJ{u) 
a subgradievt of J at u. (See Figure 2.2 for geometric intuition of subgradient.) On the 
other hand, if this set is a singleton then the fimction is said to be differentiable at u and 
g e dJ{u) the gradieni of ,/ at u. Convex functions are subdifferentiable everj^ where 
in their domain (see Definition C.U.4) [Hiriart-Urruty and LemarcVhal, 1993]. 
F i gu r e 2.2: Geometric intuition of a subgradient. The non-difforcntiablc 1-dimensional convex 
function (solid blue) is only subdifferentiable at tlie "kink" points. Two of its subgradients 
(dashed green and red lines) at a "kink" point which are tangential to the function. The 
normal vectors to these lines are subgradients. 
2.3.2 Cutting-Plane Method 
As imi)lied by (2.19), J is bounded from below by its linearization at any u G R'^  
J„(w) ,/(u) + (w-u , g ) 
for any g G d.J{\i) and for all w 6 R''. More generally, given subgradients g j , . . . . g, of 
J evaluated at points w i , . . . , w^, the piecewise linear lower bound of ./ can be stated 
as the maximum over the linearizations Jw,, i = ... ,t:. 
Ji{w) := max{./(w,) + (w-w„g , ) } . 
i€lt] 
Jt is convex as it is defined as a pointwise maximum of affine functions [Boyd and 
Vandenberghc, 2()()4j. Furtlu-rmore, we see that approximates J better as the niunber 
of linearizations increases and the approximation is exact at the points w,;, i = 1,... ,f. 
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Cheney and Goldstein [1959] and Kelly [19G0] independently developed the cutting-
jjlane method which minimizes the piecewise linear lower liound Jf instead of ,7. The 
key to their algorithms for building ./, is the following iterate update rule: 
w,+ i = argmin J,(w), 
well 
which can be expressed as a standard linear programming (LP) problem: 
= argmin ^ (2.20a) 
^eR, weu 
s.t. (2.2()b) 
where U C W^ is a convex compact set and ft, := ./(w^) — w^ g, is an offset. Once a 
new iterate w^+i is obtained, the i)iecewise linear lower bound is ujxlated accordingly, 
i.e., 
-^f+ilw) := -max{ . / , (w) , . / (w ,+ ]) + ( w W(+ i .g ,+ i ) } (2.21) 
where g,_,.i e 9J(w,+ ]). (See Figure 2.3 for an illustration of the construction of 
piecewise linear lower boiuid of a 1-dimcnsioual convex fmicti<m.) The itcrati(m repeats 
mitil the approximation gap 
£, := niin J ( w , ) . / f ( w , + i) (2.22) 
is smaller than a pre-defined precision f > 0. Since . / (w) > Jt{w) Vw. Vf > 0, it follows 
that 
min . / (w) > min Ji(w) 
weu ~ weu ^ 
for all / > 1. Thus, the approximation gap (2.22) is in fact an upper bovmd on the gap 
(2.17). See Figure 2.4 for an illustration of approximation gap. 
Although Kelly's cutting-plane method has been shown to converge globally [Kelly, 
1960], there is no rate of convergence given. It fact, the cutting-plane method can take 
a large number of iterations to converge in some cases [Makcla, 2002, and references 
therein]. 
Since (2.20) may have non-uni(iue solutions especially when d > I, it is lik(-ly that 
the iterates generated and their linearizations are systematically making little or no 
improvement to the approximation ./,. To illustrate this phenomena. Example XV.1.1.2 
in Hiriart-Urruty and Leniarechal [1993], credited to Nemirovskii [Belloni, 2005], shows 
that for any precision e G (0,1), there always exists a function for which the cutting-
plane method will require iterations to find an f-accurate solution. 
In addition to large number of iterations, cutting-plane method also suffers from com-
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putation and memory issues as the number of constraints in the LP grows with the 
number of iterations. 
Numerous methods have been jjroposed to improve the convergence si)eed of Kelly's 
cutting-planc method, namely, Center of Gravity. Largest Inscribed Si)hcre, Volumet-
ric, and Analytic Center. Since these methods are not the central theme of this thesis, 
we do not discuss them here but refer the interested reader to Elhedhli et al. [2008] for 
a brief overview and the references therein for more detailed descriptions. 
(a) Iteration 1 (b) Iteration 2 
(c) Iteration 3 (d) Iteration 4 
Figure 2.3: A convex function (blue solid curve) is bounded from below by its linearizations 
(dashed lines). The gray area indicates the piecewise linear lower botuid obtained by using the 
linearizations. We depict a few iterations of the cutting-plane method. At each iteration the 
piecewise linear lower bound is minimized and a new linearization is added at the minimizer 
(red rectangle). As can be seen, adding more linearizations improves the lower botmd. 
2.3.3 Proximal Bundle Method 
To prevent cutting-plane method from taking long steps which cause instability and 
slow convergence [Hiriart-Urruty and Lernarechal, 1993], the proximal bundle method 
[Kiwicl, 1990, Lcmarcchal, 1978] enforces a proximity control to the iterate update 
such that the new iterate stays sufficiently close to previous best iterate and yields a 
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F i g u r e 2.4: A convex function (blue solid curve) with three linearizations (dashed lines) 
evaluated at three different locations (red squares). The approximation gap (3 at the end 
of third iteration is indicated by the height of the magenta horizontal band i.e.. difference 
between lowest value of . / (w) evaluated so far (lowest black circle) and the minimum of .y3(w) 
(red chamoiid). 
decrement in the objective value. Formally, the objective function is 
where is a prox-function, w , is the current prox-center, and fi, e 
[/iiiiiii!/'max] C (O.oo) IS a jjroximlty control parameter which can be set to a con-
stant or tuned from iteration to iteration using a safeguarded quadratic interpolation 
strategy [Kiwiel, 1!)!)()]. 
The tuning of Ht is performed such that when ./, is close to .7 in the vicinity of prox-
center, the new iterate should not be restricted from staying far from prox-center; this 
is achieved by making the prox-function less dominant i.e., setting a smaller value to /x/. 
On the contrary, nt is set to a larger value so that prox-function is more dominant and 
the new iterate will stay close to prox-center when J is not well-approximated by J,. 
Although Kiwiel [1990] showed that the strategy improves the convergence compared 
to that with /i, fixed at 1, this strategy has at least three parameters which may require 
careftil tuning. 
Unlike cutting-plane method, the iterate update rule of proximal bimdle method 
W/+1 = argmin .7/(w). 
W6R'' 
(2.23) 
is not restricted to a compact set as the strongly convex (see Definition C.0.7) prox-
ftmction ensures the (>xistonce of a iuii<iue niinimizer for .Jf. Furthermore, the prox-
function prevents the new iterate from moving too far from the current prox-center 
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which is the best estimate of the minimizer obtained so far. A serious step 
is taken to rejilace the new prox-center w,_|_i to the new iterate w^+i if w^+i is signifi-
cantly better than w, , i.e.. 
J { w t ) - . } { w f + i ) > p e t . (2.24) 
where p € (0.1) is a descent parameter and 
e, := J ( w , ) - J / (w,+i ) 
is tlie approximation gap. If (2.24) does not hold, the prox-center remains the same, 
i.e., 
Wf+i := w, . 
This is known a.s null step. ,/(_|_i is updated using the now iterate as is done in 
cutting-plane method {of. (2.21)) after each serious/null step. The iteration rejjeats 
initil £( is smaller than a pre-defined precision e > 0. 
We now describe how a new iterate is computed. Note that subprobleni (2.2,3) can be 
rewritten as the following quadratic jjrograni: 
d t + i = argmin (2.25a) 
deK'' 
s.t. gj i=l,...,t (2.25b) 
where d := w - w , , g, € d . ] {w,) , and := .7(w,) - g7 w, + g^ w/ . Since (2.25) is con-
vex and satisfies Slater's condition, the strong duality holds [Boyd and Vandenberghe, 
2004]. Therefore, (2.25) can be solved exactly via its Lagrange dual: 
a , = argmax ^ - q ^ Q , a + a ^ b ; (2.26a) 
cSR' 2/i, 
s.t. a ^ l , = 1. « > 0 . (2.26b) 
where Q , = G ^ G , with G , := [ g i , . . . , g , ] a matrix of columns'^ of snbgradients 
g,, b , := {bi bt) is a vector offsets 6,, and If is a /-dimensional vector with all 
components being one. By the connection of primal and dual variables, i.e., 
d,+i = -//.,"^ G , nf . 
"Snbgradients g , are assumed to be column vectors. 
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we obtain the new iterate 
: = -wt - Gf ocf. 
For the case where d » f, the Lagrange dual (2.26) that has 1 variables is relatively 
(easier to solve compared to its ])rinial problem (2.25) which has d variables. 
V\e also note that the Hessian matrix Q , of (2.26a) is expanded by only one row and 
one colunni at each iteration i.e., 
Qt+i = 
Qt Gjgf+i 
Vs^+i G , g7+i g(+i 
with = [G, .g ,+i] . This stnictinal property is exploited to speed up the QP 
computation time by special active-set QP solvers [Kiwiel, 1989, Frangioni, 1997] that 
.solves a QP of type (2.2()) by solving its associated Karush-Kuhn-Tiicker (KKT) system 
[see e.g., \'anderbei, 2008]. In these solvers, a lower/upper trapezoidal factorization [see 
e.g., Golub and Van Loan, 1996] of Q, is kept and updated for each addition/deletion 
of linearizations in .It- The time complexity for updating the factorization and for 
solving the KKT system are 0{dt) and 0{t'^), respectively [Kiwiel, 1989]. This is 
considerably more efficient than standard methods for solving the K K T system (t.e., 
system of linear equations) such as the conjugate gradient method which also takes 
0(dt) time to update Q, and (3 £ (2,3] time to solve the system [Xocedal and 
Wright, 1999]. 
Memory and computational issues arise as t increases because ./( stores a bundle of t 
hnearizations in 0{dt) space and the dimension of QP becomes larger (hence requires 
longer time to solve). To overcome these implementation issues, Kiwiel [1983, 1985] 
proposed two strategies, namely, linearization aggregation and linearization selection 
to reduce the number of linearizations in ./;. The aggregation strategy combines two 
or more linearizations .7w,. i G / C { 1 , . . . , into a new aggregate hnearization where 
its corresponding aggregate subgradient, offset, and dual variable are defined as: 
b' •= ^ ^ c x ^ b i , and a ' := y ^ Q , , 
iei iei iei 
respectively. Then, the elements g,, bi, and q/, for all i G / are replaced by their 
respective aggregates. For notational convenience, g ' , b', and d' can be renamed to 
g,, bi, and Q,; for any i e 1. This strategy guarantees (dual) feasibility of the solution 
of (2.26) as the new set of dual variables still satisfies the simplex constraint {i.e., 
variables are non-negative and sum up to one). 
The linearization selection strategy does not bound the number of linearizations which 
the aggregation strategy does, but is more natural and simpler to implement: After 
each iteration, the linearizations with corresponding dual variables being zero are re-
moved from the bundle. In addition to the feasibility, this strategy also guarantees the 
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optimality of (2.26). Clearly, both strategies can be enii)loyed simultaneotisly without 
conflict. 
Algorithm 1 provides details about the j^roxinial bundle method we have just described. 
Kiwicl [2000] provetl tha t proximal bundle method converges to e-accuratc solution in 
A l g o r i t h m 1 Proximal Bundle Method 
I: i n p u t : f > 0, /9 e (0. 1), //1 e [/^,nill,/'max], Wi 
2: i n i t i a l i za t ion : / l , w i ^ w i , i i = {l} 
3: l oop 
4: Compute J i w t ) and g, e i9./(w,) 
5: Update ,y,(w) := max,gi({./(w,:) + (w - w,. g,)} 
6: w,+i ^ argmin^ J , (w) + I j IK - w , | | 2 
7: e, ^ ./(w/) - J((w,+ i) 
8: if £/ < e t h e n 
9: ret m il w; 
10: e n d if 
11: if . /(w;) - . / (w,+i) > fMLf t h e n 
12: SERIOUS STEP: w,+ i ^ w,+i 
13: else 
14: NULL STEP: ^ w, 
15: e n d if 
16: B^BU{t + l} 
IT: [Optional] i ^ or update //,+] € [/x„,i„,/J.naxj according to Kiwiel [1990] 
18: [Optional] Perform linearizations aggregation or selection (see text) and update 
index set B accordingly 
19: t ^ t+ I 
20: e n d loop 
steps. 
Robinson [1999] showed that the number of serious steps in proximal bundle method 
is of order 0 ( l o g ( e - ' ) ) for strongly convex ./ (e.g., with a strongly convex regularizer 
such as La norm). Also, the analysis of [Kiwiel, 2000] shows that the number of 
null steps between two adjacent serious steps is of order (^(e-M. Combining the two 
results, we show in Theorem 2.:<.1 that Algorithm 1 converges to e-accnratc solution in 
log(£"^)) steps when ./ is strongly convex. 
Let us first define St := J{w,) - J / (w,+ i) and let q be the Lipschitz constant of . / and 
.it in the neighborhood Uf := {w : ||w - w , j | < S,/^im\n}-
T h e o r e m 2.3.1. Assume J : R'' ^ E is a a-strongly convex function. AlgorilJnn 1 
finds an iterate w^ after 
T< 
4c2 1 / e i ( l +//maxO-
lo~ 
e(l - p) 
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steps where c := max/giT-j c,-, such that J('WT) S minw -/(w) + e. for any t > 0. 
A proof sketch for this theorem can be found in Appendix B.2. 
Amongst other interesting developments in the area we mention two. Kiwiel [1999] 
proposed an extension of proximal bvmdle method by replacing the prox-function 
i ||w - w , | | 2 with a Brcgman distance [Brcgman, 19G7] D xW'^R dchned a.s: 
= h{w) - h{wt) - ( w - w , . V/?(w,)) , 
where /( : R'' —> E is a continuously differentiable strictly convex function and ^ /? (u) 
denotes the gradient of h at u. P'or h{w) = ^ ||w||2, is exactly the prox-function 
used in proximal bmidle method. Frangioni [2002] also projjoscd to rcplace the prox-
function with a general class of convex function i ) : ^ M taking the direction 
d := w - w ( as the only argument. (In general, the methods of Kiwiel [1999] and 
Frangioni [2002] do not generalize each other.) 
2.3.4 Trus t -Region B u n d l e M e t h o d 
The trust-region bundle method introduced by Schramm and Zowe [1992] is a variant 
of proximal bundle method (see Section 2.,'}.,3). It uses different strategy for updat ing 
the proximity control weight and different conditions for detecting a serious step. 
In particular, the update of/<, is motivated by the trust region philosophy [Conn et al., 
2000]. To see how trust-region idea is applicable in this case, we rewrite the subproblem 
(2.23) of proximal bundle method as the following equivalent formulation: 
W(+i := argmin {.7,(w) : | | w - w , | | < r j 
w 
where r, > 0 is inversely proportional to (M [Schramm and Zowe, 1992] (c/. Sec-
tion 2.1.3). In addition to the serious step condition (2.24) in proximal bundle method, 
trust-region bundle method further requires that the model is substantially changed, 
i.e., Jt+i > J f , before a serious step is taken. If only the latt(T condition is not satisfi(>d, 
the trust-region parameter is increased {i.e., TT+I > T,) SO that the new prox-center 
can possibly be found in an enlarged region around current prox-center. Otherwise, a 
null step is taken. During a null step, if the serious step condition is missed by a large 
value, the trust-region parameter will be shrunk to confine the search of new iterate In 
a smaller region around current prox-center. 
Despite of the trust-region principle and formulation used in developing the scheme for 
updating T,, the actual implementation of trust-region bundle method is exactly the 
same as tha t of proximal bundle method [Schranun and Zowe, 1992]. This is because 
the reciprocal of Tt can be taken as n, in proximal bundle method. 
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Schramm and Zowe [1992] showed that trust-region bundle method converges in finite 
number of steps using the analysis of Kiwiel [1985], Later, Kiwiel [2000] ])ointed out 
that the convergence rate of this method is of order In fact, when J is strongty 
convex. Theorem 2.3.1 also applies to this method as its algorithm differs from that of 
proximal bundle method only in the update of proximity control i)arametcr /t/ which 
can always be safely fixed to constant. 
2.3.5 Level-Set Bundle Method 
The level-set bundle method develo])ed by Lemarechal et al. [199r)] is a variant of 
proximal bundle method that directly controls the value of the model ./,(w,+i) when 
optimizing for new iterate w^+i. This is different from proximal and trust-region bundle 
methods where the model value is indirectly determined by the parameters 
fif and Tf, respectively. 
The resulting iterate update rule reads: 
Wf+i := argmin ^ ||w - w j^]^ .subject to J/(w) < Q. 
wee/ 
where t/ C K'' is assumed to be bounded, 
Ct ••= -/v' + (1 - = Vt + 7f( 
is a level-set parameter, 7 € (0.1) is a fixed parameter, v* := mini<,<f J(wi), vt := 
minwef/ -/((w)' '•— ~ ^he ciuTent ajjproximation gap. 
In addition to the update rule, Lemarechal et al. [1995] also suggested to make every 
iteration a serious step as the level-sets of the model is claimed to be rather stable. 
These modifications substantially simplify the algorithm, compared to proximal and 
triLst-region bundle methods. The convergence rate was shown to be of order 
which is an order of magnitude better than proximal and trust-region bundle methods 
due to the boundedness of U [Kiwiel, 2000]. 
Despite of its better convergence rate, the per iteration computation of level-set bundle 
method is more expensive than that of proximal and trust-region bimdle methods: At 
each iteration a linear jjrogram solver (c/. cutting-plane method) is called to com])ute 
the exact mininuun of Jt i.e., Vf. Then a (piadratic program solv(!r is called in order to 
compute the new iterate. 
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2.3.6 Variable Metric Bundle Method 
The proximal, trust-region and level-set bundle methods we have described can be 
characterized as having a quadratic form prox-function D i.e., 
D{-w. Wf) = (w — Wf)"'" M ( w —w^), 
where M is a d X d identity matrix scaled by a factor // G (O.oo). The prox-function 
can be, in turn, regarded as a metric measuring the "distance" between points w and 
Wf. As fi changes, the scale of all the coordinates of R'' is changed accordingly. Since 
the metric D here is fully determined by /x which changes from iteration to iteration, 
these methods are also called diagonal variable metric bundle method [Makela, 2002]. 
Lemarechal [1978] presented an algorithm of the family where M is any positive semi-
definite matrix. The role of M is to model the second order derivative of the objective 
J using only first order information of J i.e., (sub)gradients. Similar to the classical 
BFGS method for unconstrained diffcrentiablc objective [Noccdal and Wright, 1999], 
M is updated by a secant formula at every iteration. 
According to Makela [2002], this variable metric bundle method by Lemarechal [1978] 
did not gain much i)opularity partly due to the poor numerical performance reported 
in Lemarechal [1982], Lemarechal and Sagastizabal [1997] developed a related method 
which employs a "reversal" cjuasi-Newton formula for updating M and uses a special 
curved line search procedure to find a step size in computing the new iterate. The 
numerical experiments in Lemarechal and Sagastizabal [1997] shows that this method 
is comparable to proximal, tru.st-region, and level-set methods. 
Vlcek and Luksan [1999] proposed another variable metric bundle method which uses 
the secant formula of BFGS to update M " ^ i.e., the inverse of M and solves a quadratic 
program with only three dual variables at every iteration: Two of the dual variables 
correspond to the linearizations computed at current prox-center and new iterate, and 
the other dual variable is for the aggregate linearization [Kiwiel, 1990]. 
Although the variable metric provides more {i.e., second order) information about 
the objective, it takes d'^  floating-point numbers to store M or and hence is 
infeasible when d is large. Haarala et al. [2007] tackled this problem by taking the 
approach similar to what hmited memory variable metric methods {e.g., L-BFGS) 
apply to standard variable metric methods {e.g., BFGS) (see Nocedal and Wright [1999] 
for details). Similar to Vlcek and Luksan [1999] the limited memory bundle method 
of Haarala et al. [2007] solves a three variables quadratic program at every iteration. 
However, unlike Vlcek and Luksan [1999], the matrix M " ' is never stored explicitly. 
This is because, in the algorithm, M ^ involves only in matrix-vector multiplications. 
Therefore, is explicitly represented in its primitive form i.e., two k-hy-d matrices 
and the matrix-vector multiplicaticm is done by using standard limited memory BFGS 
update formula [see e.g., Nocedal and Wright, 1999, Chapter 7]. The memory saving 
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here is due to the user-specified number k which is us\iaily much smaller than d. 
2.4 S u m m a r y 
In this chapter, we reviewed the regularized risk minimization framework which helps 
turning learning problems into well-studied convex optimization problems. We also 
nwiewcd many stat(vof-the-art machine learning algorithms for solving the convex reg-
ularized risks. 
The bundle methods is of particular interest here because it allows one to treat the 
regularized risk as a black box function, regardless of its differentiability. In addition 
to being general, bundle methods, as a batch solver, are easily amenable to the parallel 
and distributed computation setting. This, in general, does not hold for other general 
solvers such as the online subgradient methods. 
In the following chapters, we develo]) a bimdle method specialized to the case of regu-
larized risk minimization. We prove that the convergence rate of the proposed method 
is of order for non-differentiable empirical risk and 0(log(e~^)) for differentiable 
empirical risk, with a strongly convex regularizer. These rates are much better than 
the 0(e~Mog(e~^)) rate we have shown in Section 2.3.3. Furthermore, the proposed 
method allows efficient computation of rcgularization path and model selection simply 
by reusing the aj)proximation of empirical risk repeatedly. 
Chapter 3 
Bundle Methods for Regularized 
Risk Minimization (BMRM) 
hi this chapter, we develop a bundle method specialized to minimizing the regularized 
risk 
.y(w) : = x n { w ) + / ? (w ) . 
Our method, BMRM, differs from the standard bundle methods (see Section 2.3) in 
foiu' aspects; 
• BMRM neither maintains a prox-ceutcr nor follows the concept of serious/null 
steps, hence the algorithm is simpler. Furthermore, BMRM has no algorithm 
specific parameters which usually require careful tuning; 
• BMRM sacrifices the generality of bundle methods a little by knowing (only) that 
the regularized risk .7(w) is a sum of two ((mvex functions, namely an easy to 
evaluate regularizer 12{w) and a difficult to evaluate empirical risk / ? ( w ) ; 
• BMRM does not augment the regularized risk with an additional strongly convex 
prox-functiou: instead, it uses f2(w); 
• BMRM builds ajjproximation (i.e., pi(>c(>wise linc^ar lower bound) only for the 
empirical risk instead of the regularized risk. 
Nevertheless, BMRM retains many other useful properties of standard bundle methods 
such as the hnearization selection and aggregation strategies for controlling the bundle 
size. 
In this chapter, we first describe the basic BMRM algorithm and its variants. Then we 
provide convergence analysis wliich shows that BMRM has a better convergence rate 
than its closest match i . e . , the proximal bundle method when the regularizer is strongly 
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convex. We also describe the iini)lenienlalion of BMRM, covering issues such as mem-
ory efficiency and parallel/distributed computation. Following that, we demonstrate 
in experiments the convergence behavior of BMRM under various computational and 
learning conditions. 
3.1 Algorithms 
The algorithm of BMRM is similar but simpler compared to the proximal bimdle 
method. At f-th iteration, the value and a subgradient a/ G dB{wi) are evalu-
ated at the current iterate w; . \\'ith the sTibgradient a/ and offset 6/ := y?(w^) + {w ( . a^), 
BMRM builds the piecewise linear lower bounding approximation Rf of R as follows: 
/?/(w) m a x { ( w . a , ) + ftj . 
ie[t] 
Then BMRM computes the new iterate w^+i by 
w ,+ ] = argmin {.//(w) A n ( w ) + /?, (w) } (3.1) 
w 
where Jf is a pieccwise con\'cx lower bound for J. The algorithm terminates when the 
approximation gaj) 
ft : = min,/(w, ) -
m 
is less than or equal to a pre-defined acciu-acy e > 0. Algorithm 2 lists the details of 
the procedure we have just described. 
A l g o r i t h m 2 BMRM 
1: input : € > 0, w i e R"^  
2: in i t ia l i za t ion : i 0 
3: r epea t 
4: t ^ i + l 
5: Compute at G dR{wt) and h, ^ R{wt) - (w , . a , ) 
6: Update 7?/(w) := niax,g[,] { ( w . a,) + 
7: ^ argmin^ Jtiw) : = A n ( w ) -f- Ri{w) 
8: w , argminj,g[, + i] J(wA.) 
9: e, ^ .y (w, ) - J , (w , + i ) 
10: unti l Cf < e 
11: r e tu rn w . 
The crux of the algorithm is in solving the subproblem (3.1). Similar to the proximal 
bundle method, we resort to the dual problem of (3.1). We derive the dual i)robl(-ms 
corresponding to various common choice of regularizers in the following section. 
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3.1.1 The Dual of Subproblem (3.1) 
Let us first define the Fenchel dual or conjugate of the regularizer Q. 
Def in i t i on 3.1.1 (Fenchel Dual). Denote by il : U R u j + o c } a convex function on 
a convex set U not identically +oo. Then the dual Vl* of Q is defined as 
$r (At) := sup {(w. fi) - n{w) : w G dom 12} . (3.2) 
Several choices of regularizers are common in machine learning applications. For U = 
R'' the squared L2 norm regulai-izer yields 
= and = 
More generally, for Lp norms one obtains [Boyd and Vandenlj('rgii<\ 2004, Shalcv-
Shwartz and Singer, 2006]: 
J](w) = i ||w||2 and j r (M) = l M l where - + - = 1. 
z 2 ^ p q 
For any synnnetric ])ositive definite matrix M € R''^' ' and any v £ W', we have a 
quadratic form regularizer and its dual [Hiriart-Urruty and Lemarechal, 1993. Example 
X.1.1.3] as: 
f2(w) ^ i w"^ M w + (v, w) and i r ( / i ) i ( /x v)"^ M " ' ( ^ - v). 
For the unnormalized negative entropy, where U = R^j., we have 
^^w) = ^ UH log w, and ()* {^l) = ^ exp 11,. 
i i 
For the normalized negative entropy, where t/ = {w | w > 0 and ijw||j = 1} is the 
probability simplex, we have 
^^(w) = ^ Wi log UH and iY{^l) = log ^ exp /x,. 
' 1 
In general, any convex regularizer n : R'' -> R can be modified to enforce convex 
constraints on w by restricting its domain to a closed convtix set U, i.e., 
n u M := n i w ) + if;(w), where if;(w) = if w G t/ , 
1 oc otherwise 
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Examples of U coinmoiily seen in machine learning applications include the 
hypercnbo: {w : w G [y^i.yi] x • • • x [pd-q^]. Pi < q, V? G [(/]} , and the 
polyhedron: |w : H w < v. H G v G E ' ' | , 
and the combination of both. However, the resulting dual may still remain in the 
original variational form (3.2) instead of the analytic form which is generally easier to 
handle. 
We now state the dual problem of (3.1) in the following theorem. 
T h e o r e m 3 .1 .2 . Denote by At = [ a ] . . . . , a/] the matrix uiJiose columns are the 
(sub)gradients, and let bf = [bi /;/]. The dual problem of 
w^+i = argmin{./,(w) Ai](w) + max (w, a,) + /),} is (3.3) 
wSE" '€['1 
a, = argniax{./;(a) Xn*{ A,a) + a^h, | a > 0, . ||a||) - 1}. (3.4) 
f«eM' 
Furthermore. W/+i and at are related l)y the dual connection = —A~' A^ ocf). 
Proof. We rewrite (3.3) as a constrained optimization problem: miuw.f An(w) + ^ 
subject to ^ > {w, a,) + b, for i = [,... ,t. The corresponding Lagrange function can 
be written as 
L ( w , ^ , a ) A n ( w ) + ^ b , ) with a > 0, . (3.5) 
Taking derivatives with respect to yields 1 - = 0. Moreover, minimization of 
L with respect to w implies solving maxw (w, -A"^ A^ a ) - S2(w) = i r ( - A " ' A, a). 
Sub.stituting both terms back into (3.5) allows us to ehminate the primal variables ^ 
and w. • 
If 12 is strictly convex, then 12* is continuously differentiable on the interior of dom il* 
(see Definition C.0.10). So, for differentiable 12*. many well known and efficient con-
strained smooth optimization techniques [Xocedal and Wright, 1999] are readily appli-
cable for solving the dual jnoblem (3.4). Under a stronger condition where il is strongly 
convex, we have the property that the dual n* has Lipschitz continuous gradient (see 
Definition C.0.8): a jiroperty that we will make use of in proving the convergence 
of BMRM. We note that all the regularizers we discussed above are strongly convex 
(including their modifications with constraints). 
We state here an immediate corollary for 12(w) = ^ ||w||2, which is a very commonly 
used regularizer in machine learning applications. 
Coro l lary 3 . 1 . 3 . For squared L2 norm regularization. i.e., 12(w) = i ||w||2, (3.4) 
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becomes 
a , = a r g m a x j - ^ a ' ' ' a / " A , a + a '^b , | a > 0,. Haili ^ !}• 
oGK' 
This iiioans that the dual problem is a QP hciicc the diieieiit QP solvers [Kiwiel, 1989, 
Frangioni, 1997] developed for standard bundle methods can be used in this case. In 
fact, we do not even need to know the (sub)gradients explicitly. All that is required to 
define the QP are the inner products between the {sub)gradients (a, ,a^). 
3.1 .2 BMRM with Line Search 
The algorithm of BMRM can. in addition, employ a line search to speed up the conver-
gence. ^^ •e present here one such variant that generalizes the optimized cvitting plane 
algorithm for support vector machines (OCAS) of Franc and Sonnenburg [2008], This 
variant first builds and minimizes Ji to obtain an intermediate iterate Then, 
it performs a line search along the line .joining the best iterate w^ and tlie intermediate 
iterate w,+i to obtain a new best iterate which acts like the prox-center in the 
proximal bundle method. Since w,+i - w^ is not necessarily a direction of descent, the 
line search might return a zero step. 
Instead of using as the new iterate for generating new linearization, Franc and 
Sonnenburg [2008] proposed to use a pre-set parameter 0 G (0.1] to generate a cut 
iterate w^^ +j on the line segment joining w '^^ i Then, a hnearization is 
obtained at This cut iterate adds variability to the algorithm to prevent it from 
stalling at w '^ when r/ = 0. Franc and Sonnenburg [2008] reported that setting 0 = 0.9 
works well in practice. The algorithm terminates when - ,/,(w,+ i) < t for 
some pre-defined accuracy e > 0. Algorithm 3 summarizes the procedure. 
The advantage of this variant is that the iterates w'' ensure non-increasing sequence of 
objedive values ./(w^), whereas the se(}ueuce . / (w,) may fluctuate in BMRM. In other 
words, the line search step stabilizes the BMRM algorithm. 
Although the line search step provides stabilization to the original BMRM algorithm 
and reduces the number of iterations to convergence, it increa.ses the per iteration 
runtime complexity. Depending on the type of hne search used, e.g., exact or inexact 
[Nocedal and Wright, 1999], the runtime can increase dramatically. Fortunately, for 
certain regularized risks such as linear SVMs and multiclass SVMs [Crannner and 
Singer, 2003], an exact line search can be done efficiently. See Franc and Sonnenburg 
[2008] for an exact line search for binary hinge loss and Yu et al. [2008] for detailed 
discussions on binary and multiclass hne searches. 
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A l g o r i t h m 3 BMRM wi th Line Search 
1: i n p u t : f > 0, ^ 6 (0 .1] , w^ G W' 
2: i n i t i a l i z a t i o n : w^ ^ w'j', i ^ 0 
3: r e p e a t 
4: / ^ / + 1 
5: ComiMite a , 6 OR{w^f) ami ht ^ i i ' (wj) - ( w ^ . a , ) 
6; U p d a t e -/?/(w) := max,g[,] { ( w . a , ) + hi} 
7: w , + i <- argmin^ . / f (w) := A$i(w) + / ? , (w) 
8: [Linesearch] 7]t ^ argmin,jgjj J ( w ' ' i - wj*)) 
9: ^ w ' / + / / , ( w , + | - w?) 
10: ^ (1 - +Ow,+i 
II: e, ^ - .y,(w, + i) 
12: u n t i l et < e 
18: r e t u r n w'/_,_j 
3.2 Convergence Analysis 
While the variants of bundle m e t h o d s we proposed are intuitively i)lausible, it remains 
to be shown that they have good rates of couvorgence. In fact, jja.st results, such 
as those by Tsochantaridis et al. [2005] suggest a slow rate of convergence. 
In this sect ion we t ighten their results and show an rate of convergence for 
non-differentiable risks and 0 ( l o g ( e ' ) ) rates for differentiable risks under some mild 
assumptions . More concrctoly we prove the following two convergence results: 
(a) A s s u m e that the empirical risk H is at lea.st locally Lipschitz continuous on R''. 
For (7-strongly convex regularizer H we pro \e that Algorithm 2 converges to within 
e-accurate solut ion in 0 ( ( A c r f ) " ' ) iterations. 
(b) Under the above condit ions, assume further that ./ (is different iable and) has 
/ / -L ipsch i tz cont inuous gradient (see Definit ion C.0.8) i.e., 
IIV.7(u) - V . / ( v ) | | < / / | |u - v | | , V (u. v ) € R'' X K-^. 
In other words, the second order derivative of ./ is bounded, if it exists. Under 
these condit ions, we prove a stronger 0((ACT ) Mog(€"^)) rate of convergence. 
For our convergence i)roofs we use a dual i ty argument similar to those put forward in 
Shalev-Shwartz and Singer [2()0()] and Tsochantaridis et al. [2005], both of which share 
key techniques wi th Zhang [2003]. Recall that e, denotes our approximation gap, which 
in turn upper bounds how far away we are from the opt imal solution. In other words, 
(I > min;gm J ( w , ) - ./*, where .J* denotes the opt inumi value of the object ive funct ion 
./. T h e quant i ty e, - et+\ can thus be v iewed as the "progress" made towards .J* in 
i teration t. T h e crux of our proof argument lies in showing that for non-difierentiable 
empirical risks the recurrence e, - e^+i > c • e^ holds for some appropriately chosen 
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constant c. The rates then follow by invoking a lemma from Abe et al. [2001]. In the 
case of the difi'erentiable empirical risks we show that e, - f(+i > c' • Ct thus implymg 
an 0 ( l o g ( e " ' ) ) rate of convergence. 
In order to show the required recurrence, we first observe that by strong duality the 
values of the primal and dual problems (3.3) and (3.4) are equal at optimality. Hence, 
any progress in Jt+i can be computed in the dual. Next, we observe that the solution of 
the dual problem (3.4) at iteration /, denoted by a , , forms a feasible set of parameters 
for the dual problem (3.4) at iteration t + 1 by means of the parameterization ( a , , 0 ) , 
i.e., by padding at with a 0. 
To obtain a lower bound on the improvement of the approximation i.e., miuw Jf+\(w) -
minwJ((w) , due to the addition of new linearization at w^+i we perform a 1-
dimensional oi^timization along ((1 -ri)a,,T]) in (3.4). The constraint r] £ (0,1) ensures 
dual feasibility. We will then bound this improvement in terms o f t , . Note that, in gen-
eral, solving the dual problem (3.4) results in an improvement which is larger than that 
obtained via the 1-dimensional optimization which is used only for analytic tractability. 
We now state our key theorem and prove it in Appendix B.3. 
T h e o r e m 3.2.1. Assume that sup, ||a,|| < G where a, G (wd w , are suhgradi-
ents and iterates generated by Algorithm 2. Also assume that i} is a-strongly convex. 
In this case we have 
> | n i i n ( l , A a e , / ( 4 G 2 ) ) . (3.6) 
Furthermore, if .J has II-Ltpschitz continuous gradient, then we have 
- > " 
e,/2 tfet>4Gy{Xa) 
ACT/8 tf4G'^/{Xa)>e,>II/2 
\aet/{ill) otherwise 
Note that the error keeps on halving initially and settles for a somewhat slower rate 
of convergence after that, whenever the second order derivative of J is bounded from 
above. The reason for the difference in the convergence bound for differentiable and 
non-differentiable empirical risks is that in the former case the gradient of the risk 
converges to 0 as we approach oi)timality, whereas in the latter case, no such guarantees 
hold.' We are now in a position to state our main convergence result. The proof can 
be found in Appendix B.4. 
T h e o r e m 3.2.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.2.1 we can give the following 
convergence guarantee for Algorithm 2. For any e < AG'^/{Xa) the algorithm converges 
'Foi- example, when minimizing ||w||j the (subjgradient may not vanish at the oirtimum w * = 0 . 
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to the desired precision after 
T <r , ^ 1 
steps. Furthermore if J has U-Lipschitz continuous gradient, convergence to any e < 
11/2 takes at most the followrng number of steps: 
T < log2 ^ + niax (0.11 - + ^ log | 
Several observations are in order: First, note that the number of iterations only dei)ends 
logarithmically on the first ai)proximation gap ei whieh essentially n])per bounds the 
difference between the initial value . / (w i ) and the optimal solution miuw - / (w) . There-
fore, a badly chosen initial point will not affect the overall i)erformance of Algorithm 2 
much. In the cases where a lower bound J of . / (w) is known in advance f ] can be 
replaced by the constant . / (w i ) - J_. 
Second, the rate has an dependence in the non-differentiable case, as opi)Osed 
to the rates of Tsochantaridis et al. [2005], and the log( f -M) rate of the 
proximal bundle method (c/. Theorem 2.3.1). In addition to that, the convergence rate 
is 0( log(e~M) for continuously differentiable problems which matches the convergence 
rate of gradient descent method with line search [see Boyd and Vandenberghe, 2004, 
Section 9.3.1]. 
For completeness we also state the convergence guarantees for Algorithm 3 and jjrovide 
a proof in Appendix B.5. 
Theorem 3.2.3. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.2.1 Algorithm 3 converges to 
the desired precision e after 
HG'^ 
T<- 1 
Acre 
steps for any t < AG^/{X(T). 
3.3 Implementation 
There are many machine learning problems such as document classification where the 
featiu-e dimension d and the number of training examples m are large. Fm thermore, the 
training environments are usually readily equipped with modern computing resources 
such as computer clusters or computers with multiple cores {i.e., processing units). We 
^Combination of regularizers in Section 3.1.1 and niax-niargin/logistic empirical risks have a lower 
bound of 0. 
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discuss here various software design and implementation issues of BMRM targeting the 
scenario where d and m are large, and/or computer clusters are available for use. 
3.3.1 Modularity and Generality 
From Algorithm 2, we see two distinct computationally intensive stages: generating 
linearizations (i.e.. subgradient a, and offset 6,) which requires computing the value 
and derivative of empirical risk /?, and subsequently solving a concave (or convex) 
optimization problem. Despite the sequential nature of the computation, the algorithm 
admits a modular implementation. 
Figure 3.1 depicts the software architecture of our implementation of BMRM. There 
are fundamentally three decoupled modules namely. "Optimizer", "Loss", and "Data"', 
which constitute the software implementation: 
(a, 6) 
F i g u r e 3.1: Software architecture of BMRM. 
The role of the Optimizer module is to generate new iterate w/_|_i by solving (3.1) 
upon receiving a new linearization from the Loss module at each iteration. After 
that, the new iterate is pa.ssed back to the Loss module to start the next iteration. 
Since the sub])robleni (3.1) is closely tied to the choice of regularizer, the imjjle-
mentation of Optimizer module is in general different for different regularizers. 
For instance, the module implements a quadratic program solver for squared L2 
norm and quadratic form regularizers. and a constrained quasi-Newton algorithm 
for negative entropy regularizers. 
The Loss module implements the loss fimction of choice. In particular, at each 
iteration, the Loss module first receives an iterate w from the Optimizer mod-
ule and training examples (x^.y,) from the Data module. Then it computes 
the subgradient a and offset b that will be pa.ssed to Optimizer module for the 
computation of new iterate. 
The Data module manages training examples. Its main functionalities include 
retrieving data from local or remote disks, and, if necessary, converting training 
(examples into api)r(jpriate fcjrni so that the Loss module can evaluate loss on the 
examples. 
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The modular design promotes code reuse hence reduces the develoi)ment time. Alore-
over. the generahty of bundle methods is fully reflected in this design as the risk/loss 
and regularizer implementations are independent of each other. 
3.3.2 Scalability via Parallel and Distributed Computat ion 
Note that the empirical risk is usiially defined as a weighted smn of loss functions over 
the training examples which are independent of each other. Hence, the comi)utation 
of emi)irical risk can be ])aralleli/,cd and distributed over multii)le machhies. The 
parallelization or distribution is done in a way such that each participating mac:hine 
holds a non-overlapping subset of the whole set of training examples. 
Figure .3.2 illustrates the parallelization and distribution of em])irical risk computation: 
In each iteration, the Optimizer module broadcasts current iterate w to all participat-
ing machines thro\igh the (conceptual) Multiplexer module. These machines in turn 
compute the values and subgradients of the loss function on their subsets of examples. 
These values and subgradients are then propagated back to the Ojjtimizer module via 
the Multij)lcxer module which aggregates the subgradients and loss values into its fi-
nal form of linearization. We note that the broadcasts of iterate and aggregation of 
subgradients can be done efficiently in time logarithmic in the number of machines 
using standard implementations of parallel and distributed computation protocol such 
as MPICH2 [Gropp et al., 1999]. 
Figure 3.2: Software architecture of BMRM in i)arallel/distrihuted computation setting. 
There are two immediate benefits of i)arallelizing and distributing the computation: 
First, parallelization of empirical risk computation over nuiltiple machines/cores leads 
to significant speedup when the loss function evaluation is computationally intensive. 
Second, training exam])les are distributed to multiple machines hence a large set of 
t raining examples which cannot be loaded fully inio I he memory of a single machine 
can be done so on multiple machines, albeit distributed. 
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For completeness, we provide here a version of Algorithm 2 adapted to the master-slave 
parallel comi)iitation model in Algorithm 4. 
A l g o r i t h m 4 Parallel BMRM 
1: i n p u t : e > 0, w i e W', dataset 5 , number of slave machines p 
2: in i t ia l i za t i on : t ^ 0, assign sub-dataset Si to slave i, i ^ ... ,p 
3: r e p e a t 
4: / ^ + 1 
5: Master: Broadcast w^ to all slaves 
6: Slaves: Compute R'(w,) : = E(x.y)eS, K^-V-Wt) and a] € dR'(wt) 
7: Master: Aggregate a, : = YlL-i and bf : = -jli ^^'(wf) - (w , . a , ) 
8; Master: Update i ? / (w) := max,g[,] { { w , a / ) + b j 
9: Master: w^+i ^ argmin,^ - / / (w) : = \ Q { w ) + ^ / ( w ) 
10 : Master: w , argminfcg[,^_i] J { w k ) 
1 1 : Master: et ^ J ( w , ) - . / / (w , ) 
12: unt i l ef < £ 
i:5: r e t u r n w . 
3.3.3 Privacy Preserving Collaborative Learning 
One additional application of parallel and distributed computation of empirical risk is 
the privacy preserving collaborative learning. In this setting, a few possibly geograph-
ically separated j)arties are willing to contribute Iheir data for learning but do not 
want to reveal their data to each other. This issue can be addressed by appointing a 
trustworthy third party which acts as the Master in Algorithm 4, which computes and 
broadcasts new iterates. A possible real-world scenario could be that different banking 
institutes collaborate in learning a more reliable credit fraud detector on the larger 
combined set of training examples. 
For Vietter security, the loss values and subgradients can be transmitted over secure 
connection. The parties could also monitor the empirical risk on tlieir own data and 
use dramatic fluctuation in the risk values as a signal for detecting possible man-in-
the-middle type of attacks that aim to reveal the details of their data. 
3.3.4 Memory Space Efficiency 
The convergence proof of BMRM relies on the past linearizations collectively, that is, 
there is no difference if the linearizations are stored separately or aggregated in a way 
very similar to the linearization aggregation in the proximal bundle method. It is also 
true that BMRM can perform linearization selection i.e., dropping linearizations with 
zero Lagrange nnilti])liers as in the jnoxhual bundle method. Wo present in this section 
the hnearization aggregation technique for BMRM. 
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Note that at iteration t, before the computation for new iterate w^+i. Algorithm 2 
maintains a bundle of t subgradients of H computed at the locations { w J l ^ j . 
Furthermore, the Lagrange multipliers a/_ i obtained in iteration t - 1 satisfy a t - i > 
0/_i and Ijalli = 1 by the constraints of (3.4). W e define the aggregated (sub)gradient 
a ' , offset y and Lagrange nndtiplier a.s 
a ' : = ^ a,, b' : = ^ and : = Y ] Q/-i.,-
ie/ iei i€i 
respectively, where / C [/ — 1] is an index set [Kiwiel, 1983]. Clearly, the optimality 
of (3.4) at the end of iteration / — 1 is maintained when a subset { ( a , . Qf_i,,;)}.gy is 
rei)laced by the aggregate ( a ' . // .Q/_ i ) for any / C [f - 1]. 
T o obtain a new iterate w^+i via (3.4) with memory space for at most k linearizations, 
we can, for example, replace { ( a , , with {k'.b') where 1 = —A + l ] and 2 < k < f. 
Then, we solve a A-dimensional variant of (3.4) with A/ : = [a^. a(_/(._|_2 a^], b; : = 
[h', bf], and Q £ M '^. The optimum of this variant will be lower than or equal 
to that of (3.4) as the latter has higher degree of freedom than the former. Nevertheless, 
solving this variant with 2 < k < t will still guarantee convergence (recall that our 
convergence proof only uses k = 2). In the sequel we name the aforementioned number 
k as the "bimdle size" since it indicates the number of linearizations the algorithm 
keeps. 
To illustrate, we provide here a memory efficient BMRM variant for the case where 
0 ( w ) = 5 ||w||2 and k = 2 . We first see that the dual of subproblem (3.1) now reads: 
ri = a r g m a x - ; ^ lla^ + r;(a, - a ' ) ! ! ^ + f>' + l i^ i -
0<7,<i 2A 
= a r g m a x - ^ ( a , - a ' ) ^ a ' - ^ ||a, - a ' f + 77(6, - //) (3.7) 
0<77<1 
where 1]. Since (3.7) is quadratic in we can obtain tfie optimal rj by setting 
the derivative of the objective in (3.7) to zero and clipping rj in the range [0.1]: 
f] = mm 
/ 
max 
\ 
bt -h' + -wj a.1 +X ||w, 
^ r:^  ^ 
l 2 \ 
A"^ ||a, + A w , | 
,1 (3.8) 
/ 
where w , = by the dual connection. W i th the optimal a/, we obtain the new 
primal iterate w , + i = (1 - r ] ) w t - { r ] / \ ) a f Algor i thm 5 lists the details. Note that 
this variant is simple to implement and does not require a Q P solver. 
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A l g o r i t h m 5 Memory efficient BMRM 
1: input : f > 0, wi e 
2: initialization: t ^ 1 
3: Compute ai G (9/?(wi), and 6] ^ - ( w i . a i ) 
4: W2 < J ai 
5: y ^ In 
(i: repeat 
7: / ^ ^ + 1 
8: Compute a, G dR{wt) and b, ^ / ? (wf ) - (w, . a,) 
9: Compvite T] using Eq. (3.8) 
10: Wf+] ^ ( 1 - ?/) w , - ( ? / / A ) a , 
11: h'^ {I - r,)b'+ r]b, 
12: * :=argminfcg[,+ i] J(WA.) 
13: e, ^ . ; (w , ) - . / ,(w,+ i) 
14: until £/ < £ 
15: return w* 
3.4 Experiments 
In this section, wc examine the convergence behavior of BMRM and show that it is 
versatile enough to solve a variety of machine learning problems i.e., with differentiable 
and nou-differcntial)le empirical risks. All our experiments were carried out on a cluster 
of 16 machines running Rocks Cluster Distribution version 4.3. Each machine has a 
2.4GHz AMD Dual Core processor and 4GB of RAM. Details of the loss functions, 
datasets, comj)eting solvers and experimental objectives are described in the following 
sections. 
3 .4 .1 C o n v e r g e n c e B e h a v i o r 
We investigated the convergence rate of Algorithm 2 empirically with respect to reg-
ularization parameter A. approximation gap e, and bundle size k. In addition, we in-
vestigated the speedup gained by parallelizing the empirical risk computation. Finally, 
we examined emjjirically how generalization performance is related to aj^proximation 
gap. We focused on the training of binary cla.ssifier with linear SVM: 
A 1 
mm.J{w) := - | | w f + - ^ m a x ( 0 , l - y , ( w . X i » , (3.9) 
where G { ± 1 } and Xi G M."^ . 
The experiments were conducted on 6 datasets commonly used in binary classification 
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studies, namely. adultQ, astro-ph. news20-b•^ rcvl. real-sim. and worm. adult9. news20-b. 
rcvl^, and real-sim are available on the LIBSVM tools website^, astro-ph [Joachims, 
2006] and worm [Franc and Sonnenburg, 2008] are available upon recpiest from Thorsten 
Joachims and Soeren Sonnenburg, resi^ectively. Table 3.1 sunnnarizes the i)ro])erties 
of the datascts. 
Dataset #examples iii dimension d density (% ) 
adultQ 48,842 123 11.27 
astro-ph 94,850 99,757 0.08 
news20-b 19,954 1,355,191 0.03 
rcvl 677,399 47,236 0.15 
real-sim 72,201 20,958 0.25 
worm 1,026,036 804 25.00 
Table 3.1: Properties of the binary classification datasets used in the experiments. The density 
of a dataset is computed as tlie total number of non-zero featiu'es muUipiied by 100/(n?(-/). 
Regular izat ion Parameter A and Approx imat ion G a p e 
As suggested by the convergence analysis, the linear SVAI with the non-differentiable 
binary hinge loss should converge in 0((Ae)~') iterations, where A and e are two pa-
rameters which one normally tunes during the model selection phase. Therefore, we 
inve.stigated the scaling behavior of Algorithm 2 w.r.t. these two i)arameters. We per-
formed the experiments with no limit on the bundle size but with a heuristic that 
removes linearization which remained inactive {i.e., Lagrange nmltiplier being zero) 
for 10 or more consecutive iterations.'' 
Figure 3.3 shows the approximation gap tt as a function of number of iterations t. As 
predicted by the convergence analysis. B M R M converges faster for larger values of A. 
Furthermore, the empirical convergence curves exhibit a 0(log(e"')) rate instead of the 
(pessimistic) theoretical rate of especially for large values of A. Interestingly, 
B M R M converges faster on high-dimensional text data.s(!ts {i.e., astro-ph. news20-b, 
rcvl, and real-sim) than on lower dimensional datasets {i.e.. adult9 and worm). 
^Tlie dataset is originally named news20: we renamed it to avoid confn.sion with the niulticla.ss 
version of the dataset. 
"•The te.st set of rcvl was u,sed for training instead of tlie smaller training set which only contains 
about 23K examjjles. 
^ht tp : //www. csie . ntu . edu. tw/"^c j l i n / l i bsvmtoo l s /da tase ts /b ina ry . html 
"This lieuri.stic does not have any im])lica1ion on the convergence analysis. 
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F i g u r e 3 . 3 : Approximation gap e^  as a function of number of iterations f: for difierent regu-
larization parameters A (and unlimited bundle size). 
Bundle Size 
The dual subproblem (3.4) is a concave problem which has dimensionality equal to the 
nmiiber of iterations executed. In the case of linear SVM, (3.4) is exactly a QP problem. 
Hence, as described in Section 3.3.4, we can trade potentially greater improvement per 
iteration lor memory efficiency. 
Figure 3.4 shows the approximation gap et dining the training of linear SVM as a 
function of the number of iterations t, for different bundle sizes k e {2 .10 ,50 . oo } . In 
the case of /r = oo. we did not limit the bundle size and employed the same heuristics 
which removes inactive linearizations as mentioned in section 3.4.1. As expected, the 
algorithm converged faster for larger k. Although the case k = 2 was the slowest, its 
convergence rate was still faster than the theoretical bound 0 ( ( A e ) ~ ' ) . 
Parallelization 
We performed experiments for linear SVMs training with parallelized risk computation 
on the worm dataset. Figure 3.5(a) shows the wallclock time for the overall training 
phase {e.g., data loading, risk computation, and solving the QP) and CPU time for 
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F i gu r e 3 . 4 : A])pioxiiiiation gap f/ as a function of miinl>er of iterations f: for different bundle 
sizes A- (and fixed regularization parameter A = 10"^). 
just the risk (•oiiii)ntati(jii as a fmictioii of iiuiiibcr of processors p. Note that the gaj) 
between the two curves essentially tells the runtime ujjper bovuid of the sequential 
part of the algorithm. We see that both overall and risk computation time decreased 
as the number of processors p was increased. However, in Figure 3.5(b), we see two 
different speedups.' The sjjeedup for the risk computation is roughly linear as there 
is no sequential part in it; the speedup of overall computation is approaching a hmit® 
which is well-explained by Amdahl's law [Amdahl, 1967]. 
Generalization Versus Approximat ion Gap 
Since the problems we are considering are convex, all properly convergent optimizers 
will converge to the same solution. Therefore, comparing generalization performance 
of the final solution is meaningless. But, in real life one is often interested in the si)eed 
with which the algorithm achieves good generalization performance. In this .section we 
study this question. We focus on the generalization (in terms of acciuacy) as a function 
of approximation gap during training. For this experiment, we randomly split each of 
''Speediij) S'p = ^ where p i.s the iuiinl)er of i)roce.ssois and 71, is the niiitniie of tlie parallehzed 
algorithm on (] i)i'oce.s.sois. 
®The limit of speedui) is the inverse of the sequential fraction of the algorithm such as the QP. 
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F i g u r e 3 . 5 : C P U and wal lc lock t i m e for training linear S V M using paraiiel B M R M on worm 
dataset with varying n u m b e r o f processors p e { 1 . 2 . 4 . 8 . 1 6 } . In these e x p e r i m e n t s , regulariza-
tion parameter A = 10 and terminal ion criterion t = 10 
the datasets into training (60%), validation (20%) and testing (20%) sets. 
Wc first obtained the best A e . . . , 2°} for each of the datasets using their 
corresponding validation sets. With these best A's, wc (re)trained Unear SVMs and 
recorded the testing accuracy as well as the approximation gap at every iteration, 
with termination criterion e = Figure 3.6 shows the difference between the 
testing accuracy evaluated at every iteration and that after training, as a function of 
approximation gaj) at each iteration. 
From the figure, we see that the testing accuracies for adult9 and worm datasets are 
less stable in general and the api)roximation gap must be reduced to at least 10"'^ to 
reac:h the 0.5%) regime of the final testing af;curacies; the testing accuracies for the rest 
of the datasets arrived at the same regime with approximation gap of or lower. 
In general, the generalization improved as the approximation gap is decreased. The im-
provement in generalization became rather insignificant (say, the maximum of changes 
in testing accuracies is less than 0.1%)) when the approximation gap was further re-
duced to below some effective threshold tpff; that said, it is not necessary to continue 
the optimization when ft < feff-'' Since feff (or its scale) is not known a prion and the 
asymptotic analysis in Shalev-Schwartz and Srebro [2008] does not reveal the actual 
scale of CcfT directly applicable in our case, we carried out another .set of experiments to 
investigate if teff could be estimated with as little effort as possible: For each dataset, 
"Heuristically, we could terminate the training pha.se following the early stopping strategy by mon-
itoring the changes in accuracies on validation .set evaluated in some most recent iterations. 
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we ramiomiy subsampled 10% 50% of the training set as sub-datasets ami per-
formed the same experiment on all sub-datasets. We then determined the largest fpff 
such that the maximum changes in testing accuracies is less than 0.1%. 
Table 3.2 shows the (base 10 logarithm o f ) Cefr for all sub-datasets as weU as the full 
datasets. It seems that the e f^f estimated on a smaller sub-dataset is at most 1 order 
of magnitude larger than the actual epff required on full dataset. In addition, we show 
in the table that the necessary threshold eio% required by the sub-datasets and the full 
datasets to attain the final testing accuracies attained by the 10% sub-datasets. The 
observations obey the analysis in Shalev-Schwartz antl Srebro [2008] that for a fixed 
testing acciu-acy, approximation gap (i.e., optimization error) can be relaxed when 
more data is given. 
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Figure 3.6: Difference between testing accuracies of intermediate and final models. 
3.4.2 Comparison with Standard Bundle Methods 
In this section we compared BMRM with BT, an implementation of the lYust-Region 
Inmdle method (see Section 2.3.4) obtained from Schramm and Zowe [1092], and with 
the variant of BMRM with line search, i.e., LSBMRM (Algor i thm 3). Details of the 
multiclass line search used in LSBMRM can be found in Yu et al. [2008]. 
For binary cla.ssificati(jn. we solve the linear S V M (3.9) oil the datasets: adult9, astro-
ph, news20-b. rcvl, real-sim, and worm as mentioned in Section 3.4.1. For multiclass 
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Propo r t i on of t r a i n i ng set used 
10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 100% 
Acc. (%) 
adultQ logiyfcH 
logio '10% 
84.3 84.7 84.9 85.1 85.1 85.2 
-3.90 -3.72 -3.77 -3.88 -3.()4 -4.00 
-4.01 -1.18 -1.07 - l .K i -1.27 -1.04 
Acc. (%) 
astro-ph logi,, feff 
!)fi.] 9().() 9().4 96.6 96.8 97.4 
-1.18 -1.70 -1.57 -1.49 -1.68 -1.84 
-4.00 -1.15 -1.06 -0.98 -1.02 -0.87 
Acc. (%) 
news20-b logjg £eff 
logio fio% 
89.9 92.9 94.3 94.5 9.5.4 96.6 
-2.00 -2.48 -3.87 -1.65 -3.71 -2.84 
-4.02 -0.92 -0.70 -0.80 -0.80 -0.67 
Acc. (%) 
rcvl logjo feff 
l «g ioe io% 
96.9 97.2 97.4 97.2 97.5 97.6 
-2.02 -2.40 -1.99 -2.16 -2.34 -2.28 
-4.07 -1.19 -1.30 -1.29 -1.13 -1.11 
Acc. (% ) 
real-sim logfoectr 
95.0 95.9 96.3 96.6 96.6 97.2 
-1.74 -1.84 -1.71 -1.99 -1.74 -1.75 
-4.02 -1.04 -0.88 -0.87 -0.85 -0.82 
Acc. (% ) 
worm logio C(,ff 
logfoeio% 
98.2 98.2 98.2 98.3 98.3 98.4 
-2.43 -2.17 -2.48 -3.62 -2.81 -3.55 
-4.00 -1.38 -1.28 -1.37 -1.28 -1.31 
Tab le 3.2: Tlio first siib-row in each dalasot row indicates tiro testing accuracies of models 
trained on the corresi)onding proportions of the training set. The second sub-row indicates 
the (base 10 logarithm of) effective threshold such that the maxinuim difference in testing 
accuracies of models with appioximation gaj) smaller than that is less than 0.1%. The third 
sub-row indicates the (base 10 logarithm of) threshold necessary for models to attain the testing 
accuracy attained by the model trained on the 10% snb-dataset with default e = lO""*. 
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classif ication, we solve [Crammer and Singer, 2003]: 
min . y ( w ) — 
w 2 
w I" H max < w . e,,. I X j - e,, I Xi My, + y\) (3.10) 
where c is the number of classes in the prob lem, e,; is the ?-th standard basis for 
M'', (g) denotes Kronecker product : and I ( ) is an indicator funct ion that has value 1 
if its argument is evaluated true, and 0 otherwise. T h e datasets used in multiclass 
classif ication exper iments were inex, letter, mnist, news20-m'" . protein, and usps. inex 
is avai lable for download on the websit e of An to ine H o r d e s " and the rest can be found 
on the LIBSVM tools webs i te '^ . Tab l e 3.3 summarizes the propert ies of the multiclass 
datasets. 
Dataset # examples ni #c lasses c dimension d density % 
inex 12.107 18 167.295 0.48 
letter 20.000 26 16 100.00 
mnist 70.000 10 780 19.24 
news20-m 19.928 20 62,061 0.13 
protein 21.516 3 357 28.31 
usps 9.298 10 256 96.70 
Tab le 3.3: Proportio.s of the niultirlass cla.s.sification datasets used in the experiments. 
In each of the exper iments , we first obta ined the opt ima l weight vector w , by running 
B M R M until the terminat ion criterion ./ (w ,+ i ) - < O.Of J ( w , + i ) is satisfied. 
T h e n we run B T , L S B M R M . and B M R M until the fo l lowing terminat ion criterion is 
satisf ied: 
, / ( w ( + ] ) - J ( w . ) < 0 , 0 1 J ( w . ) (3.11; 
P'igure 3.7 shows the number of i terations i required by the three methods on 
each dataset to sat is fy (3.11) as a funct ion of regularizaticin parameter A e 
{ 1 0 " ^ . 10"^. 10"^. 1 0 " ® } . A s expected . L S B M R M . which uses an exact line search, 
ou tpe r f o rmed bo th B M R M and B T on all datasets. B M R M per formed bet ter than B T 
on all high dimensional datasets except news20-m but worse on the rest. A l though B T 
tunes the stabi l izat ion trade-of f parameter r , automatical ly , it still does not guarantee 
super ior i ty over B M R M which is considerably simpler. Nevertheless, external stabi l iza-
t ion ( in B T ) c lear ly helps speed up the convergence in certain cases, especial ly when A 
is small . 
data.set i.s originally named news20; we renamed it to avoid confusion with the binary version 
of the dataset. 
"http://uebia. I ip6. fr/~bordes/datasets/mult ic lass/inex.tar .gz 
'^http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/libsvmtools/datasets/multiclass.html 
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F i g u r e 3.7: Smallest number of iterations required to satisfy the termination criterion (3.11) 
for each dataset and various regularization ])arameters. (BT did not satisfy (3.11) in the inex 
and usps experiments for A = 10"® after 6000 iterations.) 
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3.4.3 DifFerentiable and Non-difFerentiable Risks 
To examine the performance of BMRM on both differentiable and non-differentiable 
empirical risks, we performed binary classihcation experiments using hinge loss (3.9) 
and logistic loss: 
A 1 
nnn ./(w) := - ||wf + - J 2 + (w. x,))). (3.12) 
(=1 
on the binary classification datasets mentioned in Section 3.4.1 with split similar to 
that in Section 3.4.1. Since there were other methods in the comparison which use 
different termination criteria, we compared their CPU time used in reducing the relative 
difference between the current smallest objective function value and the optinnmi: 
. / (w,) 
where w^ is the weight vector at time/iteration i, and w» is the mininiizer obtained 
by running BMRM imtil the approximation gap Cf is Ic.ss than or equal to 10"* .^ The 
best A G . . . ,2^] for each of the datasets was determined by evaluating the 
performance on the corresponding validation set.^^ 
In the case of linear SVMs, we compared BMRM to three publicly available state-of-
the-art batch solvers: 
1. OCAS [Franc and Somienburg, 2008]. Since this method is equivalent to LS-
BMRM with binar\' hinge loss, we refer to this software by LSBMRM for naming 
consistency. 
2. LIBLINEAR [Fan et al., 2008] version 1.33 with option "-s 3". 
3. SVMP®'''^  [.Joachims, 2006] version 2.5 with option "-w 3" and with double precision 
floating point numbers. 
LIBLINEAR solves the dual problem of linear SVM using a coordinate descent method 
[Hsieh et al., 2008]. SVMP '^''^  was chosen for comparison as it is algorithmically identical 
to BMRM in this ease. Both LIBLINEAR and SVMP®'^ ' provide a "shrinking" technique 
to sjjeed up the algorithms by ignoring some data points which are not likely to affect 
the objective. Since BMRM does not provide such shrinking technique, we exchided 
this option in both LIBLINEAR and SVMP®'''^  for a fair comparison. 
Figure 3.8 shows the relative difference in objective value as a function of training time 
(CPU seconds) for three methods on various datasets. BMRM was faster than SVMP®''' 
'^The corresponding penalty parameter C for LIBLINEAR and OCAS is l/(mA), and for SVM"''' is 
i/(ionA). 
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on all datasets except news20-b. T h e performance difference observed here was largely 
due to the differences in the implementations {e.g., feature vector representation, Q P 
solver, etc .) . Nevertheless, both BMRM and SVMP®'' were significantly outperformed 
by LSBMRM and LIBLINEAR on all datasets, and LIBLINEAR was almost always faster 
than LSBMRM. It is d e a r from the figure that LSBMRM and LIBLINEAR enjoy progres-
sion with "strictly" decreasing object ive values; whereas the progress of both BMRM 
and SVMP '^*^ were hindered by the "staUing" steps (i.e., the flat line segments in the 
plots). The fact that LSBMRM is different from BMRM and SVMP®'' by one additional 
line search step implies that the "stalling" sto])s were the t ime that BMRM and SVMP®'''^  
used to improve the approximation at the regions which did not directly contribute to 
reducing the primal objective function value. 
In the case of logistic regression, we compared BMRM to the state-of-the-art trust 
region Newton method for logistic regression [Lin et al., 2008] which is also available 
in the LIBLINEAR package (option "-s 0 " ) . From Figure 3.9, we see that LIBLINEAR 
outperformed BMRM on all datasets and that BMRM suffered from the same "stalling" 
phenomenon as observed in the linear S V M s case. 
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F i g u r e 3 . 8 : Linear S V M s . Rela t ive primal ob jec t ive value difference during training. 
3.5 Related Work 
Among the existing works on bundle methods for machine learning applications, the 
Structural S V M s (SVM'^''"") [Tsochantaridis et al., 200.'')] and its variant SVMP^''^ 
[.Joachims, 200G, .Joachims et al., 2009] are the closest to ours. SYM^''"^* solves problems 
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Figure 3.9: Logistic regression. Relative primal objective value difference during training. 
with squared L2 norm regularizer and max-margin empirical risk formulated primarily 
in a constrained optimization problem such as 
A 1 
( w ' " , r ) = argmin + 
s.t. Vz.Vy e : - cP{x,. y)) > 1 -
(3.13) 
, > 0. 
For the case where <p{x. y) G instead of using 77?-slack as in Joachims 
[2000] introduced the 1-slack formulation (SVMP®''') which aggregates constraints sub-
ject to all i € [771] and all y 6 >". The resulting formulation reads 
A 
= argmin - ||w||2 + ^ 
w,5>o ^ 
(3.14) 
s.t. V ( y , , . . . , y „ , ) e r " : 
j m \ m 
( w , ^ y , ) \4>{x„ y,) - (j>{x^JJ,)] ) > ' 
1=1 2 = 1 
It has been shown [.Joachims, 2000, .Joachims et al., 2009] that solving both (3.13) and 
(3.14) arrive at the same solution i.e., w ' " = w^ with 77i"^  111 = By the cutting-
plane method, (3.13) generates m constraints per iteration while (3.14) generates only 
one. Although the computational cost per iteration is the same in both methods, the 
resulting intermediate problem of (3.14) has m times less constraints hence it can be 
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solved faster. .Joachims et al. [2009] presented empirical experiments to support this 
observation. 
In fact. (3.14) can be rewritten as an unconstrained regularized risk by noting that the 
constraint of (3.14) is equivalent to the following: 
C > max ( w , ^ A ( y „ y , ) [(^(x,;.y,) - ?/,•)] j + Y 1 MVi- i Vii 
i=l / i=l 
m 
rn 
i = i 
By removing the constraint and replacing ^ with H{w) in (3.14) we obtain an instance 
of the (unconstrained) regularized risk . / (w) := An(w) + 7?(w) with r2(w) = ^ ||vv^||2 
and /?(w) being the max-niargin loss (2.14). Therefore, the BMRM algorithm can be 
seen as a generalization of SVMP®''^  
3.6 Summary and Discussion 
We have introduced a bundle method specialized to the regularized risk minimization 
(BMRM) and provided convergence analysis to show that BMRM has better theoreti-
cal convergence rate than the standard bundle method in this setting. We have also 
shown that BMRM inherits many pn^ijerties of the standard bundle ni<>thods such as 
generality, modularity, amenability to parallel and distributed computing, and memory 
efficiency. 
The algorithms and their convergence behavior we have presented in this chapter were 
restricted to the setting where the regularization parameter A and empirical risk are 
fixed. Typically, a machine learning process involves midtiple tries of regularization 
parameter in order to get the best solution for a fixed empirical risk and training 
dataset. We will show in the next chapter that BMRM is very efficient in this scenario, 
i.e., repeatedly solving a regularized risk for different values of A. 
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Chapter 4 
Efficient Computation of 
Regularization Path 
A typical machine learning process involves hviilding many models and selecting the 
best for a problem at hand. In this chapter, we show that BMRM helps speed up the 
model selection problem significantly. 
4.1 Introduction 
In regularized risk minimization, model selection refers to the selection of a com-
patibility function space T from which the best comi)atibility function achieves the 
lowest generalization error {i.e., risk). Since we are concerned with the case where 
{ w e E ' ^ : ||w|| < T, r > ()}, the selection of T is essentially equivalent to the 
selection of r (cf. Section 2.1.3). The selection of T can, in turn, be reformulated as 
the selection of regularization parameter A in the regularized risk minimization: 
min ./(w;A) := An(w) + H{w). 
w 
4.1.1 Regularization Path 
A regularization path is a curve r : (0. oo) ^ M'' of weight vectors defined by 
r{A) = argmin ./(w; A). 
w 
Tracing r ( A ) over an hitorval (Amin,A„iax] C (0 , oo) means solving ./(w; A) for all A e 
[A„ii„, Amaxl- The main purpose of tracing r ( A ) is to select the best A such that the 
weight vector obtained after minimizing the corresponding ,/(w;A) leads to the best 
performance on the hold-out validation set: this process is known as cross-validation 
[Uuda et al., 2001]. Apart from model selection, the traced regularization path r(A) also 
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allows one to study the evolution of the feature weights {i.e., the weight vector w) as 
a function of the regularization parameter. Figiu-e 4.1 illustrates the abovenientioned 
two uses of regularization path for the case of training binary classifier using linear 
SVMs on the diabetes_scale' dataset. 
10--' 10" 
Reguiarization parameter A 
Figure 4.1: Tracing tlie regularization path r(A) of linear SVMs on the diabetes.scale dataset. 
Top: The evolution of 8 feature weights {i.e., weight vector w e K®) trained on 70% of 
diabetes-Scale with different values of A. Bo t t om : Performance on validation set (Recall. F l . 
AUC. Precision, and Accuracy) of classifiers with feature weights trained with different values 
of A, on the remaining 30% of diabetes_scale. 
4.1.2 Existing Regularization Path Tracing Algorithms 
Generally, the methods for tracing r(A) can be categorized as either exact or approxi-
mate. By exidoiting the fact that r(A) is piecewise linear for regularized risks such as 
SVMs and its variants, exact methods manage to compute the curve r(A) exactly for all 
A in a given interval in time comparable to that of minimizing ./(w; A) for just a single 
A [Hastie et al., 2004]. Efron et al. [2004] pioneered the field of exact regularization 
path tracing by presenting one suc:h method for solving the L\ norm regularized least 
^diabetes_scale consists of 768 data points with 8 features and is available for download at LIBSVM 
tools website http; //www. csie .ntu. edu. tw/^c j l in/l ibsvmtools/datasets/binary. html 
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squares regression: 
m 
mill A ||w||, + , (4.1) 
w ^—' !=1 
where £ E ' ' x M, for all A > 0. Briefly, the efficient algorithm developed by 
Efron et al. [2004] finds all the d joints of the curve r(A) for (4.1) and completes the 
curve by linear interpolation. 
Inspired by the work of Efron et al. [2004], Hastie et al. [2004] developed an exact 
method for SVMs by exploiting the fact that the variables of the corresponding dual 
problem are piecewise linear in A. Following this work, a series of exact methods 
have been developed: for norm regularized SVMs by Zhu et al. [2004]; for sup]iort 
vector regression [\ apuik et al., 1997] by \\ang et al. [2006]; for support vector domain 
de.scription [Tax and Duin, 1999] by Sjostrand and Larsen [200fi], to name a few. 
These exact methods rely on the fact that the corresponding dual problems have m 
(i.e., the number of examples) variables which take values in a bounded range {e.g., 
[0.1]) and are piecewise linear in A. In a more general case, such as the structured 
prediction with max-margin loss (2.14), the regularization path for the corresponding 
dual i)robl(au is jjiecewise linear in A but computing it (exactly is uitractable as there 
are exponentially many dual variables [Tsochantaridis et al., 2005], Furthermore, for 
regularized risks where the piecewise linearity in r(A) or in its corresponding dual 
variables is absent, such as the smooth logistic loss [Rosset, 2004], comi)uting the 
regularization path exactly is infeasible. 
One alternative to consider is an approximation f(A) of r(A) which can be generated 
by solving . / (w; A) exactly for a finite set of A and then completing the curve by linear 
interpolation. Rosset [2004] presented an incremental Newton-Raphson method which 
minimizes a smooth . / (w; A) starting with a small Ami,, > 0 then increases A by a small 
value d > 0 at each iteration until the larger A,„ax is reached. Under some regularity 
conditions, the difference between the resulting approximate path f(A) and the true 
path r(A) is guaranteed [Rosset, 2004] to be in the order of i.e., 
Vc G [A,„i,„ A„,ax] : ll^c) - r(c)|| = 0{6'). 
In general, computing the approximate regularization path involves solving J (w ; A) for 
a sequence of regularization parameters A] > • • • > A^. By contirmity, a small change 
in the value of A will only result in slight displacement of the minimizer of . / (w; A). To 
better see this observation, we illustrate in Figure 4.2 a 1-dimensional convex quadratic 
objective: 
./(u-; A) = A (wV2) + (w^ - 8w + 20), 
J!(u)) K(ui) 
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for A e { 1 , 0 . 5 . 0 . 1 . 0 . 0 1 } . From the figure, we see that the minimizers of . / (w : A), A = 
1 .0 .5 .0 .1 ,0 .01 ( indicated by vertical dashed lines) tend to the minirnizer of /? as A is 
decreased. Furthermore, the minimizers of . / ( w ; A) for different A are located adjacent 
t o those with adjacent values of A. This observation is in line witli the connnonly 
seen "warm' ' -start strategy that initializes an opt imizat ion with a point believed to be 
close to the op t imum. W e see in the next section that BMRM allows •hof ' - s tart ing 
{i.e., a better strategy than warm-starting) based on the fact that the api)roximation 
Rf remains valid when A is changed. Therefore, tiie ai)]>roximation Ht can be reused 
throughout the sequence of minimization of . / ( w ; A), A = A i , . . . , A .^. 
20 
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1 1 I I 
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— A=0.1 . 
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1 1 
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1 1 , 1 11 1 
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w 
Figure 4.2: Minimizers (vertical dashed lines) of . / (w;A), A = 1,0.5.0.1.0.01. where w € 
R. n{w) = w'^/2. and R(w) = w^ - Hw + 20. 
4.2 BMRM for Regularization Path 
^^e describe in this section how BMRM is effectively used for comput ing apj jroximate 
regularization ])ath. W e also present iteration bounds for two c:ommon sequences of 
regularization parameters, namely, arithmetic and geometric . 
4.2.1 Algorithm 
In standard bundle methods , the approximation Jt of the regularized risk . / ( w ; A ) : = 
A12(w) -I- B{w) is invalidated when the regularization parameter A is changed. This is 
because , / ( w ; A ] ) ^ .7 (w:A2) for Aj ^ A2 and the linearizations of . / ( w ; A i ) does not, 
in general, hold for . / ( w ; A 2 ) . 
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Unlike the standard bundle methods, BMRM approximates only H via 
Rt{w) m a x { ( w . a , ) + . 
This approximation is independent of the regnlarization parameter A. This means 
that the approximation of H built for the minimization of .7(w; Ai) can be used to 
initialize the minimization of . / (w; A2). The reuse of approximation is done sequentially 
until all minimizations of . / (w;A,) . i G [A] are done. Algorithm 6 lists the details of 
the jnocedure for minimizing a sequence of . / (w; A,), i € [k]. 
A l g o r i t h m 6 BMRM for rcgularization path 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
input : e > 0. Ai > • • • > Afc, w ^ e M'' 
initialization: s <— 0, / 0, IT = 0 
for p = 1 t o k d o 
^ 0 
repeat 
•s ^ s + 1 
I 
Qmipute a, € and b, < / f ( w ^ ) -
Update y?/(w) := max,g[^] { ( w . a,) + bj} 
w^^i ^ argmhi^ ,/ ,(w) := ApJ2(w) + 
- . /(w^") -
i r u { w ^ } 
until e, < f 
lU ^ 
end for 
return U 
Clearly. Algorithm 6 has Algorithm 2 as an inner loop. Therefore, the implementation 
of Algorithm 6 is easily obtained by minor modihcation to that of Algorithm 2. Further-
more, the properties of BMRM such as amenability to parallel/distributed computation 
and linearization selection/aggregation are retained in this modification. 
4.2.2 Iteration Bounds 
V '^e give a straightforward theorem which bounds the number of iterations required 
to minimize . / (w:cA), c G (0.1) when BMRM is initiahzed with the approximation 
Rt and solution w^ obtained after . / (w; A) is minimized. The assimiptions on the 
regularized risk follow that in Chapter 3 i.e., the regularizer Q is cr-strongly convex 
and snpj ||a,|| < G for all a, G dH(w,). For generality, wo assume only that /? is convex 
and locally Lipschitz continuous but not necessarily differentiable. 
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T h e o r e m 4.2.1. Given any A > 0. c e (0,1) and t < iG'^/{X(j) Assume that B M R M 
minimized J (w ;A ) to precision e after T\ iterations, i.e. e^^ < (. and returned the 
final approximation Ht^ ^nd solution w^. With initial approximaiion Rtx initial 
point Wj"^ w;^, the number of iterations B M R M takes to minimize . / (w ;CA ) to the 
same precision e is at most 
(cX<re\^\ , 8G2 , ^ Ar'2 . 
where fj'*' := mini<,<2 ./(w-'-^irA) - Furthermore. 
e f < e + (A cX)\n(wf) - )]• (4.2) 
Proof. For the case where tj^ > 4G^/(cA(t) , the bouiui follows from Theorem 3.2.2. 
Othorwiso, by Theorem .3.2.L wo see that ef - e^^j > cXa(eff/{8G'^) for all / > 0. 
Applymg Lemma B.1.1 in this case with z = cXa/{8G'^) and = e,-^  we get Tcx < 
f ^ ( 7 - + 1- To prove (4.2) we note that 
e f < . / ( w f ;cA) - ./r.(w^/;cA) = . / ( w f ; A) - ;A) + (A - cA)[f i (wf) - ^ ( w f ) ] . 
Since minimizes ./r^(w;A), we have that X) < .Jr^i^f-X). Hence, 
. / ( w f ; A) - A) < . / ( w f ; A) - J n i ^ ' r ^ + i-X) = < e 
and we have t:ompleted the proof. • 
Theorem 4.2.1 implies that hot-starting the minimization of ./(w:cA) with the approx-
imation /?T;,(w) and the .solution w^ obtained in the nnnimization of ./(w;A) wonld 
incur only a small number of iterations when c is sufficiently close to 1. This observa-
tion is reasonable as .7f(w;A) is continuous in A therefore slight changes in A will not 
affect the accuracy of the approximation much. 
By summing the results of Theorem 4.2.1 over a sequence of A- regularization param-
eters: Ai > A2 > .. • > Aa;, we obtain the best case Tbest and worst case Tworst upper 
bounds of the total number of iterations required in minimizing the sequences of prob-
lems J ( w : A,) for all i £ [k]. The best case refers to the scenario where the regularization 
I)arameters A, are close to each other (and similarly the approximations /?f'), such that 
e^' are less than 4:G'^/{Xia) for all i £ [/,]. On the contrary, the worst case refers to 
the scenario where f j ' > •iG'^/{Xia) for all i 6 [k]: this bound can be simply stated as 
k times the upper bound for the smallest regularization i)arameter Aa-. We state the 
bounds for the two cases in the following corollary. 
Co ro l l a ry 4.2.2. LeC Ai > A2 > • •. > At be a .sequence of positive numbers. The best 
case Tbest and worst ease T^orst upper bounds of total number of iterations required by 
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Algorithm 6 to minimize the sequence of pivblems: ./(w; A;) for all i € [k], to precision 
( < 4G^/(Ai(t) in sequential order are as follow: 
Tbest - nr + 8GV-1 Y 
< los 'o2 
V 
8G2 
Tworst = k log2 
+ k-\ (4.3) 
] L - k \by replacinq with iG'/iX.cr)] (4.4) 
4G2 ae 
)=i 
SG-k 4G2 
+ 
Aa-ctc 
- k 
More concretely, we specialize the best case hovind in Corollary 4.2.2 for two common 
types of sequence of regularization parameters: arithmetic and geometric sequences. 
The following theorems state the specialized results which highlight the influence of 
the choice of fc, Ai, and A^ . to the bounds. 
Theorem 4.2.3. For a given arithmetic sequence A,- = Ai - (i - l)c > 0. for all i G [k] 
and for some c > 0. The best case bound Thest m Corollary 4-2.2 can be restated as 
follows: 
Tbest < log2 4G2 
+ — + 
fc - 1 
ae \Xk Ai - Aa-
log 
Proof. To i^ rove the upper bounds of Tbest we just need to simplify and upper-bound 
the term A ' ^ Note that ^ t i = ^'(^i + and c{k - 1) - Aj - A .^. So, we 
have that, 
k 
1 
' T . 
):=1 Xk + {t- l)c 
1 / 
< - / -di Afc J^ 
1 Ai - Xk 
log( 
Ai\ 
k - I A J • 
'' 1 
1 1 /J-
= — + - lo; - 1 + 
Xk^ c Xk/c ) 
Substituting the result into (4.4) wc proved the claim. • 
We now show the speciahzed best case bound for geometric sequence of regularization 
parameters. 
Theorem 4.2.4. For a given geometric sequence Xi = Aic'"^ > 0, for all i € [k] and 
for some c € (0,1). The best case bound r),est in Corollary 4.2.2 can he restated as the 
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follownig: 
71,est < logs 
-1 \-i \ SG'^ I A - ' - A-
- A-
Proof. Observe that the sum of a geometric sequence is 
! = 1 
for Therefore, we have 
A- , k 
a{z''' - z) az ' - a 
2 - 1 ~ 1 - 1 /z 
V ^ - V A- ir^-M' - i - ^ ~ ' - ' - ' 
by substituting c = ^ A t / A i which is derived from A^ = Ajc'*' Substituting the 
results into (4.4) we j^roved the claim. • 
A few observations arc in order: Firstly, we see that both examples of regularization 
parameter sequences have inverse dependence on the smallest regularization parameter 
At when Ai and k are fixed. This is not surprising as Algorithm 6 is just a series 
of executions of Algorithm 2. Secondly, the best case bound for arithmetic seciuence 
of A, has linear dependence on k compared to that of the geometric sequence which 
has exponential dependence on k. Nevertheless, these best case bounds arc rather 
loose as the difference between adjacent regularization parameters i.e., A, - A,-|.i which 
influences the first approximation gaps f j ' (and hence the terms (e" ' - ( e j ' ) " ' ) in (4.3)) 
are not considered in these bounds; we show the eff'ects of the difference A, - A,+i in 
the numerical exi>erinients in next section. 
4.3 Experiments 
4.3.1 Experimental Setup 
In this seel ion, we study empirically the efficacy of hot-starl strategy, i.e., Algorithm (i, 
in computing the approximate regularization path for training binary classifiers with 
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the following empirical risks: 
1 ™ 
hinge: 7?(w) = — ^ max(0. 1 - y, (w, x,}) 
i=l 
1 
squared hinge: / f (w ) = — ^ niax(0.1 - y, (w, x,))^ 
i=l 
1 
logistic: /? (w) = — V ^ log{l + exp(-y,: (w, x, ) ) ) 
i=l 
in combination with the squared L2 norm rogularizer Q(w) = i ||w||2. The datasets we 
used in the experiments are adult9. colon-cancer, duke breast-cancer, leukemia, mush-
rooms, rcvl . real-sim, splice, sonar, and web8. These datasets are available on the 
LIBSVM tools website". Table 4.1 summarizes the properties of these datasets. 
Dataset ^examples m dimension d density (%) 
adult9 48,842 123 11.27 
colon f)2 2.000 100.00 
duke 38 7,129 100.00 
leukemia 38 7.129 100.00 
mushrooms 8,124 112 18.75 
rcvl 20,242 47236 0.15 
real-sim 72,201 20.958 0.25 
sonar 208 (iO 100.00 
splice 1,000 60 100.00 
web8 45,546 300 12.73 
T a b l e 4.1: Properties of the binary classification datasets used in the experiments. 
We set Ai = lO'^ and A^ = 10"® as the best A for most of the datasets fall in this range. 
On each of the datasets and with each of the cmjjirical risks, we solved the sequence of 
problems minw . / (w; A,), i G [k] for k € {10.20.50.100} and for both arithmetic and 
geometric sequences of A,. For each of the experiments, we terminated the algorithms 
when the termination criterion is satisfied: 
where e = 10"^. 
^http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~ cjlin/libsvmtools/datasets/binary.html 
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4.3.2 Experimental Results 
We compared the hot-start strategy with the warm-start and cold-start strategies. 
Warm-start strategy initializes the problem minw./(w;A; ) with only the solution 
^ obtained after solving minw ./(w: A,_ i ) . Cold-start strategy solves the problems 
minw J ( w : A,). / G [A-] independent of each other and use neither previous solution nor 
previous approximation for initialization. 
Table 4.2 shows the speedup of the hot-start strategy over the warm-start strategy in 
computing the regularization i)ath for the three abovementioned regularized risks with 
10. 20, 50. and 100 regularization parameters of arithmetic and geometric sequences in 
the range [10~®. 10"^]. Since warm-start strategy outperformed the cold-start strategy 
in most of cases, we do not include the results of cold-start strategy here. We see 
significant speedup in using the hot-start strategy for all three regularized risks as 
k is increased. In particular, the sijeedup in the case of geometric sequence of A, 
is more apparent. This is because most of the A/ are distributed in a small region 
close to the end parameter A/,- = 10"^' because of which the warm-start and cold-
start strategies to take longer number of iterations to solve minw ./(w; A,) for each 
A,. Furthermore, the difference between adjacent regularization parameter (i.e., A, -
A,-|-i) decrea.ses exponentially fast towards X/,., hence, by Theoi-em 4.2.1, we know that 
hot-start strategy will require only small number of additional iterations to solve the 
problems miuw ./(w; A,), i € [A-] in sequential order. 
To illustrate the influence of the difference d^  : = A, - A^+i to the efficacy of hot-
start strategy more closely, we i)lot the number of iterations required by the hot-start 
strategy to solve each of the problems miUw ./(w; A,) as a function of A,. Figure 4.3 
and 4.4 show the numbers of iterations used in solving linear SVMs (i.e., squared L-j 
norm regularizer and hinge empirical risk) on all datasets, with k = 10 and A- = 100, 
for the cases of arithmetic and geometric sequences of A,, resj^ectively. 
From Figure 4.3 we see that the advantage of smaller difference i.e., the case of 
k = 100, is not significant compared to the case of larger d,, i.e., k = 10. when A, 
are larger than 10"^. The difference in the number of iterations per A is tiny - one 
explanation for this observation is that these A, are relatively large and hence the inverse 
scaling of A does not dominate the convergence of BMRM (yet). For A, smaller than 
10"^. the plots show a sharp increase in the number of iterations, that is, the inverse 
scaling of A started to take effect, so, the advantage of smaller <5, is more apparent. 
From Figure 4.4 we see that the difference in the number of iterations per each A 
between the cases of k = 10 and k = 100 is significant over the whole sequence A,, 
regardless the exponential scaling of k stated in Theorem 4.2.4. The explanation for 
this empirical observation is that the difference S, is sulficiently small for most of the A, 
(due to the nature of geomet ric s(Hjuence), so. the minimizers of ./(w; A,) and ./(w: A^+j) 
are close to each other. This imi)lies that the api)roximation of H for ./(w;A,) is 
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also accurate for J(w;\i+i). We note that the efficacy of arithmetic and geometric 
sequences of Xi cannot he compared directly in general as they refer to different values 
of X; (except Ai and A^). 
4.4 Conclusion and Discussion 
In this chapter, we have shown that BMRM is efficient in solving a series of regularized 
risk minimizations with slight change in the regularization parameters, which is a very 
common scenario in typical machine learning process. Also, this benefit of BMRM 
is unique as it is not (directly) observed in the standard bundle methods where the 
linearizations of the objective function are dependent on the regularization parameter.^ 
This chapter concludes the development of an efficient bundle methods for regularized 
risk minimization. In the next chapter, we develop a general framework of empirical 
risks which allows the incorporation of prior knowledge and local invariances of training 
examples tf) imi)rove the outcome of learning. 
^However, by storing the (sub)gradients of regularizer and empirical risk separately, the standard 
bundle methods can reuse the "modified" past linearizations for hot-starting, albeit using twice the 
memory space. 
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A v i t l n n e t i c G e o m e t r i c 
Dataset k = 10 k = 2 0 k = 5 0 k = 100 k = 10 k = 20 k = 50 k = 100 
1 .31 1 .68 3 . 2 0 4 . 8 7 8 . 7 8 15 .37 3 4 . 5 7 57.7() 
a d u l t g 2 . 0 0 2 . 0 3 2 . 8 1 4 . 1 0 1 1.39 2 8 . 4 6 5 1 . 8 0 8 0 . 6 2 
1 .17 1 .62 2 . 4 9 3 . 7 8 8 . 8 2 1 4 . 1 3 3 2 . 5 4 5 3 . 9 1 
5 . 6 7 9 . 3 0 15 .07 18.41 3 . 6 3 9 . 9 5 13 .82 1 3 . 2 3 
co lon 2 . 4 9 4 . 0 2 8 . 9 2 1 6 . 6 0 4 . 6 6 7 . 8 3 2 1 . 5 3 3 6 . 5 1 
1 .68 2 . 4 3 4 . 3 6 7 . 6 3 1 .88 2 . 7 1 5 . 5 4 11 .61 
(i.OO 9 . 0 1 1 2 . 3 9 14 .55 3 .21 11 .69 14 .78 15 .60 
d u k e 2 . 9 7 5 . 3 9 1 3 . 0 6 2 4 . 1 9 5 . 4 8 10 .22 2 3 . 8 1 4 7 . 1 6 
1 .80 2 . 7 7 4 . 7 5 7 . 1 5 2 . 1 7 2 . 8 1 6 . 1 2 1 0 . 5 3 
5 . 8 5 8 . 7 4 1 2 . 5 5 1 4 . 0 4 2 . 8 2 9 . 9 1 1 2 . 5 3 1 3 . 5 5 
l e u k e m i a 2.9:5 5 . 7 7 1 2 . 7 8 2 6 . 9 1 5 .51 1 0 . 3 8 2 4 . 8 9 4 4 . 5 7 
1 .75 2 . 5 8 4 . 5 9 6 . 3 1 2 . 0 8 2 . 6 9 5 . 6 3 9 .61 
4 . 2 9 7 . 8 2 1 4 . 7 6 1 9 . 0 7 4 . 9 5 9 . 0 2 19 .62 2 9 . 1 8 
m u s h r o o m s 1 .48 2 . 1 4 3 . 8 2 5 . 3 9 2 . 7 9 5 . 2 5 1 0 . 8 0 1 7 . 7 4 
1 .22 1 . 3 7 1 .47 1 . 6 7 1 .04 1 .27 1 .59 1 . 7 9 
0 . 9 7 0 . 9 7 1 .07 1 .08 1 .11 1 .51 2 . 4 5 3.-54 
r c v l 1 .06 1.08 1 .27 1.32 1.15 1 ..50 2 . 6 6 5 . 1 2 
1 .02 1 .09 1 .08 1 .12 1 . 1 3 1 .59 2 . 7 4 3 . 8 9 
1.01 1 .10 1 .19 1 .20 1 .22 1 .48 2 . 8 0 4 . 4 8 
rea l - s im 1 .02 1 .05 1 .07 1 . 2 7 1 .24 1 .50 2 . 9 8 4 . 9 8 
1 .02 1 . 0 3 1 .07 1 .05 1 .26 1 .51 2 . 3 4 3 . 4 7 
1 .65 2 . 3 8 4 . 7 4 7 . 0 8 1 .95 3 . 4 9 7 . 8 0 1 3 . 6 1 
s o n a r 1 .24 1 .59 2 . 8 1 4 . 5 4 2 . 9 1 6 . 8 5 15 .22 2 3 . 8 4 
1 .22 1 .71 2 . 2 7 3 . 5 3 2 . 0 3 4 . 2 4 9 . 8 3 1 5 . 1 6 
5 . 0 0 8 . 1 3 1 6 . 2 0 2 2 . 9 7 3 7 . 1 5 6 3 . 7 7 1 0 7 . 5 7 1 8 6 . 9 2 
sp l i ce 1 6 . 3 0 2 3 . 4 7 3 4 . 9 2 4 0 . 3 7 7 9 . 8 4 1 5 8 . 0 3 3 0 9 . 5 5 4 2 4 . 4 3 
17 .04 19 .35 19.11 18 .64 9 6 . 7 5 139 .53 2 3 1 . 7 7 2 7 2 . 7 5 
1 .04 0 . 9 8 1 .41 1 . 6 9 2 . 1 5 4 . 0 1 8 . 6 3 1 4 . 1 6 
w/eb8 0 . 9 3 1 . 1 7 1 .14 1 . 5 9 4 . 3 5 9 .01 1 7 . 7 3 3 0 . 6 9 
0 . 9 0 1 .04 1 . 2 3 1 .34 1 .77 3 . 9 7 8 . 3 7 12 .91 
T a b l e 4 . 2 : S p e e d u j ) of h o t - s t a r t s t r a t e g y in solving t h e p ro l j l ems niinw . / ( w : Ai). i € 
^ ] , ) -2 = 10"®} wi th k e {10.20.51). 100}. ( "o luums 2 t h r o u g h 5 a n d (i th rougl i 9 
i n d i c a t e t h e r a t io s of t h e to ta l n u m b e r of i t e r a t i o n s of w a r m - s t a r t s t r a t e g y to t h a t of h o t - s t a r t 
s t r a t e g y for a r i t h n i e t i c a n d g e o m e t r i c sequences of A,, respect ively . T h e first , second a n d t h i r d 
rows c o r i e s p o n d i n g to each d a t a s e t i n d i c a t e t h e r a t io s o b t a i n e d wi th hinge, s t iuared hinge, a n d 
logist ic em])irical r isks, respect ively . 
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F igu re 4.3: The iiunihcr of iterations liot-start strategy used to compute the approximate 
regularization path for Hnear SVMs on various datasets with aritlimetic sequence of A, and 
k e {10. 100}. The baselines are the warm-st.arl and cold-start strategies with k = 10. 
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F i g u r e 4 . 4 : Tlie nuinhci of iterations hot-start strategy used to coiiipiitc the approximate 
regularization path for hnear SVMs on various datasets with geometric sequence of A; and 
fc e {10. 100}. The baseline.s are I lie warm-st art and cold-st art .strategies wit h k = 10. 
Chapter 5 
Robust Learning with Invariances 
Invariances are one of the most powerful forms of domain prior knowledge used to 
improve the outcome of machine learning. Incorporating invariances into learning 
algorithms is a conanon problem in machine learning. In this chapter, we i^rovide a 
convex formulation for incorporating invariances into arbitrary convex regularized risk 
and show that this formulation unifies many existing approaches. 
5.1 Introduction 
Incorjjorating invariances into learning algorithms has a long history [Hinton, 1987, 
Abu-Mostafa, 1992] and its application has been associated with some of the major 
success stories in pattern recognition. For instance, the insight that in vision tasks, 
one should often be designing detectors that are invariant with respect to translation, 
small degrees of rotation and scaling, and image intensity has led to state-of-the-art 
algorithms including tangent-distance [Simard et al., 1993], virtual support vectors 
jDeCoste and Sch51kopf, 2002], group theoretic approach [Kondor, 2008], and others 
[Ferraro and Caelli, 1994], 
In recent years a number of authors have attempted to put learning with invariances 
on a .solid mathematical footing. For instance, Burgcs [1999] discusses how to extract 
invariant features for estimation and learning globally invariant estimators for a known 
class of invariance transforms (preferably arising from Lie groups). Another mathemat-
ically appealing formulation of the problem of learning with invariances casts it as a 
semidefinite programming problem jGraepel and Herbrich, 2004]; unfortimately this is 
neither particularly elRcient to implement (having worse than cubic scaling behavior) 
nor does it cover a wide range of invariances in an automatic fashion. A different ap-
proach has been to pursue "robust" estimation methods which, roughly speaking, aim 
to find estimators whose performance does not suffer significantly when the observed 
inputs are degraded in .some way. Robust estimation has been applicni to learnhig 
problems in the context of missing data jBhattacharyya et al., 2005] and to deal with 
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specific type of data corruption at test time [Globersoii and Roweis, 2006]. The former 
approach leads to a second order cone program, limiting its applicability to very small 
datasets; the latter is also computationally demanding and is limited to only specific 
types of data corruption. 
The goal here is to develop a com])\itationally scalable and broadly applicable approach 
to supervised learning with invariances which is easily adapted to new types of problems 
and can take advantage of existing optimization infrastructures such as the bundle 
methods we devolopod in previous chai)tors. In this chapter wo proi)oso a methf)d 
which has what we believe are many apjiealing properties: 
1. It fornmlates invariant learning as a convex problem and thus can be imple-
mented directly using any existing convex solver, requiring minimal additicmal 
memory and inheriting the convergence properties/guarantees of the underlying 
implementation. 
2. It can deal with arbitrary invariances provided that the user provides a compu-
tational recipe/oracle to generate invariant equivalents efficiently from a given 
data point. 
3. It provides a unifying framework for a number of previous apinoaches and is 
broadly applicable not just to binary classification but in fact to any structured 
prediction problem with a max-margin or logistic loss function. 
5.2 A Unifying Formulation for Learning with Invariances 
5.2.1 Invariance Transformations 
The crucial ingredient to formulating invariant learning is to capture the domain 
knowledge that there exists some (possibly infinite) set S of invariance transforms 
s : A' x y ^ A" which can act on the input x e X while leaving the corresponding 
output y G y essentially unchanged. For instance, we might believe that slight rota-
tion (in pixel coordinates) of an input image in a pattern recognition problem does not 
(diange the image label. For text classification problems such as email si)am filtering, 
we may believe that certain editing operations (such as changes in capitalization or 
substitutions hke Viagra ^ Vlagra,V! agra) should not affect the ''meaning" of the 
words in an email. 
Of course, most invariances only apply "locally", i.e., in the neighborhood of the orig-
inal input vector. For instance, rotating an image of the digit 6 too far might change 
its label to 9; applying both a substitution and an insertion can change Viagra ^ 
diagram. Furthermore, certain invariances may only hold for certain pairs of input 
and output . For example, we might believe thai horizontal reflection is a valid invari-
ance for images of digits in classes 0 and 8 but not for digits in class 2. The set S 
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incorporates both the locality and applicability constraints. To avoid degenerate cases, 
we assume that the set S includes the "identity" transform which returns the original 
X without change. 
5.2.2 Robust Loss 
•^Mth the set of invariance transforms S. we can formulate the invariant counterpart of 
a standard learning problem in the form of a (constrained) robust optimization ])roblem 
[Ben-Tal et al., 2009]: 
m 
+ (5.1a) mm 
w.^ ~ ' m 
i=i 
s.t. Vz € [m] : / ( x , w ) < > 0. Vi,- G 5 (S.lb) 
where and / are the regularizer and loss function respectively of the standard learning 
problem, and S \ (x,y) '•= {s(,t, y) : s e 5 } is the set of all valid transformations of the 
input X of the example (x, y). In conventional robust optimization such as the setting 
of Ben-Tal et al. [2009] considered, the set S is usually defined as an ellipsoid e.g., 
S : = { x e R"^  : (x - x ) ^ M ( i - x) < r, x G M e K ' '^ ' ' } , (5.2) 
so that problem (5.1) can be solved efficiently. However. S can be arbitrary and depends 
heavily on the domain of the problem one is dealing with. For example, S can be a 
finite discrete set of transformations such as rotations of an image by p degrees for 
all p e [20]; or replacement of all possible subsets of certain English words found in 
an email by their synonyms. In these cases, the constraints of (5.1) must be specified 
explicitly, hence, the computational complexity increases with the size of S. If S is 
neither an eUipsoid nor finite, then (5.1) is a semi-infinite program (SIP) that may not 
even be readily solvable by standard SIP solvers. 
We can overcome the difficulties by reformulating (5.1) into an equivalent but uncon-
strained problem [Too et al., 2008]; 
min A n ( w ) -h R{w) (5.3a) 
where i ? (w) = — ^ / ^ { x i , y,, w ) , and . . (5.3b) 
i=i 
lr{x,y.w):^ max / ( x , j / . w ) . (5.3c) 
The equivalence between (5.1) and (5.3) can be seen by noting that (5.1b) can be 
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rewritten as 
Vz G [m] : max /(j-^.y^.w) < i , . > 0. 
and that (5.1) is in e])igrapli form [Boyd and Vandenherghe, 2004], hence, the slack 
variables in (5.1a) can he replaced by ^^  /(x-,. y,. w). 
Note that Ir is necessarily convex as it is a pointwise maximmn [Hiriart-Urruty and 
Lcmarcchal, 199,i] of tlie convex fmu'tions l(x.y.w). Vx e ^Ij^- yj. Tluireforc, (5.3) is 
readily solvable by, for example, the bimdle methods we developed in previons chap-
ters. Fnrthormore, the set S need not be explicitly defined. Indeed, it can be defined 
implicitly as an "oracle" which, upon receiving the tuple {a\y.w). returns the "worst" 
transformation .r of x such that x incurs the largest loss among other i)0ssible trans-
formations of X. 
^^e further discuss two specific types of loss functions, namely max-margin and logistic 
in the following sections. 
Robust Max-margin Loss 
Recall the standard max-margin loss (c/. (2.14)) 
I{x. y. w) = maxr(y . y') (w , <P(x. y') - (/.(x. y)) + A(y. y'), 
y'€>' 
and the predictor y*{x) := argniaXj^ /g -^ {w*,(j){x. y')) with weight vector w* and feature 
mapping (j){x, y) £ R''. / is essentially a convex upper bound of the label loss A which 
enforces the penalty for incorrect prediction A{y.y*{x)). 
For the robust counterpart, the label loss A : [V x >> ^ R_,_ can be extended to A : 
>" X X 5 ^ M+ so that the invariance transform s e S, if any, which was ajjplied to 
the input is taken into the account of lal)el loss. This extension allows the label loss 
to depend on the transformation, for instance, we might suffer less label loss for poor 
predictions when the input has undergone very extreme transformations. In an image 
labeling problem, for example, we might believe that a lighting/exposure invariance 
api)lies but we might want to charge small label loss for extremely over-exposed or 
under-exposed images since they are almost impossible to label. Similarly, we might 
assert that scale invariance holds but give small label loss to severely spatially down-
sampled images since they contain very little information. Arguably, this extension 
takes into account the "probability" of observing such transformation which can also 
be regarded as another form of prior knowledge. The resulting penalty for incorrect 
Ijrediction is then defined in the "worst case" sense as 
maxA(y.y*(s(x.y)),s). (5.4) 
sSS 
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It is easy to see that (5.4) is greater than or equal to the standard label loss A(y, y*(x)) 
due to the fact that 5 includes the identity transformation. 
We now define the robust max-margin loss as follows: 
/r(x. ij. w) = max T{ij. y') (w, ?/),?/) - y). y)) + A(y, ?/. s). (5.5) 
(y'.s)€yy<S 
This loss finds the j)air of label and transformation simultaneously and penalizes the 
pair with incorrect label that is most compatible. The maximization over x 5 is the 
crux of the design of both the loss function and the set S when solving a problem: For 
the case where and S are finite and small, the maximization can be done simply 
via exhaustive enumeration. Otherwise, efficient algorithms are required so that the 
maximization is tractable. We will show in the following section that there usually 
exist efficient and fast algorithms for this maximization due to the linearity of the 
compatibility function }\x.y) = {w,4>{x.y)). 
For completeness, we show in the following straightforward theorems that Ir is convex 
in w and that it ujipcr bounds the penalty (5.4). 
L e m m a 5.2.1. The loss lr(x. y. w) is convex in w for any choice of F. A and S. 
Proof. For fixed (y'.s) the expression r(y.y'){w,(f>(s(x.y).y')-4>{s{x,y,),y)) + 
A(y.y',s) is linear in w, hence (weakly) convex. Taking the maximum over a set 
of convex functions yields a convex function. • 
L e m m a 5.2.2. The loss lr{x.y.w) provides an upper bound on 
max^gs A(y.2/*(.s(x.y)),.s). 
Proof. Denote by {s*.y*) the values for which the maxinmin of 
max,,g5 A(y. y*(s(x. y)), s) is attained. By the definitions of y*(x) and (5.4), we 
have that (w, <i){s*{x. y), y*)) > (w. {s*{x, y). y)). Plugging this inequality into Ir yields 
lr{x. y. w) > r (y , y*) (w, y).y*) - 4>(s*{x, y),y)) + A{y. > A{y. y*,s*). 
Here the first inequality follows by replacing the actual maximizer of Ir by {s*.y*). The 
second inequality follows from the fact that F > 0. • 
R o b u s t Logist ic Loss 
Unlike the robust max-margin loss, the robust counterpart of logistic loss (cf. (2.13)), 
defined as 
/ , (x ,y .w) = ^ m a x ^ log ( jZy-g j ; ^^P w'))) - w ^ y). 
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does not involve a label loss A . Hence, there is no direct way to reduce the influence 
of extreme transformations except throiigh the careful design of the set S which avoids 
these cases explicitly. Nevertheless, this scenario is not problematic as the set S is 
usually designed by domain experts. 
5.3 Formulating Previous Approaches as Robust Loss 
Functions 
In this section, we show that several previous api)roaches to invariant learning can be 
put under the robust learning framework i)roposed in this chapter. 
5.3.1 Virtual Examples 
The methods of virtual examples refer to the methods whereby each transform s in a 
finite set S of pre-defined invariance transformations is applied to some or all of the 
original training examples {xi.yj) to create "virtual" exanii)les {xi, yj). Vx^ £ iSlj^^^.y,). 
The main piupose of this type of im'ariant learning is to increase the amoimt and vari-
aiiility of training exam])les in the scenario where the original set of training examples 
is believed to be insufficient. 
A notable success story of this apjjroach of creating virtual examples for each (jf the 
original training example is the work by Loosli et al. [2007] in which a (10-class) 
handwritten digit classifier was trained on the well-known MXIST dataset [LeCvui 
et al., 1995] with 134 invariance (affine) transformations. The classifier trained on the 
resulting 8 millions training exam])les achie^-ed state-of-the-art performance on this 
particular dataset. However, this approach requires extra memory or computation for 
storing or computing the virtual examples on-the-fly. 
A more memory efficient and faster alternative is the method of virtual supjjort vectors 
of Scholkopf et al. [199()] (sec also DeCoste and Scholkopf [2002]). Instead of creating 
virtual examples for all training examples, this method creates only virtual examples 
for support vectors [Scholkopf and Srnola, 2002] i.e., training examples which play a 
significant role in the decision/compatibility function. That said, this method first 
trains a classifier on the original set of training examples. After that, virtual examples 
are created for the support vectors obtained and are included in the set of training 
examples for the final round of training. Although the number of support vectors is 
known to grow linearly with the training set size, the actual number of support vectors 
is usually orders or magnitude smaller than the lumiber of training examples. Hence, 
the ftnal set of training examples will not be bloated by too much and training will not 
be as computationally intensive as that with a full set of virtual examples. 
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Interestingly, the methods with virtnal examples created for full [e.^., Loosli et al., 
2007] and subset [e.g., DeCoste and Scholkopf, 2002] of original training examples 
achieved very similar performance for handwritten digit recognition on the MNIST 
dataset. This observation revealed the fact that not all virtual examples are equally 
informative. That is, virtual examples of non-support vectors do not contribute nmch 
information. However, it is still not known in advance which training examples will 
end up being support vectors before the initial training. 
The rob>ist loss fimction addresses this issue by revealing only the mf)st "informative" 
transformation {i.e., the transformation which causes the largest loss) of each training 
example at a time (c/. (5.3c)), while still considering all possible transformations during 
the loss computation. For completeness, we note that the support vector methods 
of Loosli et al. [2007] and DeCoste and Scholkopf [2002] used in solving the digit 
recognition ]jroblem arc closely related to the following rcjbust multiclass max-niargin 
loss: 
lix.y.W) - maxmaxtW^^' - W'^)'^s{x) + I{y ^ y'), 
seS y'6[fc] 
where {x.y) G R'' k is the number of classes of the problem, W e is the 
weight matrix, W refers to the ?-th column of W , and I(yl) returns 1 if the event A 
is true and 0 othei-wise. 
5.3.2 Polynomial Trajectories of Transformations 
Graepel and H<'rbri( h [2004] pr(jposed an invariant learning approach which substitutes 
the input vector x e R'' of a training example by a (usually infinite) set of transformed 
vectors 
; OeRjcW', 
^ K'' is some transform {e.g., rotation) and 0 is the corresponding 
parameter {e.g., degrees of rotation). For computational tractabihty, the transform s 
is replaced by its approximation i.e., a Taylor polynomial (centered at 0) of degree r 
U u 
where 9 = {1,0 , . . . ,6' ), and X G characterizes the polynomial traje(-tory 
corresponding to the point x. Graepel and Herbrich [2004] then formulated the hard 
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margin learning objective 
^ „2 
n^n - : w||2 (S.Ga) 
s.t. Vi e [m] : Vfi* G R : y, w"^ X , 0 > 1. (5.6b) 
By applying a theorem on semi-definile representations of a non-negative polynomial 
due to Nesterov, Graepel and Herbrich [2004] reformulated the semi-infinite program 
(5.6) as a semi-definite program (SDP). 
now show that (5.6) can be cast into our robust loss formulation with several desired 
properties. Firstly, we consider a more desirable soft margin version of constraint 
(5.6b): 
Vz e [ni] : yo e l}>,.q,] •. y, w^X,e>l- > 0 
where is a slack variable. Secondly, the constraint we consider here allows 0 to take 
values in a segment [p,.qi] without comi)licated computation as in the SDP formulation 
in Graepel and Herbrich [2004], Thirdly, we rewrite the constrained problem into the 
robust regularized risk: 
1 " 
min An(w) H l (x i ,y i ,w) (5.7a) 
W Jll 
where /(x. (y. w) :—niax(0.1 m i n y , w ^ X 0 ) . (5.7b) 
The subprobleni niin^g jp j^ y w ^ X 6 can be solved by any efficient root-finding proce-
dure for a polynomial of degree r over the interval [p. g]. Also, we see that (5.7) is not 
restricted to just the squared L2 norm regularizer compared to the formulation of Grae-
pel and Herbrich [2004]. Therefore, the robust loss formulation is considerably more 
general and scalable for high dimensional problems {i.e., large d) and more accurate 
approximation of the invariance transformation (i.e., large r). 
5.3.3 Uncertainty and Missing Values in Data 
In real world application of machine learning, uncertainty and missing value in data 
[e.g., feature values of x) is one of the most common issues one has to deal with. One 
simple approach to this issue is by replacing/filling the uncertain/missing values with 
the corresponding imputed values from other data with exact values. 
For training a hnear classifier (with x G R' '), Bhattacharyya et al. [2005] (see also 
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Shivaswaray et al. [2006]) and Bi and Zhang [2005] proposed the robust SVM^: 
\ 1 
mm + (5.8a) 
s.t. Vz e [m] : y, w ^ x, - 7, [JS, w]] > 1 - i,. > 0. (5.8b) 
where, in Bi and Zhang [2005], x; is the original input vcctor, 7, < 0, and is an 
identity matrix; in Bhattacharyya et al. [2005], xi is the mean of Xi, 7, > 0, and S , is 
the square root of the variance S , ! ; , of x, . Clearly, this version of SVM is an 
instance of the robust convex optimization formulation [Ben-Tal et al., 2009] with input 
vcctor X constrained to an ellipsoid of uncertainty (5.2) (with M : = S j and t 7^). 
The resulting problem is inherently a second order cone programming (SOCP) problem 
which is not scalable to high dimensional data. 
Straightforwardly. (5.8) can be recast to tlie following robust regularized risk: 
m 
min An(w) + — V /(x,. y,. w) (5.9a) 
w m 
1=1 
where /(x. y. w) : = max(0.1 - y, w ^ x, + 7; |]S, w]|). (5.9b) 
Note that for the case where 7, < 0, the loss (5.9b) is not convex hence the bundle 
methods we discussed does not guaranteed a global solution, or even worse, may not 
converge. Otherwise, bundle methods avoid the SOCP and hence are more efficient 
and scalable to large and high dimensional problems. 
5.3.4 Feature Deletion as Robust Learning 
Globerson and Roweis [200Gi considered a setting whereby the testing environment 
is subject to noise or is adversary in the sense of feature corruption or deletion. To 
handle classification prol)lems under this setting, Globerson and Roweis [2006] proposed 
a robust hinge loss for l)inary classification (with x G R"^) that models the arbitrary 
deletion of (up to A ) features, i.e., setting the feature values to zero, at training time. 
The robust hinge loss. F"DROP, is defined as: 
lr{x.ij.w)= max max(0. f - y w ^ ( x o s)) (5.10) 
sG5{o,i} 
where 5{o,i} = |s e { 0 . 1 } ' ' : # {t : s, = 1} > d - A ' j , # {•} denotes the cardinality 
of the set, and o denotes the component-wise product. Together with the squared L2 
norm regularizer, Globerson and Roweis [2006] solves the following quadratic problem: 
' F o r simplicity, we ignored the bia.s term of standard S V M . 
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„2 1 
ol|w||2 + -mill  (••^.lla) 
(=1 
T s.t. V ie [m] > 0, > 1 - y - w ^ x , + (5.11b) 
E m . (5.lie) 
V, > 0. 2,1 + v, > ?yi(a:iOw). (5.lid) 
where w. v, e W'. and t. z G R'" . (5.lie) 
Clearly, jiroblem (5.11) (or its dual) has 0{md) variables which renders the approach 
inelficient and not scalable for large and high dimensional problems. However, it is 
possible to devise an efficient algorithm to cominite the value and subgradient of the 
loss function (5.10). 
Note that the definition of (5.10) implies selecting a set of K features and setting their 
values to zero in order to maximize the loss. This is equivalent to deletion of some 
K features so tliat ) / w ^ ( . t o s ) is minimized. By computhig and sorting the values 
Ui := ytViXi, \/i € [d] in 0((/log(i) time, we can find the K largest Ui for deletion; 
the corresponding indices identify- the maximizer s of (5.10). Algorithm 7 provides the 
details of this procedure. 
A lgor i thm 7 FDRQP ~ 
1: Input : X e R'^ y € {±1}, w € M'', K > 0 
2: L o t Ui : = y i D i X j . i = \ , . . . ,d 
3: Sort TT := [d] such that > Vi G [d - 1] 
4: Set X <— X 
5: Set ^ 0 . V i e [A'] 
6: Compute standard hinge loss value and subgradient with {x, y. w) 
With the computed value and subgradient of the loss function, we can make use of 
bundle methods to solve the same problem with only 0{d) variables. Furthermore, 
the algorithm has only 0{K + rflog d) time complexity per loss evaluation, despite the 
exponentially large set <S{o ij of invariance transformations. 
Extensions 
In fact, from FDROP, we can derive its logistic loss counterpart: 
l r { x , y . w ) = max log(l + exp(-y o s))). (5.12) 
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Again, due to the linearity of the term Y O S) , the vahie and subgradient of the 
robust logistic loss (5.12) can be computed by Algorithm 7 by modifying the Line 6 so 
that the value and gradient is computed according to standard logistic loss. 
Apart from feature deletion, we can also consider a more general setting whereby the 
feature values are scaled by a factor in the range \j). q]. 0 < p < 1 < q < oo. This 
setting includes the featme deletion as a special case with [p. q] replaced with [0.1] 
because y w (x o s) is linear in s, hence, .s, is guaranteed to take a value of either 0 or 
1. The robust hinge and logistic loss functions remain the same except that the set of 
invariance transformations is redefined as follows: 
• 5 m := {se [p. q] : 0 < p < I < q < cx^. # {i : s, ^ \} > d - K} . (5.13) 
We refer to this robust feature scaling setting as FSCALE. Efficient algorithm akin to 
Algoi'ithm 7 can be derived for com])uting the value and (sub)gradient of the FSCALE 
hinge and logistic loss functions. The efficiency of the algorithm lies in the fact that 
the term o s) is linear in s. and that the maximum loss can be obtained by 
multiplying large j^ositive feature values with p and small negative featin^e values with 
The procedure starts by computing and sorting tt, ywjXi, Vi £ [d]. Then for each of 
the subsequent K steps, the procedure multiplies either the largest positive u, with p 
or the smallest negative u, with q so that the loss value is increased the most. After the 
K scaling steps, the iuflices and factors corres])onding to the scaled features identify 
the maximizer s of the FSCALE loss. Algorithm 8 provides the details for computing 
the value and (sub)gradient of FSCALE hinge or logistic loss. 
A l g o r i t h m 8 FSCALE 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
I n p u t : .X e R"^, y € {±1}, w e M'', A" > 0, 0 < p < 1 < g < oc 
Let Ui := yWiX-i, i = 1,... ,d 
Sort -K [(/] such that < Vi G [rf - 1] 
X <— X 
i ^ 1 
j ^ d 
for A; = 1 t o K d o 
i f - q) > - p) t h en 
i ^ i + l 
else 
J ^ J - l 
end if 
end for 
Compute standard hinge/logistic loss value and subgradient with (x. y. w) 
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5.4 Applications 
In tliiw scctiou, we examine the use of rol)u.st loss for the setting of insufficient training 
examples in a handwritten digit recognition task (Section 5.4.1) and for the setting 
where training/test examples are corrupted by noise or adversary attacks in email 
spam classification (Section 5.4.2). 
5.4.1 Handwritten Digit Recognition 
In this experiment, we examined how useful our invariance-robust loss formulation is 
at improving the outcome of learning in the setting of insufficient training examples. 
The task we picked was training a 10-class handwritten digit recognition system on 
the MNIST dataset. To study the influence of insufficiency of training examples, we 
randomly sampled k € {10.20 50} examples per digit from the MNIST training 
set (of 60,000 examples). Then, we compared the i)erformance of three methods: 
S T D - S V M : standard winner-takes-all nmlticlass classification method [Crannner and 
Singer. 2003] trained on the k training examples; 
V I R - S V M : STD-SVM but trained on the original k examples and the additional 20 
virtual examples generated for each of the original examples (hence a total of 21 A' 
training examples); 
I n v a r - S V M : STD-SVM with the original loss function replaced with the robust loss 
we proposed. There are only k training examples but during the loss computation, 
the robust loss picks the worst out of the 20 transformations and the original 
example. 
The 20 invariance transformations we considered are: 1-pixel and 2-pixel shifts in 4 
and 8 directions, rotations by ±10 degrees, scahng by ±0.15, and shearing in vertical 
or horizontal axis by ±0.15. 
All of the aforementioned SVMs were trained using the implementation 
(an instance of SVM^"'"'^ * (-'^-l.'})) with RBF kernel and well-chosen hyi)er-paranieters. 
For evaluation we used the standard MNIST test set (of 10,000 examples). 
The experimental results for the three approaches are shown in Figure 5.1. It can be 
seen that Invar-SVM and VIR-SVM. which used invariances, significantly improved 
the recognition accuracy compared to STD-SVM for all sizes k € { 1 0 . 2 0 . . . . , 50} of 
the original training set; this comes at the cost of using more support vectors. The 
advantage of Invai-SVM is clearly reilect<>d here a.s the munber of support vectors is 
roughly half of that of the VIR-SVM, while maintaining the same performance. 
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Samples per Digit 
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F i g u r e 5.1: Results for the MNIST handwritten digits recognition task, comparing SVM 
trained on original samples (STD-SVM), SVM trained on original and virtual samples (VIR-
SVM), and our invariance robust method (Invar-SVM). Le f t : Classification error on test set 
as a function of the number of the original training examples per digit used in training. R i g h t : 
Number of support vectors corresponding to the optimum of each method. 
5.4.2 Email Spam Classification 
In real-world email spam classification, the joint distribution of both legitimate and 
spam emails is ever-changing in part due to the natural concept drift in the email 
communications {e.g., change of current issues), and in part due to the adversaries i.e., 
email spanuners, who change the textual (or graphical) representation of the message 
in email si)am in response to a newly trained classifier. For example, spammers use 
various tricks^ such as the "Good Word Insertion" (GWI) and "Bad Word Obfuscation" 
(BWO) to make spam emails look more legitimate. GWI refers to the set of tricks which 
insert a random chunk of words obtained from sources such as online news websites 
into a spam email. Alternatively, B W O refers to the tricks whi<-h obfuscate a set 
words, which are likely to be blacklisted, into others which may not be found in the 
I)re-defined dictionary: usually the obfuscated words are bogus but still recognizable 
by human readers.^ 
In this scenario, tlic representativeness of a training set and the ijerforniance of a 
trained classifier are very likely to degrade over time because the training and test 
sets are usually drawn from the ever-changing distribution at different time points. A 
straightforward approach to ameliorate this problem is by updating the training set 
and classifier more frequently. However, this api)roach will increase the comj^utational 
cost as the retraining interval is decreased. An alternative is to i)rolong the effective life 
of the classifier. This is equivalent to making a classifier more robust to the increasingly 
more apparent difference between the training and test distributions. In other words, 
^See "The Spainiiiers' Coiiipeiidiuin" at http: / /www.virusbtn.coin/resources/ 
spammerscompendium/index for a more com])rehen.sive hst of coiiinioii tricks used by spammers. 
^Some examples of word obfuscalion are: long —• looooong, sex —• s e X . viagra —' vlagra, etc. 
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a Tobust classifier is one which degrades slower than ordinary classifiers under this 
setting. 
In this chapter, we examine liow robust loss can be useful in improving the robustness 
of a spam cla.ssiher trained under the setting of binary classification with spam emails 
being the negative class and legitimate emails being the positive class. 
E x p e r i m e n t a l S e t u p 
An email is represented by a finite rf-dimensional feature vector x e K" .^ The feature 
Xi can be the frequcnicy count of the /-th word (in a pre-d<>hned dictionary) observed 
in the email. It is also common to assign the feature a binary value, i.e., 0 or 1, to 
indicate the absence or presence of that feature in the email. Under these feature 
representations, the difference between training and test distributions represents the 
fact that some words occur more/less often in the test set than in the training set. 
This implies that a robust classifier must not overfit or underfit itself to a small set of 
features. Instead, the featine weights should be spread more evenly across a larger set 
of features. 
Since the difference between training and test distributions are not kn iwn at training 
time, we resort to the FSCALE loss for training a robust email spam classifier. In the 
experiments, we fixed K = d, and used the invariance transformation set 
: = { l . u i } X • • • X { l . u , , } . 
where u, is the importance of the feature Xi {e.g., the larger the value the more im-
portant it is). We obtained the importance vector u by first training a hnear classifier 
and obtain its weight vector w. Then u,, i = I,... ,(l were computed as follows:'^ 
u, := l / l n ( e + |w;,|). 
The reason behind this featiue rescaling scheme is that important features found in 
the training set are down-weighted so that the final classifier trained is not overfitted 
to those features which may not be present in test examples. For a similar reason, less 
important features are upweighted. 
Also note that, the FSCALE we considered here avoids the need of tuning the parameter 
K. Furthermore, the loss evaluation does not require any sorting procedure, hence, 
the computational complexity per loss evaluation is reduced to 0{d) from the original 
0{K+d log d). To justify the performance of FSCALE, we compared it to its non-robust 
counterpart with the origuial training examples (STD) and with training examples 
rescaled by the importance vector (REWEIGHT) . All apijroaches here used the squared 
''Alteriiativefv. the iiiipoitance vector u can tie provided a.s prior knowledge or inferred from any 
feature ranking metliod.s. 
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L2 norm regularizer. 
We performed experiments on the pnblicly available spam clatasets: TREC 2005 
[Cormack and Lynam, 2005] (TREC05), TREC 2006 English set [Cormack, 200G] 
(TRECOG), and EC.ML/PKDD 200G Discovery Challenge [Bickel, 200G] Task A eval-
nation set (ECMLOG). Details of the datasets are summarized in Table 5.1. TREC05 
Dataset d # t r (m) # v a # t e 
TREC05 
TRECOC 
RCML06 
208,844 24,582 0,145 61,455 
1.33,495 10,086 2,521 25,241 
206,908 3,200 800 7,500 
T a b l e 5.1: Details of datasets used in expcriiiicnts. Tlie second coliunn indicates the number 
of features. The third through fifth columns indicate the numbers of training, validation, and 
test examples, respectively. 
and TRECOG consist of binary-valued feature vectors and were obtained fiom Kolcz 
and Yih [2007]. ECMLOG was obtained from the ECML/PKDD Disccwuy Challenge 
website^ and the feature vectors were binarized {i.e., non-zero feature values were set 
to 1). These datasets were further normalized to unit length in L2 norm during the 
training phase. Classifiers were trained on the training set and its hyper-parameters 
such as the regularization parameter A were tuned on the validation set. Einal results 
reported here were evaluated on the test sets. 
The criterion of interest in the experiments was the robustness of classifier performance 
subject to the GWI and BWO attacks. For the purpose of this study, we simulated at 
test time adversary which alternates between the two attacks [Kolcz and Teo, 200?)]. At 
each GWI step, for each test spam input vector x, a non-existing feature (i.e., xi = 0) is 
added {i.e., set Xi — 1) if its corresponding weight {i.e., -w,) is negative and larger than 
that of the existing features: this means that the GWI step adds a "good" feature/word 
but not the "best" as spammers usually do not have access to the exact information of 
the classifier i.e., the feature weights w. For the BWO steps, an existing feature {i.e., 
Xi = 1) of each test spam input vector x with the largest positive weight is deleted {i.e., 
set Xi = 0). Here, the "worst" feature/word is assumed to be known by the spammers 
as they generated the spam emails. For each adversarial step, we computed the area 
mider ROC curve (AUC) on the modified test set. Algorithm fl i)rovi(les the details of 
the evaluation of test performance subject to a simulated adversary. 
Experimental Results 
Figure 5.2 shows the results of the email spam classification experiments performed 
on the TREC05, TRRECOG and ECMLOG datasets with STD, REWEIGHT, and FS-
CALE approaches using both hinge and logistic loss functions, and squared L2 norm 
^http://www.ecmlpkdd2006.org/challenge.html 
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A l g o r i t h m 9 Classifier perfoniiance evaluation undoi- sinmlated adversarial at tack 
1: input: w . # of attacks K. test set D = {(x,. C {(). l}"^ x { ± 1 } 
2: for k = 1 to A" do 
3: for each spam instance (x, y) 6 L> d o 
4: if k is odd t h e n 
5: / /B^^'() : Delete feature with largest positive weight 
6; Let J = a rgu iax ,{w,xq} 
7: Set feature xj to 0 if WjXj > 0 
8: e lse 
9: / /GW'I : Insert a non-existing featiue which has 
10: / / negative weight larger than the smallest 
11: / / negative weight of any existing feature 
12: Let V = miUglwgXq} 
13: Let j = argminq{i/!q | 0 > Wg > v and Xq = 0} 
14: Set feature Xj to 1 if j / 0 
15: end if 
16: end for 
17: Elvaluate A I T on the L2 uorni normalized D 
18: end for 
regularizers. From the figure, we see that on all three datasets and for both loss func-
tions. FSCALE was the most robust method as its AUC scores degraded at the slower 
rate than the STD and R E W E I G H T methods over all K adversarial steps. Also, we 
see that R E W E I G H T consistently out])crformed the standard method. 
On all cases but the ECMLOG dataset with hinge loss, we see that the AUC scores of 
FSCALE after 10 attacks were higher than that of STD after only 5 attacks. Desjiite 
its simi)licity. R E W E I G H T seemed to be able to withstand at least two more attacks 
than STD did, to arrive at the same level of AUC scores. 
5.5 Conclusion and Discussion 
In this chapter, we introduced a convex, general, yel robust loss formulation for in-
corporating prior knowledge or invariances about a problem at hand. The fornnilation 
fits well into the efficient bundle methods we developed in previous chapters, hence, 
many existing computationally exjjensive invariant learning problems can now be solved 
rather efficiently. Furthermore, the generality of the loss fornndation oi)ens the door 
for more complicated variants of invariant learning, as long as the respective loss can 
be evaluated exactly and efficiently. Experimental results indicated that robust losses 
are indeed helpful at improving the outcome of learning. 
In the ncxi chapter, we cxtcnid and di>vclo]) a non-convex k)ss/risk for dealing with 
problems where the training examples are corrupted by labeling noise. 
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Chapter 6 
Non-convex Loss for Structured 
Prediction 
In this chapter, we extend a non-convex liinge loss originally developed to speed u]) the 
training of support vector machines (with non-linear kernels) to the case of structured 
prediction with max-margin loss. We show in muiierical experiments that the non-
convex loss is more robust to labehng noise {i.e., the noise present in the labeling 
process) than the convex counterpart. 
6.1 Noisy Data Meet Convex Loss 
As described in Section 2.1, the risk (i.e., the sum of actual losses computed on training 
examples) represent a measure of goodness of a predictor. Due to the discontinuity of 
the actual loss in the parameter of interest, that is, the weight vector w, the loss is 
substituted with a convex surrogate such as the max-margin loss (2.14) or the logistic 
loss (2.13) which is continuous in w. 
The convexity of the surrogate loss functions helps to reduce intractable learning prol> 
lems into ones that are readily solvable by well-studied and efficient numerical oj)ti-
mization techniques. However, convex loss functions have an undesirable property that 
the loss value grows without bound. For example, the hinge loss for binary classification 
l{x. y. w) = max(0.1 - y (w, x)) (6.1) 
scales linearly when an example is not very well classified, that is, the value y ( w . x ) is 
less than 1. This implies that the loss values of those noisy or mislabeled exami)les can 
dominate and ruin the empirical risk. As a result, the risk minimization will be misled 
and the solution obtained is likely to be suboptimal. 
We ilhistrate in Figiu e (i.l a toy binary classification problem solved wit h Unear SVMs. 
From the figiue, we see that mislabeled points distort the decision function (middle 
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plot), and are otherwise not affecting the original (left plot) when removed (right plot). 
F i g u r e 6 .1 : Outcomes of S V M training on original data set (left plot), on the same data set 
but with two points mislabeled (middle plot), and on the same data set with mislabeled points 
removed (right plot). Positive points are marked with jjlus signs ' + ' and negative points with 
circles 'o ' . The solid line is the S V M decision boundary. 
The mislabeling problem is a common challenge in machine learning. This problem is 
more severe in the case of stnictmcd prediction as there are fn^jnently many labels 
that match an input equally well but only one of them is deemed to be correct. In the 
following section we see how this problem is handled with a non-convex loss. 
6.2 A Non-convex Loss 
In binary classification, Collobert et al. [2006] proposed to switch from the convex hinge 
loss (6.1) to a tighter non-convex loss, namely the ramp loss 
/ramp(a-.2/ .w) := niin(l -|-/{,max(0,1 -TJ{W,X))) (6.2a) 
= niax(0.1 — y (w. x)) — niax(0, —K - y (w. x)), (6.2b) 
where k > 0. Their original aim of using the ramp loss was not for obtaining better 
classification accuracy but for speeding up the training of SVMs due to the decreased 
number of support vectors. Figure 6.2 illustrates the ramp loss along with 0/1, hinge, 
and logistic Icjsses. Clearly from the figiu'e, we see that convex surrogate losses scale 
at least linearly with the negative value of y (w, x) which deviates greatly from the 
constant value of the original 0/1 loss. The ramp loss alleviates the over-penalization 
by truncating the loss value at a user-specified threshold (e.g., K in (6.2)), hence the 
loss value does not increase unboundedly. 
A closer look at (6.2) reveals that /,.amp is in fact a difference of two convex functions. 
This observation allows Collobert et al. [2006] to use the concave-convex procedure 
(CCCP) of Yuille and Rangarajan [2003], which is also well known in optimization as 
the difference of conv(-x (DC) progrannning method [Tuy, Iflilf)]. We extend th(> notion 
of ramp loss beyond the scope binary classification. Furthermore, we show that the 
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F igure 6.2: 0/1 loss, convex surrogates: hinge loss and logi.stic loss, and non-convex surrogate: 
rarnp loss. 
algoiitlmi used for solving the risk iiiiuiiiiizatioii witli ramp loss [Collohert et al., 2UU(j] 
is easily amenable to the case of structured prediction. 
6.2.1 Non-convex Max-margin Loss 
We redefine the niax-niargin loss (2.14) as 
/(x, y, w) := max r (A (y , ?/)) (w, Hx. ?/) - (j){x. y)) + A(y, y'), (G.3) 
where T : [0. 00) —> [0, oc) is monotonically non-decreasing. Despite the redefinition of 
r , (6.3) still generalizes the formvdation of Tsochantaridis et al. [2005] with T := A 
and that of Taskar et al. [2004] with F := 1. We further state a generalized version of 
(6.3) as the following: 
l{x.y, y',w) := max r(A(;y. y")) (w, <A(x, y") - ^x.i/)) + A{y.y"). (6.4) 
y " 6 > ' 
The following theorem establishes the convexity of (6.4). 
T h e o r e m 6.2.1. / defined in (6.4) «« convex in w. Furthermore. 
l{x,y.y'.w) > A(y.y*{x,w)) 
for all y,y' e y . inhere y*(x ,w) :-= argmaXy/zg^ (w ,^ (x .y " ) ) . 
Proof. Convexity follows immediately from the fact that I is the maximum over linear 
functions in w. To see the inequahty, substitute the maximizer of (6.4) by y" — y*{x, w) 
and use the fact that (w, <p{x, y*{x, w)) ) > (w, y")) for all y" G • 
Chapelle et al. [2007] observed that there are cases where more than one optimal (i.e., 
most compatible) label is suitable for an example in structmed prediction, especially. 
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in document ranking where the labels are permutations. In these cases, a [)redicted 
label which is different but equivalent to the optimal one should not incur (nnich) loss. 
To fornmlate this requirement into the loss fimction. we can devise a non-convex loss 
which reads 
/ t ight (x .y .w) m i n maxr(A{y",y')) {w,(f>(x.y') - ct>{x.y")) + A(y".y'), 
y"&y\y u'^y 
where 
y\y-.^{y" : A(,v.y') = A(y".?/), Vy'} 
is a set of imposter labels equivalent to the genuine label y of input x. Clearly, /tight 
is upper bounded by / in (6.3) by the definition of (6.4). Essentially, /tigin replaces the 
actual label y with an equivalent one from the set y |y which incurs tlie smallest loss. In 
other words, this modification prevents the risk minimization procedure from enforcing 
the margin separation between the genuine and the imposter input-label pairs: 
when there are ambiguous labels, or when y is an incorrect label. 
Unfortunately, in structured prediction, generating the equivalence set >" \y is in-
tractable when y is exponentially large. Hence, Chapelle et al. [2007, 2009] projiosed 
to use the following non-convcx loss: 
l{x, y. w) := max r(A(y. y')) (w, 4>{x. y') - (^{x. y)) + A{y. y') 
y'ey 
- max r(A(?y. y")) (w, <A(x, ?/') - (fix. y)) • (6.5) 
y"ey 
It is easy to see that for {x,y) e E'^  x {±1}, r(??) = 1, (fix. y) = ^yx, and A{y.y') = 
- we recover the ramp loss (6.2). Also, it is obvious that I is upper bounded 
by the standard max-margin loss / since the second term of / (not including the sign) 
cannot attain a negative value. 
We now show that f is a (continuous) tighter upper bound of the label loss A. 
T h e o r e m 6 . 2 . 2 . Denote as follow the predictor, margin violator, and rescaled estimate 
y* := argmax (w, (p(x, y')) , 
y' 
y"' := •Ai-gmsixr{A(y.y')) {w,4>{x.y') - (t>{x.y)), (6.6) 
y' 
y' argmax r(A(y. y')) (w, </.(x, y') - y)) + A(y. y'). 
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Lei / be as defined in (6.5). The following inequalities hold for all w ; 
A{y.y') > l{x.y,w) > A{y.y'") > A{y.y*)- (6-7) 
Proof. Assume any w. Since maximizes the first term of J, replacing the maximizer 
y' of (G.5) by y' yields 
I{x. y. w) < r(A (y . y')) ^w, (l){x. y') - 4>{x, y)^ + A{y. y') 
-T{A(y.y^))(w,4>{x.y^)-<j>{x,y)) 
--- My-y'), 
which proves the first inequality. Similarly, the sccond inequality J{x. y. w) > A(j/, y'") 
is proved by replacing the maximizer y' of (6.5) by y"\ We now prove the third 
inequality A(y. y'") > A(y,y*). For this purpose, we distinguish the following two 
cases: 
Case 1: y* = y'". 
The third inequality tinns into equality trivially. 
Case 2: y* / y"\ 
By the definitions of y* and y"\ (w, 4){x, y*)) > (w, y'")), hence, we have that 
r{A (y . y'")) (w, (^(x, y*) - (j>(x, y)) > r(A (y. y*)) {w, 4>{x, y*) - ^{x. y)) and thus 
r(A (y . y'")) > r(A (y , y*)). Since F is non-decreasing this implies A (y .y ' " ) > 
A(y.y*). 
Therefore, we have completed the proof. • 
Note that the main difference between the case of constant F and monotonic F is that 
in the latter case the boiuids are not quite as tight as they could potentially be, since 
we still have some slack with respect to A(y. y'"). Monotonic F tends to overscale the 
margin such that more emphasis is placed on avoiding large deviations from the correct 
estimate rather than restricting small deviations. 
6.2 .2 D C Programming for Non-convex Max-margin Loss 
We briefly review the basic template of DC programming, as described in Yuille and 
Rangarajan [2003]. For a function h ^ R, defined by 
h{w) = /iu(w) + /in(w). 
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which can be expressed as the sum of a convex /ij and a concave /jp function, we can 
find a convex upper bound by 
/iu(w) + /in(wo) + (w - Wf). g^vo) • (f>-8) 
where G ()//n(w()). This follows from the linearization (i.e.. Hrst-order Taylor 
expansion) of the concave term /)N at the current vahie of WQ. Subsequently, the upper 
bound (K.8) is minimized instead of tlie function li. After that, a new linearization of 
/in is computed, and the procedure is repeated until convergence. This will lead to a 
local minimum of h, as shown in Yuille and Rangarajan [2003]. 
\\e now proceed to deriving an explicit instantiation of DC programming for struc-
tined prediction with the non-convex max-margin loss I in (6.5). We first provide the 
linearization for the concave term of J as the following: 
-r{A{y. y'")) (w, y'") - <l>{x. y)) > - max r(A(y.;/)) (w, <?j(x, y') - y)) , 
y' 
where y'" is a margin violator as defined in ((i.6). This leads to the following convex 
upper bound of I: 
/(x, y. y'". w) := max V{A(y. y')) (w, (p{x. y') - <i){x. y)) + A(y. y') 
- r (A(y , y'")) (w, <t>(x. y"') - y)). (6.9) 
In the case of r{q) = 1 this can be simplified significantly: the terms in (w,0(x,y)) 
cancel and I becomes 
/ > , y. y'". w) = max (w, </.(x. y ' ) - 4>(x. y ' " ) ) + A(y. y ' ) . (6.10) 
y ' 6 > ' 
In other words, we replace the c:orrect label y by the margin violator y"\ Such modifi-
cations can be easily implemented in tiie bundle method solvers and related algorithms 
which only require access to the gradient information (and the fmiction value). In fact, 
the above strategy follows direclly from Theorem 6.2.1 when replacing y' by the margin 
violator y"\ Algorithm 10 lists the details for solving the regularized risk corresponding 
to the non-convex max-margin loss (6.5) using the CCCP algorithm. 
6.3 Experiment: Multiclass Classification with Noisy 
Da ta 
To illustrate the use of non-convex max-margin loss, we j)erfornied nuilticlass classifica-
tion experiments on several standard datasets with artificial labeling noise of different 
magnit udes introduced. We conii)ar(-d the performance; of the convex and non-c()nv(>x 
max-margin loss for multiclass classification. 
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i n pu t : termination tolerance rf > 0 
Let H iw) 
Solve wi ^ argmax^ J (w ) := Afifw) + /?(w) using, for example, BMRM 
t ^ 0 
repeat 
Compute yf" argniax,y r{A{y,.y') (w,, ^(x;, y')) for all i G [-m] 
Let 
Solve Wf+i <— argniax^ •H'w) '•= AJ2(w) + B(w) 
un t i l J (wf+i) — ./(w/) < 6 
The convex loss is the specialization of (6.3) where >" = [c] with c the number of classes, 
X = R'', 4>{x. y) = Cy IS) X e with e, a vector of all zeros except the y-th entry being 
1 and (g) denotes Kronecker product, r(»?) = 1, and A{y,y') = l{y ^ y'). Alore clearly, 
the convex loss is 
l{x,y.w) := max (w.e^/ ^ x - By ^ x) + l{y ^ y'), (C-H) 
y'e[c] 
which has previously been introduced in (3.10). The non-convex loss corresponding to 
the convex loss ((i l l ) reads 
l{x. y. w) := max (w, Cy/ i8i x) -I- l{y y ) — max (w, e„// (g> x) . 
y'e[c] ' y"e\c\ 
For both loss functions, we formed the corresponding regularized risks with squared L2 
norm regularizer. 
The l lCI/Stat log datasets used in the experiments were: dna, letter, sat image, segment, 
shuttle, and usps. These data.sets were downloaded from the L IBSVM tools website.' To 
keep the proportion of labels fixed, we introduced artificial labeling noise by randomly 
swapping p € {10. 20} percents of the labels in the training set. Also, the labeling noise 
was introduced in a stratified fashion, that is, we chose a fixed fraction of examples 
from each of the c classes and permuted their label assignments randomly. We also 
compared the convex and the non-convex loss on the original datasets without artificial 
labeling noise. 
Table 6.2 shows the results in average accuracy ± standard deviation on several datasets 
with different percentages of lab(>ls shuffled. We US(H1 nested lO-fold cross vahdation 
to adjust the regularization parameter A and to compute the accuracy. It can be seen 
that the non-convex loss outperformed the convex loss on almost all datasets when 
the datasets were noi.sy {i.e., for the cases of 10% and 20% labeling noise). On the 
original "clean" dataset, the convex loss was slightly superior. The results supported 
' http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/libsvmtools/datasets 
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Dataset # examples rii # classes c dimension d 
dna 3,18() 3 180 
letter 20,000 26 16 
satimage 6,435 6 36 
segment 2.310 7 19 
shuttle 58.000 7 9 
usps 9,298 10 256 
Table 6.1: Pioperties of multiclass classification datasets used in the experiments. 
our conjecture that, tighter non-convex losses are more robust to data with labehng 
noise, compared to convex losses. 
Dataset Methods 0% 10% 20% 
dna 
convex 
non-convex 
95.2 ±1.1 
95.1 ± 0.8 
88.9 ± 1.5 
89.1 ± 1.3 
83.1 ±2.4 
83.5 ± 2.2 
letter 
convex 
non-convex 
76.8 ± 0.9 
78.6 ±0 .8 
64.6 ± 0.7 
70.8 ±0.8 
50.1 ± 1.4 
63.0 ± 1.5 
satimage 
convex 
non-convex 
85.1 ±0.9 
85.4 ± 1.2 
77.0 ± 1.6 
78.1 ± 1.6 
66.4 ± 1.3 
70.7 ± 1.0 
segment 
convex 
non-convex 
95.4 ±0.9 
95.2 ± 1.0 
84.8 ± 2.3 
85.9 ± 2.1 
73.8 ±2.1 
77.5 ±2.0 
shuttle 
convex 
non-convex 
97.4 ± 0.2 
97.1 ± 0.2 
89.5 ±0.2 
90.6 ± 0.8 
83.8 ± 0.2 
88.1 ±0.3 
usps 
convex 
non-convex 
95.1 ±0.7 
95.1 ±0.9 
85.3 ± 1.3 
86.1 ± 1.6 
76.5 ± 1.4 
77.6 ± 1.1 
Table 6.2: Average acctiracy and standard deviation for mnlticla.ss classification using the con-
vex and the non-convex niax-margin loss functions. The third through fifth columns represent 
results for datasets with none. 10%, and 20% of the labels randomly shuffled, respectively. 
6.4 Summary and Related Works 
proposed a simple modification of the convex max-margin loss used in structured 
prediction which can be used to obtain tighter (albeit non-convex) bounds on sophisti-
cated label loss functions. The advantage of the non-convex loss is that it recjiiires next 
to no modification of existing optimization algorithms but rather repeated invocation 
of a structured prediction solver such as BMRM. The experimental results showed that 
non-convex loss is more robust to noisy data than convex loss. 
Interestingly, a non-convex max-margin loss similar to ((>.5) has also been us(><l for 
learning with latent variables by Yu and .Joachims [2009], Briefly, the loss considered 
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by Yu and Joachims [2009] is 
/(x,'(/. w) := mill max (w, Mx. y . z') - 4>{x, y. z)) + A((y, z), {y'z')) 
zez {y\z')eyxz^ 
= max {w,ct>{x.y\z')) + A({y.z),{y'z')) -nvAx{w,<f>{x.y.z)) (G.12) 
(y ' ,2 ' )g>" X Z zeZ 
where Z is a space of latent variables z, (p : A' x y x Z ^ M.'' and A : {y x Zf R+ 
are tlie extensions of normal (p and A, respectively, to incorporate the latent variable 
z. If we think of the original training labels are incomplete, that is, in the sense of Yii 
and Joachims [2009], without the latent variables, then (6.12) can be linked to /tight 
with y:=yxZ,y \y := {(y, z) : {y. z'). Vz' e Z} and T = 1. 
Along the line of learning with latent/missing variables, Smola et al. [2005] proposed a 
more general framework of estimation problems in exponential families. The resulting 
optimization problems are non-convex but can be solved efficiently by DC j)rograni-
ming. 
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Chapter 7 
Conclusion 
We coiicliide tlii.s tliesLs with a suiiiiiiaiy of our coiiti ihutions and a discussion on future 
work. 
7.1 Contributions 
Below we list and detail the contributions of this thesis on developing an optimization 
method for solving learning problems, and two risk formulations for improving the 
performance and robustness of the learned model. 
• Faster bundle method for regularized risk minimization 
Wo developed a bundle method specialized to regularized risk minimization. We 
showed that the convergence rate of the method is of order 0 ( e ~ ' ) for strongly 
convex regularizers with any convex regularized risk. Furthermore, the conver-
gence rate is enhanced to 0( log(e^ ' ) ) when the empirical risk is differentiable. 
These rates are better than the log(e~')) rate we sketched for the proximal 
bundle method i.e.. Theorem 2.3.1 in Section 2.3.3. 
• Efficient computation of approximate regularization path and model 
selection 
The bundle method we developed produces an approximation {i.e., a picccwisc 
linear lower bound) only for the empirical risk instead of the whole regularized 
risk, compared to standard bundle methods. This leads to efficient regularization 
path computation and model selection because changes in regularization param-
eters A will not invalidate the api)roximation of the empirical risk. By retaining 
the approximation built in the previous optimization round {i.e., with a larger 
A), the new optimization round {i.e., with a smaller A) can be greatly sped up. 
Empirical results showed that the reuse of approximations significantly improves 
the convergence compared to standard warm-start strategies where only a good 
starting point is provided (but not the approximation). We note that there (>x-
ist exact regularization path algorithms for convex piecewise linear risks with a 
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reasonable number of hinges, and approximate algorithms for smooth risks. Our 
work fills the gaj) for structured prediction problems where the max-margin risks 
have possibly exponentially many hinges. 
• Modular and scalable implementation of bundle method for regular-
ized risk minimization 
Due to the modular nature of regularized risk minimization, many different reg-
ularized risks can l)e implemented quickly by a simple inix-and-match approach 
based on a set of implementations of regularizers and empirical risks. Moreover, 
for decomposable empirical risks, the computation can be fully parallelized and 
distributed over multiple cores/machines to speed u]i computation. In particu-
lar, this parallel and distributed bundle method provides an efficient and feasible 
alternative for collaborated learning with privacy sensitive and geographically 
distributed data. 
• C o n v e x robust risk for i n c o r p o r a t i o n o f invariance and pr ior knowledge 
The convex worst-case risk formulation unifies many seemingly different ap-
proaches for learning in environments with irregularities. These irregularities 
include missing or uncertain feature values and covariate shift. The latter, in 
turn, includes special cases such as insufficient training data and adversarial test 
environments. In particular, we showed a worst-case risk targeted at classification 
with missing features at test time can be solved more efficiently by the bundle 
methods (and other gradient based methods) than by the originally proposed 
<iuadratic progrannuing fonnulation. 
• Robust classifier training for email spam classification 
We used the convex worst-case risk for training email spam classifiers with im-
proved robustness to adversaries in the test environment. In addition, the pro-
cedure for simulating the adversaries is novel and provides a lower bomid on 
the damage that could possibly caused by real adversary. The same adversary 
simulation procedure can be used in combination with the area under ROC as a 
criteria in model selection. 
• Extending non-convex loss for structured prediction 
We extended a non-convex risk formulation, originally proposed for binary clas-
sification with outliers, to the case of structured i^rediction and demonstrated its 
usefulness in experiments. 
7.2 Future Work 
We list some possible future work in this section. 
• Fully parallelized and distributed bundle methods 
Algorithm 4 is not fully parallehzed and distributed as the subproblem for updat-
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ing the new iterate is done on the master node. One simple but tedious avenue for 
future work would be to parallelize the subproblem computation and to decentral-
ize the storage of linearizations. The benefit of doing this is twofold. Firstly, by 
parallelization, the subproblem is likely to be solved faster than by Algorithm 4. 
Secondly, distributing the linearizations over different machines allows the bundle 
methods to keep more linearizations (in memory) when the dimensionality of the 
problem is high and hence produce a more accurate approximation of the empir-
ical risk. As was shown in the experiments in Section 3.4.f, a larger bundle of 
linearizations always leads to faster convorgencc. To this end, publicly available 
numerical libraries for parallel and distributed linear algebra and oi)timization 
such as PETSc [Balay et al., 1997] and TAO [Benson et al., 2007] can be used. 
• BMRM w i t h a d a p t i v e r e g u l a r i z a t i o n 
^^'hen a regularizer is strongly convex, the regularization parameter A serves as 
a multiplicative factor to the modulus of strong convexity of the regularized risk. 
As shown in Theorem 3.2.2, the convergence is inversely proportional to the regu-
larization parameter (i.e., 0 (A~ ' ) ) . Therefore, the larger the value of A, the faster 
BMRM converges. For a user-specified A, we can follow the nimierical continua-
tion methods [Allgower and Georg, 2003] to replace the original optimization by 
a sequence of similar optimizations with A and e (i.e., the desired optimization 
accuracy) changcs (maybe uou-nionotonically) from a large value to their smaller 
original values. It is likely that solving this sequence of optimizations is faster 
than solving the original optimization with small A and e. 
• G e n e r a l i z a t i o n ab i l i ty of ( non ) - convex r o b u s t r i sks 
Although the convex and non-convex risk formulations were shown to improve 
learning performance in various irregular training/test environments, the con-
ventional generalization analyses do not seem to apply fully to them. Further 
theoretical analysis is needed to fortify the understanding of these risk formula-
tions. Related work can be found in Candela et al. [2009] and references therein. 
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Appendix A 
Loss Functions 
We give an expository of many coiiunoiily u.sed convex difi'erentiahle and non-
difFerentiable loss finictions; Tai)les A . l contains a choice subset of such loss fiuictions. 
We further discuss several more sophisticated loss/risk functions in the subsequent 
sections. 
A . l Loss Functions for Structured Prediction 
In recent years structiued prediction has gained substantial pojjularity in machine 
learning [Tsochantaridis et al., 2005, Taskar et al., 2004, Bakir et al., 2007]. At its core 
it relies on two types of convex loss functions: logistic loss: 
l(x.y.w) = log ^ e x p ( ( w , 0 ( x , y ' ) ) ) - (w,<^{.r.y)) , (A . l ) 
y'ey 
and max-margin loss: 
l{x. y, w ) = max r ( y , y') ( w , y') - (/.(x, y)) + A{y. y'). (A.2) 
Here (t>{x,y) is a feature map, A{y.y') > 0 describes the cost of misclassifying y by 
y', and r{y. y') > 0 is a scaling term which inflicates by how much the largo margin 
property should be enforced. For instance, Taskar et al. [2004] choose r ( y . y') = 1. On 
the other hand Tsochantaridis et al. [2005] suggest r{y.y') = A(y. y'), which report-
edly yields better performance. Finally, McAllester [2007] recently suggested generic 
functions r{y.. y'). 
The logistic loss can also be interpreted as the negative log-likelihood of a conditional 
exponential family model: 
p{y\x: w ) := exp( {w, (j)(x, y)) - g{w |x)), (A.3) 
Loss l{x, y, w) Derivative dyjl{x, y, w) 
Hinge [Bemiott and Mangasarian, 1()!)2] max(0, 1 - yf) 0 if y/ > J- and -yx otherwise 
Squared Hinge Keerthi and DeCoste, 2005 i max(0,1 - yfY 0 if y/ > 1 and (/ — y)x otherwise 
Exponential [Cowell ct al, 1!)!)!)] y/) -yexp(-y/).7; 
Logistic [Collins et al., 2000] log(l +exp(-y/)) -y/(l +exp(-y/))x 
Novelty Scliolbjpi' et al., 2001] max(0, () — f) 0 if / > (> and —Ix otherwise 
Least mean squares [Williams, 1!)!)8 Hf-yf (/ - y)x 
Least absolute deviation \f - y\ sign(/ - y)x 
Quantile regression [Koenku', 2005] max(r(/-</),(!-T)(y-/)) TX if / > y and (r — l)x otherwise 
€-insensitive [Vapnik et al., 1997] max(0,1/ - y\ - e) 0 if 1/ - y| < e, else sign(/ - y)x 
Huber's robust loss Mtiller ct al., 1!)!)7 Hf - y? if 1/ - y\ < else 1/ -y\-{ if - y)x if 1/ - y| < 1, else sign(/ - y)x 
Poisson regression [Cressie, I()!);5] Gxp(/) - yf (exp(/) - y)x 
[i. 
O -1 
Table A.l: Loss inncticms and thoir derivatives. We denote / := (w,®). 
o 
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where the normalizing constant .g(w jx), often called the log-partition function, reads 
g(w |x) := log ^ exp ( ( w , ^(x, y')}) . (A.4) 
y'ey 
As a consequence of the Hammersley-Clifford theorem [Jordan, 2002] every exponential 
family distribution corresponds to a inidirected graphical model. In our case this 
implies that the labels y factorize according to an undirected graphical model. A 
large number of problems have been addressed by this setting, amongst them named 
entity tagging [Lafferty et al., 2001], sequence alignment [Tsochantaridis et al., 2005], 
segmentation [Ratsch et al., 2007] and path planning [Ratliif et al., 2006]. It is clearly 
impossible to give examples of all settings in this section, nor would a brief summary 
do this field any justice. We therefore refer the reader to the edited volume Bakir ot al. 
[2007] and the references therein. 
If the underlying graphical model is tractable then efficient inference algorithms based 
on dynamic programming can be used to compute (A. l ) and (A.2). We discuss in-
tractable graphical models in Section A.1.1, and now turn our attention to the deriva-
tives of the above structured losses. 
When it comes to computing derivatives of the logistic loss, (A. l ) , we have 
dj{x.y.w) = ^ ^ — ^r 4>{x,y) (A.5) 
= [</>{x. y')] - y). (A.6) 
where p{y\x) is the exponential family model (A.3). In the case of (A.2) we denote by 
y(x) the argmax of the RHS, that is 
y{x) := eirgm&xT(y,y') {w,(l){x, y') - (j)(x, y)) + A{y,y'). (A.7) y' 
This allows us to compute the derivative of /(x, y. w) as 
6»w/(x. y. w ) = r (y , y(x)) [<f>{x. y{x)) - y)] . (A.8) 
In the case where the loss is maximized for more than one distinct value y{x) we may 
average over the individual values, since any convex combination of such terms lies in 
the subdifferential. 
Note that (A.2) majorizes A{y,y*), where y* argmax^/ {w.(t){x,y')) [Tsochantaridis 
et al., 2005], This can be seen via the following series of inequalities: 
A{y. y*) < r (y . y*) (w, <A(x. y*) - <i>{x, y)) + A{y, y*) < / (x, y, w) . 
The first inequality follows because T{y.y*) > 0 and y* maximizes {w,(p{x, y')) thus 
implying that r (y , y*) (w, 0(x, y*) - <p{x,y)) > 0. The second inequality follows by 
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defini t ion of t h e loss. 
We conclude this section wi th a sinij)le lenana which is at t h e hear t of several derivat ions 
of Joach ims [2005], 
L e i i i i i i a A . 1 . 1 . Denote by 6{y.i/) a label loss avd let (j){xi. yi) be a feature map for 
observations (x^. y,) with I < i < in. Moreover, denote by X. i' the set of all m inputs 
and labels respectively. Finally let 
m m 
<I>(A'.r) '^<f>{x,.y,) andA(Y.Y') - {A.9) 
)=1 ! = 1 
Then the following two losses are equivalent: 
Y ] m a x ( w , (i){xi.y) - (f){x,.y,)) + 6{yi. y') and 
m a x ( w , V ) - Y)) + A(Y. 1"). 
This is immedia te ly obvious, since bo th fea ture m a p and label loss decompose, which 
allows us to per form maximizat ion over Y' by maximizing each of its m components . 
In doing so, we showed t h a t aggregat ing all d a t a and labels into a single fea ture m a p 
and loss yields resul ts identical to minimizing t h e sum over all individual losses. This 
holds, in j jar t icular , for t h e sam])le error loss of .Joachims [2005]. 
A. 1.1 Intractable Models 
We now discuss cases where comput ing l{x. y. w ) itself is too expensive. For instance, 
in in t rac tab le grai)hical models, t he computa t ion of exp {w, (t>{x, y)) cannot be com-
pu ted efficiently. Wainwright and J o r d a n [2003] proj)osed the use of a convex major iza-
t ion of the log-part i t ion funct ion in those cases. In our se t t ing this means tha t instead 
of dealing wi th 
l{x. y. w ) = (;(w ]x) - {w, (f>{x. y)) where ,9(w Jx) := log ^ exp (w, 4){x, y)) (A.10) 
y 
one uses a more easily compu tab le convex uppe r bound on g via 
sup + (A.11) 
M 6 M A K G ( a : ) 
Here MARG(a ' ) is an outer bound on the condit ional marginal po ly tope associated with 
t h e m a p 4>{x,y). Moreover, //Gauss(Atl-J') is an upper bound on the ent ropy by using a 
Gauss ian wi th identical variance. There also exist more refined tree decomposi t ions. 
T h e key benefi t of our approach is t h a t t h e solution /x of the opt imizat ion problem 
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(A l l ) can immediately ])e used as a gradient of the upper bound. This is rather 
computationally efficient. 
Likewise note that Taskar et al. [2004] used relaxations when solving structured pre-
diction prohlenis of the form 
l{x. y. w) = max r(y. y') (w, ./.(x. y') - y)) + A(y. y'), y' 
by enlarging the domain of maximization with respect to y'. For instance, instead of 
an integer progrannning problem we might relax the setting to a linear program which 
is much cheaper to solve. This, again, provides an upper bound on the original loss 
function. 
A.1.2 Ontologies 
Assume that the labels we want to estimate can be found to belong to a directed acyclic 
graph (DAG). For instance, this may be a gene-ontology graph [Ashburner et al., 2000] 
a patent hierarchy [Cai and Hofmann, 2004], or a genealogy. In these cases we have a 
hierarchy of categories to which an input x € R'' may belong to. Figure A.l gives two 
examples of such directed acyclic graj^hs. The first example is a binary tree, while the 
second contains nodes with different numbers of children (e.^., node 4 and 12), nodes 
at different levels having children (e.g., nodes 5 and 12), and nodes which have more 
than one parent [e.g., node 5). 
Figure A . l : Two ontologies. Left: a binary hierarchy with internal nodes {1 , . . . ,7} and 
labels {8. ...15}. R ight : a generic directed acyclic graph with internal nodes {1 6.12} 
and labels {7 11. 13 , 15}. Note that node 5 has two parents, namely nodes 2 and 3. 
Moreover, the labels need not be found at the same level of the tree: nodes 14 and 15 are one 
level lower than the rest of the nodes. 
The goal here is to build a classifier which is able to categorize inputs according to 
which leaf node they belong to (each leaf node is assigned a label y). Denote by k +l 
the number of nodes in the DAG including the root node. In this case we may design 
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a feature map (/)(y) G [Cai and Hofmann, 2004] by associating with every label y 
the vector describing the path from the root node to y, ignoring the root node itself. 
For instance, for the first DAG in Figure A. l we have 
<A(8) = (1 .0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 ) and 
0(13) = (0 .1 .0 .0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .1 .0 .0 ) . 
^^'henever several paths are admissible, as in the right DAG of Figure A. l we average 
over all possible paths. For example, we have 
0(10) = (0 .5 .0 .5 .0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 ) and 
0(15) = (0,1. 0. 0.1. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1.0.0.1) . 
Also note that the lengths of the paths need not be the same {e.g., to reach 15 it takes 
a longer path than to reach 13). Likewise, it is natural to assume that /\{y. y'), i.e., the 
cost for mislabeling y as y' will depend on the similarity of the path. In other words, it 
i.s likely that the cost for placing x into the wrong sul>sub-category is less than getting 
the main category of the object wrong. 
To complete the setting, note that for 
0(x, y) = (p{y) i^xG R'"' 
the cost of computing all labels is k inner products, since the value of (w .0 (x . y)) for 
a particular y can be obtained by the sum of the contributions for the segments of the 
path. This means that the values for all terms can be computed by a simple breadth 
first traversal through the graph. 
Also note that (l)(y) — (f>{y') is nonzero only for those edges where the paths for y 
and y' differ. Hence we only change weights on those parts of the graph where the 
categorization differs. Algorithm 11 describes the loss and subgradient computation 
for the max-margin type of loss function. 
The same reasoning applies to the logistic type of loss function. The only difference is 
that we need to compvite a soft-max over paths rather than exclusively choosing the 
best path over the ontology. Again, a breadth-first recursion suffices: each of the leaves 
y of the DAG is associated with a probability p{y\x). To obtain [(j)(y)] all we 
need to do is perform a bottom-up traversal of the DAG summing over all probability-
weights on the path. Wherever a node has more than one parent, we distribute the 
probability weight equally over its parents. 
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A l g o r i t h m 11 Ontology Loss 
1; i n p u t : Examples {(x,;. C W' x weight vector w € R'"' 
2: in i t ia l iza t ion: a = 0 G R'"'' and r = 0 
3; for i = 1 t o m do 
4: Let j) = (0(xi,ej) . w) . Vj G [A.-] where Cj is a rf-dimensional vector with all 
c:omponcnts being zero bnt the j-th component being 1 
5: Let Di be the DAG with edges annotated with the values of / j 
6: Ti'averse Di to find a path y* that maximizes the sum of values on the path plus 
the value of A(?/j. y*) 
7: a ^ a+<A(xj. y*) - 4>{xi,yi) 
8: r ^ r + (w, y*) - 4>{xi. y,)) + A(,v,, y") 
9: end for 
10: r e t u r n : Risk r and subgradient a 
A.2 Loss /Risk for Mul t i va r i a t e P e r f o r m a n c e Scores 
We now discuss some examples of structured loss functions reminis(-ent of the works 
by .Joachims [2005, 2006] that upper bound various multivariate performance scores. 
A . 2 . 1 P r e f e r e n c e R e l a t i o n s 
In general, this loss may be described by means of a set of preference relations j ^ i for 
arbitrary pairs (i, j ) G [m]^ associated with a cost C{i,j) which is incurred whenever 
i is ranked above j. This set of i)references may or may not form a partial or a total 
order on the domain of all observations. In these cases efficient computations along 
the Hnes of .loachims [200.5, 2006] exist. In general, this is not the case and we need 
to rely on the fact that the set F containing all preferences is sufficiently small that it 
can be enumerated efficiently. The risk is then given by 
^ C(i,j)I({w,x,:> > (w.x j ) ) (A.12) 
' (i,j)eP 
Again, the same majorization argument as before allows us to write a convex upper 
bound 
= ^ C ' (z . j )max(0.1 + (w,x,;) - (w.x j ) ) (A.13) 
' ' ihMP 
where = ^ ^ ^ ^ (A.I4) 
' ' (i.j)ep [^i ~ otherwise 
The implementation is straightforward, as given in Algorithm 12. 
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A l g o r i t h m 12 Preference Relations Risk 
1: input: Examples {(a^j. yOlJl]• weight vector w, cost matrix C, preference set P 
2: initialization: f = 0,„, r = 0, and a = 0,/ 
3: f, ^ {•w,Xi) , Vz e [m] 
4: while (i.j) e P d o 
5: if f j - / , < f then 
6: r ^ r + C{i . : j ) { l + f i - f j ) 
7; a^ a+cii,j)(xi-xj) 
8: end if 
9: end while 
10: return Risk r and snbgradient a 
A. 2.2 Ranking 
In docnment (and webijage) ranking we are often in a sitiiation similar to the ordinal 
regression [Joachims, 2006], however with the difference that we do not only care about 
objects Xi being ranked according to label .y, but moreover that different degrees of 
importance are placed on different documents. 
The information retrieval literature is full with a large number of different scoring func-
tions. Examples are criteria such as Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG), 
Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR), Precision@n, or Expected Rank Utility (ERU). They are 
used to address the issue of evaluating rankers, search engines or reconimender sytems 
[Voorhees, 2001, .Tarvelin and Kokalaincn, 2002, Brooso ot al., 1998, Basilico and Hof-
mann, 2004]. Eor instance, in webpage ranking only the first k retrieved documents that 
matter, since users are luilikely to look bej'ond the first k, say 10. retrieved wel)pages 
in an internet search. Chapelle et al. [2007] show that these scores can be optimized 
directly by minimizing the following loss: 
k 
l{x.y.w) = r n a x ^ c , (w.x^r, - ^i) + (p - q(y)> , (A.15) 
i 
where x := ( x i , . . . , xa) G is a set of k docinnents x, y G is its relevance 
vector, the documents are assumed to be arranged in order of decreasing relevance, 
c := ( c i , . . . , c f c ) with ci > ••• > cj., tt is a permutation of [k], the vectors p and 
q(i/) depend on the choice of a i)articular ranking measure, and p(7r) denotes the 
permutation of p according to n. Let f := ( / i , . . . , / , n ) where /,; (w.x^), we may 
rewrite (A. 15) as 
/(a-,y.w) = max c^ f(7r) - p(7r)T q(y)l _ c^ f + pT q(y) 
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A l g o r i t h m 13 Ranking Loss 
1: input: Example {x. y), vector c, and weight vector w 
2: Compute vectors p and q(7/) according to some ranking measme 
3: L e t / , = ( w . x , ) , Vi€[A-] 
4: Compute elements of matrix Cij = Cjjj — mpj 
5: Obtain TT by solving a linear assignment problem with cost matrix C 
6: Compute loss I ^ - f ) + (p - p(7r))T q(y) 
7: Com])ute subgradient a = — Ci)xi 
8: return: Loss I and subgradient a 
and consequently the derivative of l(x.y.w) with respect to w is given by 
rn 
dy,l{x.y.w) - Ci)xt where S ^ argniaxc"^ f(7r) p(7r)'^ q(?y). (A.IG) 
i=i ' 
Here TT"^  denotes the inverse permutation, such that TT o TT"' is an identity. Finding 
the permutation ff in (A.16) is a linear a.ssignment problem (LAP) which can be easily 
solved by the Hungarian Marriage algorithm, that is, the Kuhn-Munkres algorithm. 
The original papers by Kuhn [195-5] and Munkres [1957] implied an algorithm with 
0{k'^) cost in the number of terms. Later, Kar]i [1980] sugge.sted an algorithm with 
expected (luadratic time in the size of the assignment problem (ignoring log-factors). 
Finally, Orlin and Lee [1993] jirofjosed a linear time algorithm for large problems. 
Algorithm 13 spells out the steps in com])uting the ranking loss and its subgradient. 

Appendix B 
Proofs 
B . l Inequalities for Recursive Sequences 
The following are some inequalities for recursively defined sequences. 
L e m m a B . 1 . 1 ([Abe et al., 2001, Sublennna 5.4]). Let {pi.p2,---) be a sequence of 
non-negative numbers satisfying the following recurrence, fort > 1; p, - Pt+\ > z{piY. 
where z > is a constant. Then for all integers t > I, 
Furthermore pt < e whenever 
2 Pi. 
L e m m a B . l . 2 . Lei {p\.p2,---) be a seqiience of non-negative numbers satisfying the 
following recurrence, for t > I: p,+i < zpf. where z e (0.1) is a constant. Then for all 
integers t>\, 
Pt < z'-'p,. 
Furthermore pt < e whenever 
I > l o g ( / ^ i A ) / l o g ( l / z ) + 1. 
Proof. Note that pt+i < zpf < z^pi-i < . . . < z'p\ implies that pt < This 
proves the first part. The second part is proved by setting pf = f , solving f < z'~^p\ 
for t, and rearranging the terms. • 
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B.2 Proof sketch for Theorem 2.3.1 
We sketch a proof for Theorem 2.3.1 bj- coinbinmg the results of Robinson [1999], 
Kiwiel [2000], and Belloni [2005], For tlie analysis of null steps iteration bound, we 
follow mostly the approach of Bclloni [2005] which is a simplihcd version of that in 
Kiwiel [2000] {i.e., keeping only the dominant term). We first recall some quantities 
that will be handy in the proof: 
i^ f C { 1 . . . . , / } , 
J,(w) := maXigB, { . / (w,) + (w - w , , g j } , 
J,(w) := ./,(w) + f ||w-w,|!^ 
w,+ i argmiu^,/,(w). 
e, := J(w,) - ./({w,+i). 
Si := ,/(w,) - J,(w,+ i). 
and Cf the Lipschitz constant of ./ and .Jf in the neighborhood Ut := 
{W : 1|W-W,1| < dV/'min}-
Assume that Algorithm 1 just finished a serious step and obtained the prox-center w,. 
Now we proceed to show the number n of null steps required before the serious step 
condition {cf. (2.24)) 
•/(w/+„) - .y(w,+„+i) > ptt+n, 
is satisfied. From part (ii) of Lemma ,3.1 in Kiwiel [2000], we have that 
Ef > St > tt/'l. 
The leftmost incfjuality is obvious by definition while the rightmost is obtained after 
some algebra using the fact that —w )^ G dJt{-Wt+\). Fmihermore, from the 
proof of Theorem 10.2 in Belloni [2005] we see that 
r r /iniiri(l ~ P)^ j-2 • ^ , I'r) i \ - Oi + l > —2 S, , l > t . (B.l) HCf 
It follows that the null steps generating the strictly decreasing sequence nuist 
stop before the algorithm terminates i.e., < 2e. 
Applying Lemma B.1.1 to (B.l) and setting 5t+n = 2e, we have that the number n of 
null steps recjuired before a serious stc^ j) is mc!t or the algorithm terminates is 
8c? / I 1 \ 
" ^ IT ^ U - - T + 1 (1 -^2) 
This concludes the null steps analysis. 
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We now proceed to the analysis of serious steps. For notational convenience, we denote 
by W(j). W(2)- W(3),.. . the iterates that triggered serious steps: w^.j. w/;2. w^.j, . . . where 
ki < k2 < h < . . . . By default, we let the first iteration be a serious step i.e., 
wi = W(i). By the proof of Theorem 3 in Robinson [1999] and an application of 
Theorem C.0.11 (which links the modulus of strong convcxity of J to the Lipschitz 
constant of the gradient mapping of conjugate ./* of ./), we obtain 
\ - p (B.3) 
Since 0 < < we can apply Lemma B.1.2 to (B.3) and obtain the 
number .s of serious steps which leads to the last sequence of null steps or terminat ion 
of algorithm, 
•s > log ( y ) j log 
A l ( l + / ' n 
1 + /Xn - 1 
= log 
\ - p 
£(1 - p ) 
log 
+ 1 
1 + /t„ . -1 (B.4) 
Multiplying (B.2) and (B.4) we see that Algorithm 1 terminates with an e-accurate 
solution w r after 
T< 
< 
1 + 
1 + 
8c? 
Mmin(l pY \2t 6 t ) 
1 1 loo 
fMi,iin(l - pY 
log ei( l + Mmaxg ) e(l-p) 
iterations, where c := max^giT-] r-,, as claimed. 
B.3 Proof of Theorem 3.2.1 
log 1 + /^ maxO" 
1 P 
- 1 
To show Theorem 3.2.1 we need several technical intermediate steps. Let 7, := 
./(w(_|_i) - .7,(w<_|.i) and recall that tf := min,g[,_,_i] J (w , ) - J , (wf+i) . Also let 
w* := argmin^ .7(w). The following lemma establishes some useful jjroperties of 7). 
and t(. 
L e m m a B.3.1. We have 
< J((w(+i) < ./(w*) < .7(w,+i) = J,+ i (w,+i ) for all i < t. 
Furthermore. €f is monolonically decreasing with 
tt - ff+i > J<+i(w,+2) - > 0. (B.5) 
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Also, tt upper houndfi the distance from opf.imality via 
7, > e, > mill ,/{w,) - ./(w*). (Bii) 
iG[f + l ] 
Proof. Since Ji{w) < ,//(w) < ./(w) for all w 6 W' and for all i < t, tlii.s property 
also applies to their respective minima. Moreover, since w* minimizes ./(w) we have 
,/(w*) < J(wf). Since Taylor expansions are exact at the point of expansion J(w/) = 
Ji{wt)- The inequalities (B.5) follow immediately from the definition of et and the fact 
that minw.A(w) is non-decreasing for all t > 0. Finally, the inequalities (B.G) hold 
by the definitions of jt and et as well as the fact that -/(w*) > minw J/(w) for all 
/ > 0. • 
Our second technical lemma allows us to bound the maximum value of a concave 
function provided that we know its first derivative and a bound on the second derivative. 
Lemma B.3.2. Denote by h : [0.1] —^  R a concave function with h{0) = 0. V/)(0) = ci , 
and |V2(u!)| < C2 Vu; e [0.1]. Then we have max„,g[o.i] h{w) > f min(^, 1). 
Proof. We first observe that g(w) := cjU' - ^w^ < h{w) Vw implies max„.g[(j i] h{w) > 
max,„g[o 1] (/(u'). g attains the unconstrained maximum ^ at w; = Since g is 
monotonically increasing in [0, if ci > C2 we pick w = 1 which yields constrained 
maximum ci - ^ > y . Taking the minimum over both maxima proves the claim. 
• 
To apply the above result, we need to compute the gradient and Hessian of 
with respect t(j the search direction ((1 r ] ) a t , T ] ) . The following lemma takes care of 
the gradient: 
Lemma B.3.3. Denote by at the solution of (3.4) at t-th iteration. Moreover, denote 
by Af+i := [A(.a^+i] and b^+i + the extended matrices and vectors needed 
to define the dual problem for {t+l)-th iteration, and let a £ R'"*"^ . Then the following 
holds: 
a7;+i([Q,.0]) = A7+iW,+ i+b,+ i and (B.7) 
= .Jt+i{wt+i) - Mwt+i ) = It (B.8) 
Proof By the dual connection 3J)*(-A ' A , a , ) = Hence we have that 
A,+i a ) + - A^+i w,+i +b ,+i for a : This proves 
the first claim. To see the second part we eliminate ^ from of the Lagrangian (3.5) and 
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write the partial Lagrangian 
L (w , a ) - Ai2(w) + ( ^A jw + ht^ with a > 0;. 
The result follows by noting that at optimality = ./((wf+j) and 
= Ar2(w(+i) + (w(+i.a/+i) + bt+i- Consequently we have 
.Jt+i{wt+i) - ./((w,+i) = Ai2(w,+i) + {w,+i.a, + i) + bt+i - AJ7(w,+i) - cxj{AJ wt+i+ h, 
Rearranging terms proves the claim. • 
To apply Lennna B.8.2 we also need to bound the (generalized) Hessian of 
By assumption, i l is rr-strongly convex, hence il* is continuously differentiable and has 
cr"'-Lipschitz continuous gradient by Theorem C.0.11. However, it is not necessary 
that U* is twice differentiable. If iV is twice differentiable, we let (/z) to denote 
the Hessian {i.e., V^f2*(/x)) of fi* at fi. Otherwise, denotes the generalized 
ne.ssian [Hiriart-Urrnty et al., 1!)X4] of JT i.e., a set of matrices defined a.s the convex 
hull of the set 
{ M : 3 v / X with j r twice dilfcrentiablc at V and V2i2*{v) ^ M } . (B.!)) 
Arguably, the generalization of Hessian for contirmously differentiable functions with 
Lipschitz continuous gradient is analogous to the generalization of gradient for (con-
tinuous but) non-differentiable functions. We note the following lemma which will be 
handy in the proof of Theorem 3.2.1. 
L e m m a B.3.4. For il : R'' —» R a cr-strongly convex function, we have, for any u G R'^, 
where M e 9^r2*(u), and il* is the conjugate ofil.. 
Proof. By Theorem C.U.ll, we know that il* ha.s rr^'-Lipschitz continuous gradient. 
Then by the definition of Lipschitz continuous gradient (see Definition C.0.8), the 
inequality holds for all points where the Hessian V^Q* exists. At i)oints where Hessian 
is not defined but the generalized Hessian d^il*, we know from (B.9) that any element 
of d^n* is a convex combination of some Hessian matrices at points where V^iJ* exits, 
hence by the convexity of norm, the inequality holds. Putting the two cases together 
we conclude the proof. • 
Now we are in a jjosition to prove the bounds on the (generalized) Hessian of and 
then Theorem 3.2.1. 
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Lemma B.3.5. Under the assumptions of Lemma B.3.3 we have 
- A,+ia)A,+i. and (B.IO) 
1] = , e a / (w ,+ i ) (B.l l ) 
Proof. The first equality is iinniediate from the chain rule. Next note that = 
— A"^ A/ cXi by dual connection. Since af_|.i G dR{wt+i) the claim follows from .^(w) = 
An(w) + /?(w). • 
This result allows us to express the second derivative of the dual objective function 
(3.4) in terms of the gradient of the risk functional. The idea is that as we approach 
optimality, the second derivative will vanish, ^^e will use this fact to argue that for 
continuouslv difi'ercntiable risks. Algorithm 2 exhibits linear rate of (-onvergence. 
Proof. [Theorem 3.2.1] We overload the notation for by defining the following one 
dimensional concave fimction 
= - A,+i[(l - ii)cxj,ii]) + [(1 - rj)aJ,v] b,+i . 
Clearly. if+ilO) = Furthermore, by (B.8), (B.IO), and (B.l l ) it follows that 
= [ -a , . l ]T j ;+ i ( [a , .0 ] ) = and 
= 1]^ A7+i M A,+ i [ - a , . 1] 
= - A - ' g T i M g , + i 
where M G ^^^^(-A-i A,+ i [(1-77)0,,/?]). By Lemma B.3.4, we have that ||M|| < 
hence, 
|r| < ||g,+ i f / ( M -
Next we need to bound the gradient of J. For this purpose note that dX{l{wf+i) -
- AJ at and that ||a/||] = 1. This implies that 9An(w,_|_i) lies in the convex hull of 
the past gradients, a,. By our assumption on ||a,|[ it follows that ||9An(w,+i)[| < G. 
We conclude that 
|g,+if < anfl \r\ < 4GV(Act). 
Invoking Lemma B.3.2 on j;+i(??) - •hi'^t+i) shows that 
JUiiv) - > |min(l ,Aa7,/(4G2)). 
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We now upper bound the LHS of the above inequahty as follows: 
(B.12) 
€t - et+i > Jt+i(wf+2) - M^ f+ i ) > J*+i(r!) - M^ t+ i ) > J mm(l, A(T7,/(4G2)). 
The first inequality follows from Lemma B.3.1 while the second follows by observing 
that Jf+i(w,+2) = ,7*^ 1 (af+i) > The RHS of the third inequality on the other 
hand can be lower bounded by observing that 7, > e^ , which follows from Lemma B.3.1. 
This in turn obtains (3.0). 
Now we prove the second part of the theorem where J is assumed to be continuously 
diiferentiable and has //-Lipschitz continuous gradient. Note that (3.6) already yields 
the £,/2 decrease when e, > 4G^/(Aa). To show the other parts we need to show that 
the gradient of J vanishes as the algorithm converges to the optimal solution. Towards 
this end, we apply Lemma B.3.2 in the primal.^ This allows us to bound ||V.7(w(+])|| 
in terms of Plugging in the first and second derivative of ./(w;_|_i) and noting that, 
by Definition C.0.8. the norm of the (generalized) Hessian of J is bounded from above 
by 11. we obtain 
-n > \ ||V./(w,+i)|| min(l, ||V,/(w,+i)ll f ^ ) . 
If ||V./(w(+i)|| > II , then 7/ > ^ ||V./(w,+i)|| which in tvmi yields |r| < A-yf/iXa). 
Plugging this into Lenuna B.3.2 yields a lower bound on the improvement of Xa/8. 
Finally, for |!VJ(w,+i)|| < II we have 7, > ||V.;(wf+i)||V(2//), which implies |r| < 
2H'yt/{Xa). Plugging this into Lemma B.3.2 yields an improvement of X(T'yf/(4II) > 
Xaet/i4H). 
Since both cases cover the remaining range of convergence, the minimum 
min(A(T/8, A(Te//(4//)) provides a lower bound for the improvement. The crossover 
point between both terms occurs at ti ^ II/2. Rearranging the conditions leads to the 
(pessimistic) improvement guarantees of the second claim. • 
Note that a key step in the above analysis involved bounding r := For 
a number of regularizers tighter bounds can be obtained. The following bounds are 
essentially due to Slialcv-Shwartz and Singer [2UU0]: 
• For squared L,, norm regularization. i.e., f2*(/j) = \ we have 
< (fy- 1) !|gf+i|l^  where e 9,7(w,+i). 
'Dcfmo J(?j) := ,/(w,) - ,;(w, where p = - nvjjwjii ^ imif-length graciient. We see that 
,=0 ^ = and .7(0) = 0. Hence Lemma B.3.2 is apphcable 
in tliis case. 
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For quadratic form regularizalion with P D matrix M , i.e., = ^ f i M ^ /j.. 
we have r = g7+i M " ' where G DJ(wf+i). 
For imnormaHzed eiitropic regnlarization we liave = d i a g ( f ; ^ ' . . . . .e''"^). 
Hence we may bound r < where g,_,_i G dJ{'Wt+i)- Clearly 
this bound may be very loose whenever ^ has only very few large coefficients. 
For normalized entro])y regularization, i.e., Win) = l o g ^ - e x p / i , we have 
< ||g,+i|P where , e a ; ( w , + i ) . 
B.4 Proof of Theorem 3.2.2 
Proof. For any e, > IG'^/{Xa) it follows f i o m (3.6) that < e , /2 . Hence we need at 
most log2|Ao-f] /(4G^)] to achieve this level of precision. Subsequently we have 
Ef - > (B. i ; } ) 
Invoking Lemma B.1.1 by setting z = X(t/{8G'^) and PI = 4.G'^/{\(t) shows that FT < F 
after at most 8G'^/{Xae) - 1 more iterations. This proves the first claim. 
T o analyze convergence in the second case we need to study two additional phases: for 
€i e \II/2.IG-/{Xa)] we see constant progress. Hence it takes us 4{A(t)"2[8G'2 - Act//] 
iterations to cover this interval. Finally in the third phase we have e^+i < e j l -
Acr / (4 / / ) ] . Starting from e, = / / / 2 we need l o g j p e / / / ] / l o g j ] ! - A a / ( 4 / / ) ] iterations to 
converge. Expanding the logarithm in the denominator close to 1 proves the claim. • 
B.5 Proof of Theorem 3.2.3 
We first note that the termination criterion of Algorithm 3 is slightly different from 
that of Algor i thm 2. In order to apply the convergence results for Algorithm 2 to 
Algor i thm 3 we redefine the following notations: 
f , : = ^ ( w J V i ) - ( B . 1 4 ) 
a ,+i e d R i w ' f + i ) , 
bt + i : = RiWf+\) - ( w , + i . a , + i ) , 
wh(>rc 
wj'^.1 : = argmin ./(wj" + ? / ( w , + i - wj ' ) ) , and 
II 
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Albeit the difference in the iterate update rules of Algorithms 2 and 3, we show that 
the convergence j^roof for Algorithm 2 is applicable to Algorithm 3. We first provide 
some lemmas which help simplify the proof. 
Firstly, the following lenuna is crucial to the api)lication of Lcnmia B.3.3 in the proof. 
L e m m a B.5 .1 . , / (+i(w,+i) = An(w,+ i) + (w,+i .a ,+ ] ) + b,+i 
Proof. w'/_,_j is the optimal value of J on the line joining w^+j and wj' while is 
a convex combination of Wf+i and wj'_,_i- Moreover by definition of a^+i and hf+i we 
have = Therefore, 
./(w^^i) = = + (a,+i . + bt+i > J(w!'+i). (B.15) 
But since ft is convex 
n{{\ - 0) wf+i +0Wt+i) < (1 - + 
^ ^ ' 
which can be rearranged to 
Multiplying by A and adding and subtracting and ORt{wt+i) to the above 
equation, we have, 
Agn(w;Vi) + - Agn(w<+i) - eiljwt+i) 
< + - (1 - -
Plugging in (B.14) obtains 
Oet < - - (1 - - (B.16) 
Putting (B.15) and (B.i6) together 
+ > . y ( w J V i ) - > (1 + + 
Since = (1 - 6*) +6* w,+ i it follows that 
(1 - 0) (a^+i. w^+j) (a,+,. w,+i) + bt + i > (1 - + + 0e,. 
1 2 2 P r o o f s 
W h i c h c a n b e r e a r r a n g e d t o 
( 1 - 0 ) ( ( a , + , . w ; V i ) - - / ? , ( w , + , ) ) + > 0e,. 
S i n c e a / + i ) + is t h e T a y l o r a i ) p r o x i m a t i o n o f t h e c o n v e x f u n c t i o n H a r o u n d 
e v a h i a t e d a t w ' / ^ i it f o l l ows t h a t iHv ^ ' i+ i ) > + P l u g g i n g t h i s 
i n t o t h e a b o v e e c i u a t i o n y i e l d s 
( 1 - 0){-b,+i) + 0({wt+i.at+i) - + h,+i > Oe,. 
D i v i d i n g b y > 0 a n d r e a r r a n g i n g y i e l d s 
( w , + i . a , + i ) + > Eiiw,) + £ , . 
T h e c o n c l u s i o n o f t h e l e n n n a f o l l ows f r o m o b s e r v i n g t h a t 
i ? , + i ( w , + i ) = m a x ( ( w , + i . a / + i ) + / ? , ( w , + ] ) ) 
= + ht+i- a n d t h a t 
J , + i ( w , + i ) = X n ( w t + i ) + / ? , + i ( w , + i ) 
• 
W'e a l s o n e e d t h e f o l l o w i n g t w o l e n n n a s b e f o r e w e c a n p r o c e e d t o t h e f i n a l p r o o f . 
L e m m a B . 5 . 2 . e, - t f+ i > J / + i ( w , + 2 ) -
Proof. 
f, - €,+ 1 = J{wt+i) - Jt{y^t+i) - + ^/+i(w/+2) 
= ( . / ( w I V i ) - -^ (Wf+a) ) + . 7 *+ i (w ,+2 ) - J t i ^ t + i ) ( b y t h e d e f i n i t i o n o f w;^ 
h\ 
>0 
> ,;, + i ( W f + 2 ) - Jti^t + l) 
• 
L e m m a B . 5 . 3 . Letaf. A/+i := [ai a,+i], andht+i := ..., be as defined 
in Lemma B.3.3. Then under the assumption of Theorem 3.2.1 that ||a,|| < G. we have 
[ - a ^ - l J ^ A ^ J A , + , [ - a , . l ] < 4 G 2 . 
Proof. B y t h e d u a l c o n n e c t i o n , ( 9AJ2 (w ,+ i ) = - At a,. A l s o , a , > 0 , a n d I : q , | | , = 1 
as i t is t h e o p t i m a l s o l u t i o n o f (.'1.4) a t t-th i t e r a t i o n . It f o l l ows t h a t y A i 2 ( w , + i ) l ies 
i n t h e c o n v e x h u l l o f a , € V j < T h e r e f o r e ||^Ai2(w,+i)|| < G. C o n s e q u e n t l y , 
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by Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, 
[-a , . A ^ ] A,+i[- « / . ! ] = ||c»An(w,+i) + a,+i| 
= ||f}Ai2{w;+i)||2 + a,+i + ||a,+ i | 
< 
• 
Finally, we sketch the proof for Theorem 3.2.3. 
Proof. [Theorem 3.2.3] (Sketch) Theorem 3.2.1 holds for Algorithm 3 by applying 
Lemmas B.5.1, B.5.2, and B.5.3 into the first part of the proof. Therefore, for 
e < 4:G'^/{\a), (B.12) reduces to e^  -e,+i > Xa€t/{4G'^). Applying Lemma B.1.1 yields 
Q < - 1 + 77l ) ) ' ' ^'ith 2 = Aa/(8G2). Setting ( z - 1 + - e, 
assuming that > 0, and solving for n yields n < (ze)" ' = 8G'^/(Ao-f). • 

A p p e n d i x C 
Basic Definitions and Results in 
Convex Analysis 
In this appendix we collect some basic definitions and results in convex analysis needed 
in this thesis. The materials presented in this section are due to Hiriart-Urruty and 
Lemarechal [1993]. Similar materials can also be found in Rockafellar [1970]. 
Definition C.0.4 (Domain). The domam of a function J : W' ^ ] R u { + o o } , not 
identically +cx3, denoted by dom J, is defined as 
dom ./ := { w : - / (w) < +cxd} . 
Definition C.0.5 (Convex set). A set C C M'' is said to be convex ifrwi +(1 - r ) W2 
is in C whenever W] and W2 are in C. and T e [0. 1]. 
Definition C.0.6 (Convex function). Let C be a nonempty convex set in K"^ . A 
function J : C ^ R is said to be convex on C when, for all pairs (W1.W2) £ C x C 
and all r € (0,1), there holds 
. / ( r w i + ( I - r ) w 2 ) < T , / ( w i ) + ( l - r ) . y ( w 2 ) . (C.l) 
Further-more, J is said to be strictly convex on C when (C.l) holds as strict inequality 
I/Wl ^ W2. 
Definition C .0 .7 (Strongly convex function). A function J : C ^ R is a-strongly 
convex on C luith modulus a > 0 if and only if the function J — \ I H I is convex on C. 
Definition C.0.8 (Lipschitz contimious gradient). A continuous function .1 : R'' ^ M 
is said to have L-Lipschitz continuous gradient with constant L > 0 if and only if 
|!V.y(w]) - V./(w2)|| < L ||wi - W2II for all (wj . W2) £ x E' ' . 
Definition C.0.9 (Convex conjugate). For a convex function J : W' ^ R u { + oo} , 
not identically + 0 0 . the conjugate function J* is defined as 
9 At .;*(/Li) sup{(/Li,w) - J (w) : w € dom . / } . 
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Theorem C.0.10 ([Hiriart-Uniity and Lemarechal, 1993, Theorem X.4.1.1]). Let J : 
^ R be strictly convex, the 
the relative interior of doin ./. 
n the conjugate J* of J is continuously differentiable on 
Theorem C.0.11 ([Hiriart-Urnity and Leniarechal, 1993. Theorem X.4.2.1]). Assume 
./ : ^ IR IS strongly convex with modulus a > Q on W': for all (w], W2) eW^ xW' 
and r e (0.1), 
. /(r wi +(1 - T) W2) < TJ(wi) + (1 - r).7(w2) " " T) ||WI - W2f . 
Then dom J* = W' (ivhere J* is the conjugate of J) a;nd VJ* is Lipschitzian with 
V.r (Mi ) - V.r(/i2)|| < <T-' 11^ 1 - M2II for all (Ati.M2) eR'^xR''. 
constant a ^ on R"^ 
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